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This chapter is a general introduction to our research area, that is optimal code generation for irregular architectures. We define what an irregular architecture is and give a short introduction to compilation and code generation. Further, we motivate the interest of optimal code generation and summarize the contributions of our work.

1.1. Introduction to Compilation and Code Generation for DSP

A Digital Signal Processor (DSP) is an integrated circuit whose main task is to process a digital input signal and produce an output signal. Usually the input signal is a sampled analog signal, for instance speech or temperature. An Analog-Digital Converter (ADC) transforms analog signals into a digital form, i.e. the input signal for a DSP. The output signal from the processor can be converted back to an analog signal with a Digital-Analog converter (DAC), or remain in digital form. Figure 1.1 depicts such a DSP system.

Today DSP systems represent a high volume of the electronic and embedded applications market that is still growing. Mobile phones, Portable Digital Assistants (PDAs), MP3 players, microwave-ovens, cars, air planes, etc. are
only some examples equipped with a DSP system. Most embedded systems implement signal filters that are based on signal theory. Many filter computations are based on convolution:

\[ x(n) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} x(i) \delta(n - i) \]

that involves the fundamental operation of Multiplication and Accumulation, for short MAC. Thus a MAC instruction is implemented in hardware on almost all classes of DSPs for efficiency purposes. The MAC instruction is an example of various hardware solutions to cope with high market requirements.

Manufacturers produce DSP processors with different technical solutions that meet computational requirements imposed by the market. As a consequence, processors exhibit more and more irregularities: specialized register sets, multiple memory banks, intricate data paths, etc. Thus, high requirements are achievable only if the code exploits DSP features and irregularities efficiently.

For regular architectures, currently available compiler techniques produce high quality code, but if applied to DSPs hand made code is hundreds of percent better [Leu00a]. This is because compiler techniques for standard processors are unable to efficiently exploit all available resources. Thus, for hot parts of the applications, DSP experts often write code directly in target assembly language and integrate it into automatically generated assembly code. Hand-coded parts of an application are generally of high quality but come with several drawbacks:

- High cost: it is due to the need of highly qualified staff and longer production time.
- Maintainability: it is difficult to update an application that is written partially in high level language, such as C, and in assembly language.
- Hardware update: if the platform is replaced all parts of the assembly code are likely to be totally rewritten. This is time consuming in terms of implementation and testing.

Moreover, high competition in electronics market increases the time to market demand drastically. Programmers are eager to write embedded applications in a high level language such as C instead of target depend assembly code and leave the optimization task to the compiler. There are numerous reasons for using the C language, mainly its popularity in industry for embedded
systems and its flexibility. However, some basic operators implemented in a DSP are of higher level than basic operators in C. For example, on most DSPs the following C statement \( a = b \times c + a \); requires a single target instruction, called multiply and accumulate, noted MAC. To map such a statement to the MAC instruction the compiler needs to perform pattern matching on the intermediate code.

Additionally, retargetability of a tool is an issue for fast adaptation to new emerging hardware.

### 1.2. Compilation Process

In general, a compiler is a software tool that translates programs written in a high level language into equivalent programs in object code or machine language that can be executed on a particular target architecture (could be a virtual machine as well). The compilation process inside a compiler consists of at least five steps [ASU86]:

- **Lexical analysis** takes as input character strings and divides them into tokens. Tokens are symbolic constants representing strings that constitute the vocabulary of the input language (e.g. “=”, words, delimiters, separators, etc.). Lexical analysis produces error messages if the input character strings are incorrectly formed. The output of lexical analysis consists of a stream of tokens.

- **Syntactic analysis**, or parsing, processes the stream of tokens and forms a high level Intermediate Representation (IR) such as parse trees or abstract syntax trees. A tree is a data structure accessed by the top node, called *root*. Each node of a tree is either a leaf or an internal node that has one or more child nodes. A syntax tree is a compressed representation of a parse tree. An operator appears as an internal node of a tree, where its children represent operands.

- **Semantic analysis** takes as input a high level IR and verifies that the program satisfy semantic properties of the input language. Usually, after semantic analysis the IR is transformed to lower level, also known as *intermediate code generation* phase.

- **Optimizations** that are target independent such as dead code elimination, local and global subexpression elimination, loop unrolling, etc. are performed on a high and/or low level IR. The choice, order and level of
optimization depend on the overall optimization goal. Machine independent optimizations are considered as add-ons intended to improve code quality in various aspects.

- **Code generation** transforms the low level IR, or the intermediate code into equivalent machine code. Besides the tasks of instruction selection, instruction scheduling, and register allocation, numerous machine dependent optimizations are performed inside the code generator.

A compiler includes additionally a *symbol table*, a data structure which records each identifier used in the source code and its various attributes (type, scope, *etc.*). The five tasks with the symbol table are summarized in Figure 1.2.

### 1.3. Motivations

The first criterion of a compiler is to produce correct code, but often correct code is not sufficient. Users expect programs to use available hardware resources efficiently. The current state-of-the-art in writing highly optimized applications for irregular architectures offers two alternatives:

- Writing the applications directly in the assembly code for the specific hardware. Often, it is possible to automatically generate assembly code for those parts of the program that are not critical for the application, and only concentrate on the computationally expensive parts and write code for them by hand.

- Obtain highly optimized libraries from the hardware provider for a given target architecture. Then, the work consists in identifying parts of the application that may use a given library and call it. However, there are few companies that can spend sufficient effort in implementing highly optimized general purpose libraries, that are as well handwritten directly in the assembly language by experts. Designing a good library may be a difficult task, and it may work only for specific application areas.

With the solutions above it is possible to generate highly optimized code but at high cost in terms of man months. Further, the code needs to be rewritten almost completely if the underlying hardware changes, since the methods are rarely portable. In terms of software engineering, maintainability is difficult as long as there is no unified framework where third-party components can be updated more frequently than the application itself.
Figure 1.2.: Global view of a compilation process for a specific target machine.
Within this work we aim at improving the current state-of-the-art in compiler generation for irregular architectures, where the user keeps writing applications in a high level language and the compiler produces highly optimized code that exploits hardware resources efficiently. We focus particularly on code generation and aim at producing an optimal code sequence for a given IR of an input program. Optimal code sequence is of particular interest for fixed applications where the requirements are difficult to meet, and often a dedicated hardware is required. Furthermore, from the hardware designer viewpoint, information about optimal code sequence may influence further design decisions.

Moreover, we consider the retargetability issue. The code generation framework should not encapsulate target hardware specific, but take the hardware description as input information together with the application specified in a high level language. From the hardware description it is either possible to generate a compiler (code generator generator), or parameterize an existing framework. A code generator generator is usually more difficult to build, thus in this thesis we implement a prototype of a parameterizable retargetable framework for irregular architectures.

1.4. Research Interest

In the rest of this thesis by IR we mean a low level IR where data dependences are represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). A DAG $G = (V, E)$ is a graph whose edges $e \in E$ are ordered pairs of nodes $v \in V$ and there is no path that starts and ends at the same node. IR nodes correspond to operations (except for the leave nodes) and the children of a node are the operands. The graphical representation of the IR can be described in textual form by three-address code. Three-address code consists of an instruction with at most three operands. Such a representation is close to the assembly language. For instance for a binary operation a three-address code is shown below.

```
destination = operand1 operation operand2
```

In general, the compilation process does not work on the whole program or the whole function at once but on a set of smaller units called basic blocks. A basic block is a set of three-address codes (or IR statements) in which the flow of control enters only at the beginning and leaves only at the end. Each time the basic block is entered all the statements are executed exactly once.

Code generation research started at the time when the first computers appeared. Today it is known that for most hardware architectures and for IR
dependence graphs that form DAGs, most important problems of optimal code generation are $\mathcal{NP}$-hard.

Often, the quality of a compiler is evaluated using a set of benchmarks and compared either to figures obtained by another compiler on the same set of benchmarks or to hand optimized code. However, in both cases it is impossible to indicate how far from the optimal code the generated code sequence is because the optimum is not known. We do research aiming for a novel method for fully integrated code generation, that actually allows to produce optimal code for problem instances that could not be solved optimally with the state-of-the-art technology.

From a code generation point of view, a program is a directed graph, also called Control Flow Graph (CFG) whose nodes represent basic blocks. In this thesis, and as a first step, we focus on code generation on basic block level, i.e. local code generation. Generalization for global code generation is planned for future work.

Integration of several $\mathcal{NP}$-hard problems into a single optimization pass increases considerably the complexity. We are aware that generating optimal code is not feasible for large problem instances, such as basic blocks with hundreds of instructions.

1.5. Contributions

In this thesis we provide both a dynamic programming and an integer linear programming approach to retargetable, fully integrated optimal code generation that makes it possible to precisely evaluate a code generation technique. Further, we see other domains that can benefit from optimal code generation:

- The method is suitable for optimizing critical parts of a fixed (or DSP) application. Since the proposed optimization technique requires a large amount of time and space, it is intended only for the final code generation before shipping the code on the hardware.

- For hardware designers it is possible to evaluate an architecture during the design phase, and take decisions upon the resulting feedback. Thus, it is possible to modify a hardware, reevaluate an application and analyze the influence on code quality of such a modification.

As part of the discussion of future work in Chapter 10 we provide further possible extensions and contributions.
1.6. Origin of the Chapters

Kessler started considering the problem of optimal code generation in 1993 with different scheduling algorithms \cite{Kes98, Keß00}. In year 2000, he joined Linköpings universitet and under his guidance we continued research on optimal code generation. A large part of the material in this thesis originates from the following publications:


1.7. Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

- **Chapter 2** introduces the code generation problem and focuses on digital signal processor issues. In this chapter we motivate why, if searching for an optimal code sequence, we require an integrated approach.

- **Chapter 3** provides the necessary notations and formalisms used in the rest of the thesis. Additionally, we provide a formal model of our target architecture.

- **Chapter 4** provides the dynamic programming algorithm for determining a time-optimal schedule for regular and irregular architectures. In this chapter we also formally prove that the dynamic programming algorithm to find an optimal solution.
• **Chapter 5** is an extension of our work in the area of energy aware code generation. Our method is generic and can be easily adapted to other domains where it is possible to define a monotonic cost function of the schedule length. The chapter presents a method for energy optimal integrated code generation (for generic VLIW processor architectures) based on an energy model from the literature.

• **Chapter 6** presents an optimization technique that reduces time and space usage of the dynamic programming algorithm. We exploit a so-called partial-symmetry property of data dependence graphs that results in higher compression of the solution space.

• **Chapter 7** provides an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation that fully integrates all phases of code generation as a single integer linear problem. The formulation is evaluated against the dynamic programming approach and we show the first results.

• **Chapter 8** provides the specification of our structured hardware description language called *Extended Architecture Description Mark-up Language* (xADML), based on Extensible Mark-up Language (XML).

• **Chapter 9** classifies related work in the area of decoupled and integrated code generation solutions.

• **Chapter 10** gives different possible extensions of the thesis work.

• **Chapter 11** concludes the thesis.
Chapter 2.
Introduction to Code Generation for Digital Signal Processors

In this chapter we introduce the code generation problem and concentrate more on digital signal processor (DSP) architectural issues. Additionally we motivate why we need an integrated approach when we are searching for an optimal code sequence. Further we provide related work in the area of integrated code generation.

2.1. Motivations

The advances in the processing speed of current microprocessors are caused not only by progress in higher integration of silicon components, but also by exploiting an increasing degree of instruction-level parallelism in programs, technically realized in the form of deeper pipelines, more functional units, and a higher instruction dispatch rate. Generating efficient code for such processors is largely the job of the programmer or the compiler back-end. Even though most superscalar processors can, within a very narrow window of a few subsequent instructions in the code, analyze data dependences at runtime, reorder instructions, or rename registers internally, efficiency still depends on a suitable code sequence.

The high volume of the embedded processor market asks for high performance at low cost. Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) with a VLIW or clustered VLIW architecture became, in the last decade, the predominant platform for high-performance signal processing applications. In order to achieve high code quality, developers still write critical parts of DSP applications in assembly language. This is time consuming, and maintenance and updating are difficult. Traditional compiler optimizations developed for standard processors
still produce poor code for DSPs [Leu00a] and thus do not meet the requirements. One reason for this is that the main tasks in code generation, such as instruction selection, instruction scheduling and register allocation, are usually solved in separate, subsequent phases in the compiler back-end, such that the interdependences between these phases, which are particularly strong for DSP architectures, are partially ignored. Hence, we consider the integration of these tasks into a single optimization problem.

### 2.2. Main Tasks of Code Generation

The task of generating target code from an intermediate program representation can be mainly decomposed into the interdependent subproblems of instruction selection, instruction scheduling, and register allocation. These subproblems span a three-dimensional problem space (see Figure 2.1). Phase-decoupled code generators proceed along the edges of the cube, while an integrated solution directly follows the diagonal, considering all subproblems simultaneously.

#### 2.2.1. Instruction Selection

*Instruction selection* maps the abstract operations given in an intermediate representation (IR) of the input program to machine-specific instructions of the
target processor, where our notion of an instruction also includes a specific addressing mode and a (type of) functional unit where it could be executed, if there are several options. For each instruction, one can specify its expected cost (in CPU cycles) and its semantics in terms of equivalent IR operations, where the latter is usually denoted in the form of a (tree) pattern. Hence, instruction selection amounts to a pattern matching problem with the goal of determining a minimum cost cover of the IR with machine instructions where cost usually denotes latency but also may involve register requirements, instruction size, or power consumption. For tree-structured IR formats and most target instruction sets, this problem can be solved efficiently. The dynamic programming algorithm proposed by Aho and Johnson [AJ76] gives a minimal-cost covering for trees in polynomial time for most target instruction sets.

But, for DAGs minimal-cost instruction selection is \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete [Pro98], see also Appendix A. There are several heuristic approaches that split the DAG into disjoint subtrees and apply tree pattern matching [EK91, PW96] on these.

### 2.2.2. Instruction Scheduling

*Instruction scheduling* is the task of mapping each instruction of a program to a point (or set of points) of time when it is to be executed, such that constraints implied by data dependences and limited resource availability are preserved. For RISC and superscalar processors with dynamic instruction dispatch, it is sufficient if the schedule is given as a linear sequence of instructions, such that the information about the issue time and the functional unit can be inferred by simulating the dispatcher’s behavior. The goal is usually to minimize the execution time while avoiding severe constraints on register allocation. Alternative goals for scheduling can be minimizing the number of registers (or temporary memory locations) used, or the energy consumed.

### 2.2.3. Register Allocation

*Register allocation* maps each value in a program that should reside in a register, thus also called a *virtual register*, to a physical register in the target processor, such that no value is overwritten before its last use. If there are not enough registers available from the compiler’s point of view, the live ranges of the virtual registers must be modified, either by:

- *coalescing*, that is, forcing multiple values to use the same register. Register coalescing identifies copy operations of values that do not interfere
with each other and are not overwritten after the copy. Then, the unnecessary copy is eliminated, and occurrences of the copied value are replaced with the original value.

- **spilling** the register, that is, storing the value of that register back to the memory and reloading it later, thus splitting the live range of value such that a different value can reside in that register in the meantime.

Even for superscalar processors, which usually expose quite many general-purpose registers to the programmer and internally may offer even more by hardware register renaming, spilling caused by careless use of registers should be avoided if possible, as generated spill code cannot be recognized as such and removed by the instruction dispatcher at runtime, even if there are internally enough free registers available. Also, spill code should be avoided especially for embedded processors because more memory accesses generally imply higher energy consumption. Finally, if less virtual registers are live across a function call, less registers must be saved to the stack, which results in less memory accesses, too. If the schedule is fixed and spilling cannot be avoided completely, the goal is to find a fastest instruction sequence that includes necessary spill code. Another strategy is to find a new schedule that uses less registers, possibly by accepting an increase in execution time.

### 2.2.4. Partitioning

**Partitioning** of data and instructions across clusters becomes an issue for clustered VLIW architectures, where not every instruction can use every register as operand or destination register, due to restrictions implied by data paths or instruction set encoding. We group registers that exhibit equal constraints on addressability as operands in all instructions of a given instruction set into a **register class** (a formal definition will be given later). While we could even treat partitioning as a fourth problem dimension, the partitioning of data across register classes can be considered a part of the register allocation task, and the mapping of instructions to a unit in a specific cluster for execution can be included in the instruction selection problem.

### 2.3. Optimization Problems in Code Generation

We refer to solving the problem of generating **time-optimal** code for a given program fragment, that is, code that needs a minimum number of clock cycles to execute, as **time optimization**. Likewise, by **space optimization**, we denote solving the problem of determining **space-optimal** code, that is, code that
needs a minimum number of registers (or temporary memory locations) for storing intermediate results without spilling. For non-pipelined single-issue architectures, this problem is also known as *minimum register instruction sequencing (MRIS)* problem. By adding an execution time deadline or a limit in the number of registers, we obtain constrained optimization problems such as *time-constrained space optimization* or *space-constrained time optimization*, respectively.

### 2.3.1. Code Generation Techniques

During the last two decades there has been substantial progress in the development of new methods in code generation for scalar and instruction-level parallel processor architectures. New retargetable tools for instruction selection have appeared, such as IBURG [FHP92, FH95]. New methods for fine-grain parallel loop scheduling have been developed, such as software pipelining [AN88, Lam88]. Global scheduling methods like trace scheduling [Fis81, Ell85], percolation scheduling [Nic84, EN89], or region scheduling [GS90] allow to move instructions across basic block boundaries. Also, techniques for speculative or predicated execution of conditional branches have been developed [HHG95]. Finally, high-level global code optimization techniques based on data flow frameworks, such as code motion, have been described in [KRS98].

Most of the important optimization problems in code generation have been found to be \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete. Hence, these problems are generally solved by heuristics. Global register allocation is \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete, as it is isomorphic to coloring a live-range interference graph [CAC81, Ers71] with a minimum number of colors. Time-optimal instruction scheduling for basic blocks is \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete for almost any nontrivial target architecture [AJU77, BRG89, HG83, MPSR95, PS93] except for certain combinations of very simple target processor architectures and tree-shaped dependency structures [BG89, BJPR85, EGS95, Hu61, KPF95, MD94, PI91]. Space-optimal instruction scheduling for DAGs is \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete [BS76, Set75], except for tree-shaped [BG93, SU70] or series-parallel [Güt81] dependency structures. Instruction selection for basic blocks with a DAG-shaped data dependency structure is assumed to be \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete, too, and the dynamic programming algorithm designed for (IR) trees can no longer guarantee optimality for DAGs, especially in the presence of non-homogeneous register sets [Ert99].

Optimal selection of spill candidates and optimal a-posteriori insertion of spill code for a given fixed instruction sequence and a given number of available registers is \( \mathcal{NP} \)-complete even for basic blocks and has been solved by dynamic programming or integer linear programming for various special cases of
processor architecture and dependency structure [AG01, HKMW66, HFG89, MD99].

For the general case of DAG-structured dependences, various algorithms for time-optimal local instruction scheduling have been proposed, based on integer linear programming e.g. [GE92, Käs00a, WLH00, Zha96], branch-and-bound [CC95, HD98, YWL89], and constraint logic programming [BL99]. Dynamic programming has been used for time-optimal [Veg92] and space-optimal [Kes98] local instruction scheduling.

### 2.4. Phase Ordering Problem

In most compilers, the subproblems of code generation are treated separately in subsequent phases of the compiler back-end. This is easier from a software engineering point of view, but often leads to suboptimal results because the strong interdependences between the subproblems are ignored. For instance, early instruction scheduling determines the live ranges for a subsequent register allocator; where the number of physical registers is not sufficient, spill code must be inserted a-posteriori into the existing schedule, which may compromise the schedule’s quality. Also, coalescing of virtual registers is not an option in that case. Conversely, early register allocation introduces additional (“false”) data dependences and thus constrains the subsequent instruction scheduling phase.

**Example** Let us illustrate the phase ordering problem by a simple example. We consider a pipelined single-issue architecture, i.e. only one instruction can be issued per clock cycle. Figure 2.2 shows a situation where performing register allocation prior to target instruction scheduling decreases the number of possible schedules by adding extra constraints, and thus may miss the optimal solution. Let us consider that the register allocator allocates values computed by instructions a, b and c to registers r1, r2, and r1 respectively. We observe that instruction b needs to be computed before instruction c, since c overwrites the value of register r1 that is required for computing b. Therefore, this register assignment adds an extra dependence edge, the dashed edge in the figure, sometimes called “false” dependence that ensures that the content of r1 is not overwritten before its last use.

There is only one possible target schedule after register allocation that is compatible with such a register allocation, i.e. a, b, c. Now, if we suppose that the instruction c has a latency of two clock cycles, and instructions a and b take only one clock cycle, we obtain a schedule with a total execution time of four clock cycles. Consequently, if we are optimizing for the shortest
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Figure 2.2.: Performing register allocation before instruction scheduling adds additional constraints to the partial order of instructions.

execution time, we miss the optimal schedule, i.e. a, c, b that computes the same result in three clock cycles, where b and c are overlapping in time. ■

Moreover, there are interdependences between instruction scheduling and instruction selection: In order to formulate instruction selection as a separate minimum-cost covering problem, phase-decoupled code generation assigns a fixed, context-independent cost to each instruction, such as its expected or worst-case execution time, while the actual cost also depends on interference with resource occupation and latency constraints of other instructions, which depends on the schedule. For instance, a potentially concurrent execution of two independent IR operations may be prohibited if instructions are selected that require the same resource.

Example An example, adapted from [NN95], illustrates the interdependence between the phases of instruction selection and instruction scheduling. Let us consider an architecture with three functional units: an adder, a multiplier, and a shifter. We assume a single-issue architecture. For the following integer computation,

\[ b \leftarrow a \times 2 \]

it is possible to choose three different target instructions: multiply, addition and left shift. Table 2.1 lists the three possibilities with their respective unit occupation time. We assume that, for this target architecture and this example each possible instruction runs on a different functional unit.

The code selection phase, if performed first, would choose the operation with the least occupation time. In our example, the left shift instruction would be selected, associating the shifter functional unit with the multiplication operation. However, in the subsequent scheduling phase it might be the case that the left shift instruction should be scheduled at time \( t_{i+1} \), but the shift unit is already allocated for computing another operation at that time \( t_i \), such as \( y = x << 3 \) (see Figure 2.3). Figure 2.3 illustrates that the choice of using a left shift operation instead of addition produces final code that takes one clock
Table 2.1.: Possible operations to perform the integer computation $b \leftarrow a \times 2$, with their occupation time in clock cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Func. unit</th>
<th>Unit occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>add(b, a, a)</td>
<td>adder</td>
<td>4 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mul(b, a, 2)</td>
<td>multiplier</td>
<td>5 cycles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lshift(b, a, 1)</td>
<td>shifter</td>
<td>3 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cycle longer, although the adder requires one additional occupation clock cycle. Figure 2.3 (a) shows the resulting unit occupation schema if the shifter unit performs the integer multiplication; Figure 2.3 (b) illustrates the schedule if using the adder unit instead, which is shorter by one clock cycle.

(a) Using the shifter  
(b) Using the adder

Figure 2.3.: Here, using an adder results in a shorter execution time than using a shifter.

Furthermore, on clustered VLIW processors, concurrent execution may be possible only if the operands reside in the right register sets, which is an issue of register allocation. Especially for DSP processors where data paths and instruction word encodings are optimized for a certain class of applications, such interdependences can be quite involved. Hence, the integration of these subproblems and solving them as a single optimization problem is a highly desirable goal, but unfortunately this increases the overall complexity of code generation considerably.

2.5. Integrated Approaches

There exist several heuristic approaches that aim at a better integration of instruction scheduling and register allocation [BSBC95, FR92, GH88, KG92].
For the case of clustered VLIW processors, the heuristic algorithm proposed by Kailas et al. [KAE01] integrates cluster assignment, register allocation, and instruction scheduling; heuristic methods that integrate instruction scheduling and cluster assignment were proposed by Özer et al. [OBC98], Leupers [Leu00b] and by Nagpal and Srikant [NS04].

Nevertheless, the user is, in some cases, willing to afford spending a significant amount of time in optimizing the code, such as in the final compilation of time-critical parts in application programs for DSPs. However, there are only a few approaches that have the potential—given sufficient time and space resources—to compute an optimal solution to an integrated problem formulation, mostly combining local scheduling and register allocation [BL99, Käs00a, Leu97]. Some of these approaches are also able to partially integrate instruction selection problems, even though for rather restricted machine models. For instance, Wilson et al. [WGHB94] consider architectures with a single, non-pipelined ALU, two non-pipelined parallel load/store/move units, and a homogeneous set of general-purpose registers. Araujo and Malik [AM95] consider integrated code generation for expression trees with a machine model where the capacity of each sort of memory resource (register classes or memory blocks) is either one or infinity, a class that includes, for instance, the TI C25. The integrated method adopted in the retargetable framework Aviv [HD98] for clustered VLIW architectures builds an extended data flow graph representation of the basic block that explicitly represents all alternatives for implementation; then, a branch-and-bound heuristic selects an alternative among all representations that is optimized for code size.

Most of these approaches are based on integer linear programming, which is again a NP-complete problem and can be solved optimally only for rather small problem instances. Otherwise, integration must be abandoned and/or approximations and simplifications must be performed to obtain feasible optimization times, but then the method gives no guarantee how far away the reported solution is from the optimum. Admittedly, ILP is a very general tool for solving scheduling problems that allows to model certain architectural constraints in a flexible way, which enhances the scope of retargetability of the system. ILP has also been used for several other integrated approaches, by Wilson [MG95], Leupers [Leu97], and Govindarajan et al. [GYZ+99].

2.6. DSP Challenges

High performance requirements push DSP manufacturers to build more and more irregular processors. A typical irregular feature consists in dedicated register sets, also called special purpose registers. Thus an instruction can only
be executed if the operands reside in special registers and/or it writes the result in another specific register or register set. In some DSPs dedicated register sets are context dependent.

Additionally, to increase data bandwidth, manufacturers of DSPs provide separate data memory banks and support for word-parallel execution.

Today there exists different techniques that improve the overall code quality without significant changes in the compiler. Here, we enumerate some of currently applied ad-hoc methods:

- Provide user directives to help the compiler to identify specific opportunities for code improvement.

- Allow direct access to the target specific instructions, i.e. allow the user to manually write a part of the code directly in the assembly language of the architecture to perform certain critical operations of the application. Wagner and Leupers [WL01] provide access to the target processor with so-called compiler-known functions, or compiler intrinsics. Compiler known-functions bring higher level abstraction provided by the hardware into the programming language.

- Build ahead generic highly optimized libraries for most of the digital signal processing arithmetic operations. Thus, hardware providers do not only manufacture a processor, but additionally related libraries. Usually assembly and hardware experts write such libraries directly in assembly language.

On the one hand, the methods enumerated above considerably improve the final object code. But they are not portable and considerable time and effort must be spent in rewriting applications and libraries for a different hardware.

Further, contrary to general purpose processors, DSPs offer a reduced number of addressing modes. Often, an addressing mode offers the possibility of auto-decrementing or auto-incrementing an address. A restricted number of addressing modes may be practical if programmers write applications directly in assembly code, but it imposes on the compiler to carefully place data in memory to efficiently access them, since address arithmetic instructions are limited. Leupers [Leu00a] addresses the issue of offset assignment that consists in rearranging local variables in memory such that the address generation unit can access them efficiently with auto-increment and auto-decrement operations.

Summarizing, DSPs exhibit numerous irregularities and thus increase considerably the complexity of high quality code generation. Hence, producing highly optimized code for DSPs is a challenging task.
2.7. Need for Integrated Code Generation

In Section 2.4 we mentioned the existence of dependences between different phases in a decoupled code generation. These interdependences are “stronger” for irregular architectures, that present intricate structural constraints. In order to produce optimal code it is necessary to combine the three main tasks of code generation into a single optimization phase. In phase decoupled code generators the code generation is illustrated as a path along the edges of the code generation cube (see Figure 2.1), while integrated solutions follow directly the diagonal of the cube from the IR to target code.

For IRs in form of directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) and most architectures, most subproblems of code generation are \( \mathcal{NP} \)-hard (see Section 2.3.1). Considering them as a single problem leads to a complex and challenging optimization problem.

For instance, if we consider an architecture with general purpose registers (regular architecture) and an IR-level DAG with \( n \) nodes the number of all possible (sequences) IR-level schedules is less than \( n! \), the number of permutations of the operations. Due to the data dependence constraints the number of schedules depends on the DAG structure and is usually less than the upper bound. Brute-force enumerating all possible schedules is feasible for small problem instances, with up to 15 instructions per basic block even if only space-optimization is considered [Kes98].

For irregular architectures, where accessible registers for a given instruction are context dependent, registers need to be carefully allocated. The location of operands may influence the possibility of concurrent execution of given instructions.

**Example** Let us consider two independent simple operations, an addition and a multiplication. For the Hitachi SH7729 SH3-DSP [Hit99], if the operands for addition are located in registers \( Y_0 \) and \( Y_1 \) and for the multiplication in \( X_0 \) and \( A_1 \) then both cannot be scheduled simultaneously. The registers of the destination also influence the possibility of parallelism, but we do not consider it in this example. Then, possible target schedules are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{t1: } & \text{ADD } Y_0, Y_1, Y_0 \quad \text{and} \quad \text{t1: } \text{MUL } X_0, A_1, X_0 \\
\text{t2: } & \text{MUL } X_0, A_1, X_0 \quad \text{and} \quad \text{t2: } \text{ADD } Y_0, Y_1, Y_0
\end{align*}
\]

However, if the operands and result destinations are carefully chosen, then both operations can be executed simultaneously:

\[
\text{t1: } \text{ADD } X_0, X_1, X_0 \mathbin{||} \text{MUL } Y_0, Y_1, Y_0
\]
This shows that the number of possible target schedules may be larger than the number of permutations of instructions. In the case of a fully integrated solution of the three problems, the complexity is even higher.

### 2.8. Retargetable Code Generation

Writing compilers is generally time consuming, and consequently expensive. In the worst case, once the compiler is available it might turn out that the target hardware is already obsolete. Therefore, it is important, for a code generation system to be easily reconfigurable for different architectures, i.e. to be a retargetable code generation system.

Generally, most compilation systems that come with a processor are dedicated compilers for that given architecture. However, in a design and development phase it is desirable to have a retargetable system. In Section 1.2 we described a classical view of a compiler that is a dedicated compiler for a specific hardware. Figure 2.4 illustrates a dedicated compiler for an architecture $\alpha$. In such designs the back-end is specific for a given architecture, but also it may not be clearly separated from the rest of the compiler, and often the hardware information is spread within the whole compiler. In order to produce code for a different hardware, say $\beta$, it is necessary to spend considerable time and effort in porting the existing $\alpha$ compiler for $\beta$ architecture.

Modular compiler toolkits, such as the compilation system CoSy [AAvS94], provide facilities to exchange compiler components, also called engines, and adapt the whole compilation system for a specific goal. Thus, if the target
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Figure 2.5.: A retargetable compiler takes as input the program and the description of the hardware architecture.

...processor changes, it is theoretically sufficient to replace the back-end (engine) of any previously constructed compiler. Modular compiler toolkits facilitate significantly the task of compiler construction, but it is still necessary to write back-ends for each type of target architecture.

In contrast to dedicated code generation systems, retargetable compilers require additionally to the source program a description of the architecture for which to produce code (see Figure 2.5). Thus, to produce code for the α hardware we need to provide the α architecture description and the source program. This looks like an extra overhead compared to a dedicated compiler, but considerably facilitates the migration to some other hardware β, where it is only required to modify the hardware specifications. Figure 2.5 represents two variants of retargetable compilers: (a) parameterized, or dynamically retargetable such as GCC [FSF06] or OPTIMIST [KB05], and (b) generated, or statically retargetable (e.g. IBURG).

A retargetable code-generator generator is a framework that takes the hardware description as input and produces a compiler for the specified hardware. OLIVE [BDB90] and IBURG [PHP92] are examples of a retargetable code-generator generator tool. Code-generator generators are generally more complex to write than dynamically retargetable frameworks.

Dynamically retargetable back-ends take the architecture description and the source code simultaneously. A well known example is the GCC C compiler that includes descriptions for several processor architectures.
In this chapter we introduce necessary terminology for integrated optimal code generation that we use in the rest of the thesis. Further, we give the generic model of our target architectures.

3.1. Notations

In the following, we focus on code generation for basic blocks where the data dependences among the IR operations form a directed acyclic graph (DAG) \( G = (V, E) \). Let \( n \) denote the number of IR nodes in the DAG. An extension to extended basic blocks [Muc97] will be given in Section 4.3.6. For brevity, we often use the IR node names also to denote the values computed by them.

3.2. Modeling the Target Processor

We assume that we are given an in-order issue superscalar or a VLIW processor with \( f \) resources \( U_1, \ldots, U_f \), which may be functional units or other limited resources such as internal buses.

The issue width \( \omega \) is the maximum number of instructions that may be issued in the same clock cycle. For a single-issue processor, we have \( \omega = 1 \), while most superscalar processors and all VLIW architectures are multi-issue architectures, that is, \( \omega > 1 \).

Example The DSP processor TI-C62x (see Figure 3.1) has eight functional units and is able to execute a maximum of eight instructions concurrently in every clock cycle, i.e. \( \omega = 8 \). The full issue width can only be exploited if each instruction uses a different functional unit.
In order to model instruction issue explicitly, we provide \( \omega \) separate instruction issue units \( u_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq \omega \), which can take up at most one instruction per time unit (clock cycle) each. For a VLIW processor, the contents of all \( u_i \) at any time corresponds directly to a (long) instruction word. In the case of a superscalar processor, it corresponds to the instructions issued at that time as resulting from the dynamic instruction dispatcher’s interpretation of a given linear instruction stream.

**Example** The following instruction word for TI-C62x

\[
\text{MPY} .\text{M1} A1,A1,A4 || \text{ADD} .\text{L1} A1,A2,A3 || \text{SUB} .\text{L2} B2,B3,B1
\]

consists of three instructions (multiplication, addition and subtraction) issued concurrently, as indicated by ||. Note that \textit{NOP}s are implicit. The mapping to issue unit slots at time \( t \) is

\[
\begin{align*}
u_1 & \quad u_2 & \quad u_3 & \quad u_4 & \quad u_5 & \quad u_6 & \quad u_7 & \quad u_8 \\
L1 & \quad S1 & \quad M1 & \quad D1 & \quad D2 & \quad M2 & \quad S2 & \quad L2 \\
\end{align*}
\]

where we use mnemonics for each entry.  

Beyond an issue unit time slot at the issue time, an instruction usually needs one or several resources, at issue time or later, for its execution. For each instruction \( y \) issued at time (clock cycle) \( t \), the resources required for its execution at time \( t, t+1, ... \) can be specified by a reservation table [DSTP75], a bit matrix \( o_y \) with \( o_y(i,j) = 1 \) iff resource \( i \) is occupied by \( y \) at time \( t+j \). Let \( O_i = \max_{y \in y} \{ j : o_y(i,j) = 1 \} \) denote the latest occupation of resource \( i \) for any instruction. For simplicity, we assume that an issue unit is occupied for one time slot per instruction issued.
An instruction $y$ may produce a result, which may, for instance, be written to a register or a memory location. The number of clock cycles that pass from the issue time of $y$ to the earliest possible issue time of an instruction that can use this result is called the latency of that instruction, denoted by $\ell(y)$. Hence, the result of instruction $y$ issued at time $t$ is available for instructions issued at time $t + \ell(y)$ or later. We assume here that latency is always nonnegative. A more detailed modeling of latency behavior for VLIW processors is given e.g. by Rau et al. [RKA99].

### 3.3. Terminology

Our code generation methods are generally “driven” at the IR level because this gives us the possibility to consider multiple choices for instruction selection.

We call an IR fine-grained for a given instruction set $I$ if the behavior of each instruction in $I$ can be represented as tree/forest/DAG patterns (see Figure 3.2; a formal definition will be given later) covering one or several operations in the IR DAG completely. In other words, there is no “complex” IR operator whose functionality could be shared by two adjacent target instructions, and the boundaries between two adjacent covering patterns therefore always coincide with boundaries between IR operations.

From now on, let us assume that our IR is fine-grained. This assumption is realistic for low-level IRs in current compilers, such as L-WHIRL in ORC, or the LCC IR [FH95] that we use in our implementation.

#### 3.3.1. IR-level scheduling

An IR schedule of the basic block (IR DAG) is a bijective mapping $S : V \to \{1, ..., n\}$ describing a linear sequence of the $n$ IR operations in $V$ that is compliant with the partial order defined by $E$, that is, $(u, v) \in E \Rightarrow S(u) < S(v)$. A partial IR schedule of $G$ is an IR schedule of a subDAG of $G$. A subDAG $G' = (V', E \cap (V' \times V'))$ of a DAG $G$ is a subgraph induced by a subset $V' \subseteq V$ of nodes where for each $v' \in V'$ holds that all predecessors of $v'$ in $G$ are also in $V'$. A partial IR schedule of $G$ can be extended to a (complete) IR schedule of $G$ if it is prefixed to a schedule of the remaining DAG induced by $V - V'$.

#### 3.3.2. Instruction selection

Instruction selection is performed by applying graph pattern matching to the IR DAG. The user specifies one or several patterns for each target instruction;
a pattern is a small graph consisting of IR nodes and edges that describes the behavior of the instruction in terms of IR operations and data flow. The patterns may be trees, forests, or DAGs; some examples are given in Figure 3.2.

Covering a set $\chi$ of IR DAG nodes with a pattern $B_y$ for an instruction $y$ implies that each DAG node $v \in \chi$ is mapped one-to-one to a node $B_y(v)$ in the pattern with the same operator, and all DAG edges $(v, w) \in \chi^2$ coincide with pattern edges $(B_y(v), B_y(w))$ between the corresponding pattern nodes. There may be additional constraints, such as on values of constants, on type, size, and location of operands, etc. Moreover, for the most interesting case $|\chi| > 1$, we usually have the constraint that “interior” values $v \in \chi$, corresponding to the sources of DAG edges $(v, w)$ covered by a pattern edge $(B_y(v), B_y(w))$, must not be referenced by edges $(v, u)$ to DAG nodes $u \notin \chi$, because they will not be exposed by instruction $y$ for use by other instructions selected for $u$.

An instruction selection $Y$ for an IR DAG $G = (V, E)$ and a given instruction set $I$ is a surjective mapping $V \rightarrow I$ such that each DAG node $v \in V$ is covered exactly once in a pattern for an instruction $y \in I$. Moreover, for all DAG edges that are not covered by pattern edges and thus represent data flow between instructions, the type, size and storage of the source instruction’s result must match the corresponding expectations for the target instruction’s operand. By applying an instruction selection $Y$ to a (IR) DAG $G$, we obtain a target-level DAG $\hat{G}$ whose $\hat{n}$ nodes correspond to target instructions and thereby to covered subsets $\chi$ of IR DAG nodes, and whose edges are prece-
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dence constraints among target instructions and correspond to the IR DAG edges between covered node subsets.

Generally, there are several possible ways to cover each DAG node \( v \) and thus many possible instruction selections for a DAG \( G \). In order to keep track of all alternatives, we denote by \( \Psi(v) \) the set of all instructions in \( I \) such that \( v \) may be covered by a leaf node in a pattern for \( y \). We will use \( \Psi \) in our algorithms to narrow the search space for matching instructions. It can be derived automatically by analyzing the patterns specified for the instructions in \( J \). Note that for IR trees, more general preprocessing methods for fast matching of tree patterns have been described in the literature, e.g. [HO82].

Example A common example in the DSP world consists in covering a multiplication and a dependent addition IR node with a single MAC (multiply and accumulate) instruction. Moreover, an integer multiplication of an operand by 2 is semantically equivalent to an integer addition of the operand with itself or to a left shift of the operand by 1. Thus, if an IR node \( v \) represents an integer multiplication, then \( \Psi(v) = \{ \text{MUL}, \text{MAC}, \text{ADD}, \text{LSH} \} \) contains instructions for integer multiplication, multiply-add, addition, and left shift. Our framework will consider all alternatives, since they may imply different resource usage and latency behavior.

3.3.3. Target-level scheduling

A target schedule is a mapping \( s \) from the set of time slots in all issue units, \( \{1, ..., \omega\} \times \mathbb{N} \), to instructions such that \( s_{i,j} \) denotes the instruction issued to unit \( u_i \) at time slot \( j \). Where no instruction is issued to \( u_i \) at time slot \( j \), \( s_{i,j} \) is defined as \( \varnothing \), meaning that \( u_i \) is idle. If an instruction \( s_{i,j} \) produces a value that is used by an instruction \( s_{i',j'} \), it must hold \( j' \geq j + \ell(s_{i,j}) \). Finally, the resource reservations by the instructions in \( s \) must not overlap. The accumulated reservations for all instructions scheduled in \( s \) can be described by a resource usage map or global reservation table [DSTP75], a boolean matrix \( RU_s \) where \( RU_s(i,j) = 1 \) iff resource \( i \) is occupied at time \( j \).

The reference time \( \rho(s) \) of a target schedule \( s \) is defined as follows: Let \( t \) denote the most recent clock cycle where an instruction (including explicit NOPs) is issued in \( s \) to some functional unit. If there is any fillable slot left on an issue unit at time \( t \), we define \( \rho(s) = t \), otherwise \( \rho(s) = t + 1 \).

The execution time \( \tau(s) \) of a target schedule \( s \) is the number of clock cycles required for executing \( s \), that is,

\[
\tau(s) = \max_{i,j} \{ j + \ell(s_{i,j}) : s_{i,j} \neq \varnothing \}.
\]
A target schedule \( s \) is time-optimal if it takes not more time than any other target schedule for the DAG.

### 3.4. Classes of Schedules

This notion of time-optimality requires a precise characterization of the solution space of all target schedules that are to be considered by the optimizer. We will now define several classes of schedules according to how they can be linearized and re-compacted into explicitly parallel form by various compaction strategies, and discuss their properties. This classification will allow us to a-priori reduce the search space, and it will also illuminate the general relationship between VLIW schedules and linear schedules for (in-order-issue) superscalar processors.

#### 3.4.1. Greedy Schedules

An important subclass of target schedules are the so-called greedy schedules where each instruction is issued as early as data dependences and available resources allow, given the placement of instructions issued earlier.

In a target schedule \( s \), consider any (non-NOP) instruction \( s_{i,j} \) issued on an issue unit \( u_i \) at a time \( j \in \{0, ..., \rho(s)\} \). Let \( e \) denote the earliest issue time of \( s_{i,j} \) as permitted by data dependences; thus, \( e = 0 \) if \( s_{i,j} \) does not depend on any other instruction. Obviously, \( e \leq j \). We say that \( s_{i,j} \) is tightly scheduled in \( s \) if, for each time slot \( k \in \{e, e + 1, ..., j - 1\} \), there were a resource conflict with some instruction issued earlier than time \( j \) if \( s_{i,j} \) were issued (to \( u_i \)) already at time \( k \).

A target schedule \( s \) is called greedy if all (non-NOP) instructions \( s_{i,j} \neq \diamond \) in \( s \) are tightly scheduled. Figure 3.3(i) shows an example of a greedy schedule.

Any target schedule \( s \) can be converted into a greedy schedule without increasing the execution time \( \tau(s) \) if, in ascending order of issue time, instructions in \( s \) are moved backwards in time to the earliest possible issue time that does not violate resource or latency constraints \[CC95\].

#### 3.4.2. Strongly Linearizable Schedules and In-order Compaction

A schedule \( s \) is called strongly linearizable if for all times \( j \in \{0, ..., \rho(s)\} \) where at least one (non-NOP) instruction is issued, at least one of these instructions \( s_{i,j} \neq \diamond, i \in \{1, ..., \omega\} \), is tightly scheduled.

The definition implies that every greedy schedule is strongly linearizable. The target schedules in Figure 3.3(i) and (ii) are strongly linearizable. The
Figure 3.3.: A target-level DAG with four instructions, and three examples for target schedules: (i) greedy, strongly linearizable, (ii) not greedy, strongly linearizable, (iii) not greedy, not strongly linearizable. Instructions $a$, $c$ and $d$ with latency 3 are to be issued to unit $u_1$, and $b$ to unit $u_2$ with $\ell(b) = 1$. We assume no resource conflicts.

schedule in Figure 3.3 (ii) is not greedy because instruction $b$ is not tightly scheduled. The schedule in Figure 3.3 (iii) is not strongly linearizable because instruction $b$, which is the only instruction issued at time 2, is not tightly scheduled.

Any strongly linearizable schedule $s$ can be emitted for an in-order issue superscalar processor without insertion of explicit NOP instructions to control the placement of instructions in $s$. We can represent each strongly linearizable schedule $s$ by a sequence $\bar{s}$ containing the instructions of $s$ such that the dynamic instruction dispatcher of an in-order issue superscalar processor, when exposed to the linear instruction stream $\bar{s}$, will schedule instructions precisely as specified in $s$. For instance, a linearized version of the schedule in Figure 3.3 (ii) is $\langle a, d, b, c \rangle$. We can compute a linearized version $\bar{s}$ from $s$ by concatenating all instructions in $s$ in increasing order of issue time, where we locally reorder the instructions with the same issue time $j$ such that a tightly scheduled one of them appears first in $\bar{s}$. A similar construction allows to construct linearized schedules $\bar{s}$ for EPIC/VLIW processors and reconstruct the original schedule $s$ from $\bar{s}$ if the in-order issue policy is applied instruction by instruction.

In the reverse direction, we can reconstruct a strongly linearizable schedule $s$ from a linearized form $\bar{s}$ by a method that we call in-order compaction, where instructions are placed on issue units in the order they appear in $\bar{s}$, as early as possible by resource requirements and data dependence, but always in nondecreasing order of issue time. In other words, there is a nondecreasing “current” issue time $t$ such that all instruction words issued at time $1, \ldots, t - 1$ are already closed, i.e., no instruction can be placed there even if there should be a free slot. The instruction word at time $t$ is currently open for further in-
sertion of instructions, and the instruction words for time $t+1$ and later are still unused. The “current” issue time $t$ pointing to the open instruction word is incremented whenever the next instruction cannot be issued at time $t$ (because issue units or required resources are occupied or required operand data are not ready yet), such that the instruction word at time $t+1$ is opened and the instruction word at time $t$ is closed. Proceeding in this way, the “current” issue time $t$ is just the reference time $\rho(s)$ of the schedule $s$ being constructed.

As an example, in Figure 3.3 (iii), we cannot reconstruct the original schedule $s$ from the sequence $\langle a, d, b, c \rangle$ by in-order compaction, as $b$ would be issued in the (after having issued $d$ at time 1) still free slot $s_{2,1}$, instead of the original slot $s_{2,2}$.

Generally there may exist several possible linearizations for a strongly linearizable schedule $s$, but their in-order compactions will all result in the same schedule $s$ again.

In the context of in-order compaction of strongly linearizable schedules it is thus well-defined to speak about appending an instruction $y$ to a schedule $s$ (namely, assigning it an issue slot as early as possible but not earlier than $\rho(s)$, resulting in a new schedule) and about a prefix $s'$ of a schedule $s$ (namely the in-order compaction of the prefix $s'$ of a suitable linearization $\tilde{s}$ of $s$).

### 3.4.3. Weakly Linearizable Schedules

Weakly linearizable schedules $s$, such as that in Figure 3.3 (iii), can only be linearized if explicit NOP instructions are issued to occupy certain units and thereby delay the placement of instructions that are subsequently issued on that unit. In Figure 3.3 (iii), we could reconstruct the schedule e.g. from the sequence $\langle a, d, \text{NOP1}, b, c \rangle$ where \text{NOP1} denotes an explicit NOP instruction on unit 1.

As we focus on time optimization in this chapter, it is sufficient to consider greedy schedules when looking for a time-optimal one. We will see later that our optimizer actually takes strongly linearizable schedules into account, for technical reasons. However, non-strongly linearizable schedules such as that in Figure 3.3 (iii) may be superior to greedy or strongly linearizable schedules if register need or energy consumption are the main optimization criteria.

### 3.4.4. Non-linearizable Schedules

So far, we have not found any good example of a really non-linearizable schedule. However, such schedules may exist for certain architectures if more detailed latency models are considered. For instance, if there were pre-assigned registers, anti-dependences may actually induce negative latencies for certain
3.5. Advanced Code Obtained by Superoptimization

Note that we generally only consider such target schedules that can be derived from covering the IR with specified patterns for instructions in the given instruction set. Such a collection of patterns can only yield a conservative approximation to the — in general, undecidable — complete set of schedules with the same semantics as the IR. There may thus exist a more involved composition of instructions that computes the same semantic function as defined by the IR DAG in even shorter time, but there is no corresponding covering of the DAG. Finding such an advanced code by exhaustively enumerating arbitrary program fragments and semiautomatically testing or formally verifying them to see whether their behavior is as desired, is known as superoptimization \cite{JNR02,Mas87} and beyond the scope of this work. Hence, the terms “(target) schedule” and “optimal” in this thesis are used with respect to the set of target schedules generatable by covering the IR DAG with patterns specified by the user for the instruction set.

3.6. Register allocation

A register allocation for a given target schedule \( s \) of a DAG is a mapping \( r \) from the scheduled instructions \( s_{i,j} \) to physical registers such that the value computed by \( s_{i,j} \) resides in a register \( r(s_{i,j}) \) from time slot \( j + \ell(s_{i,j}) \) and is not overwritten before its last use. For a particular register allocation, its register need is defined as the maximum number of registers that are in use at the same time. A register allocation \( r \) is optimal for a given target schedule \( s \) if its register need is not higher than that of any other register allocation \( r' \) for \( s \). That register need is referred to as the register need of \( s \). An optimal register allocation for a given target schedule can be computed in linear time in a straightforward way \cite{Fre74}. A target schedule is space-optimal if it uses no more registers than any other target schedule of the DAG.
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Integrated Optimal Code Generation Using Dynamic Programming

In this chapter we describe our dynamic programming algorithms for determining a time-optimal schedule for regular and irregular architectures. Our dynamic programming algorithms are based on enumeration of topological sortings; we introduce the concepts of selection tree and selection DAG. We also prove compression theorems for generating time-optimal schedules. The compression makes it possible to cope with basic blocks of reasonable sizes. We evaluate our dynamic programming algorithm on various basic blocks taken from real world DSP programs, and for regular and irregular architectures.

4.1. Overview of our Approach

We consider local code generation for in-order issue superscalar processors, regular VLIW processors (with a single general-purpose register file where each register is equally accessible to each instruction), and clustered VLIW processors (with multiple register files and operand residence constraints on parallel execution). We propose an integrated approach based on dynamic programming and problem-specific solution strategies which can deliver optimal or highly optimized code. In principle, our method generates all possible instruction selections and schedules but simultaneously applies compression and pruning techniques to reduce the size of the solution space. The algorithm finds a time-optimal solution among all generated code sequences. In a previous work, Kessler has exemplified that, due to the compression, the
algorithm can solve non-trivial problem instances of finding space-optimal schedules \[\text{Kes98}\]. In order to optimize for execution time on pipelined and VLIW processors, we introduce so-called time profiles, structures that summarize resource occupation and latency status of operations under execution at a given point in the code, as far as relevant for future instruction selection and scheduling decisions. As we will see later, partial solutions for the same subset of IR nodes with equal time profiles are comparable, that is, our dynamic programming algorithm needs to keep only one of these (namely a locally optimal one) as building block for the construction of further solutions, which leads to compression of the solution space.

For clustered VLIW architectures, we introduce the concept of space profiles, structures that describe the current residence of values that are alive at a given point in the code. Space profiles are used for comparison of partial solutions in a modified dynamic programming algorithm to produce time-optimal code for such architectures. We show that compression by local optimization of partial solutions for the same subset of IR nodes is applicable when their space profiles and time profiles are identical.

We organize the space of partial solutions as a two-dimensional grid spanned by axes for execution time and the number of IR nodes considered. By constructing partial solutions systematically in increasing order of execution time, less promising partial solutions are postponed as far as possible, so that we hopefully never need to explore them: As we will see, the first complete solution constructed by the algorithm is guaranteed to be an optimal one.

### 4.2. Main Approach to Optimal Integrated Code Generation

For a better explanation of our subsequent dynamic programming algorithms, we start with a simple brute-force algorithm for optimal integrated code generation that is based on exhaustive enumeration of target schedules, each of which can be generated by interleaving topological sorting of the IR DAG nodes with instruction selection and in-order compaction. We begin with the case of a homogeneous register file and then generalize the approach to clustered VLIW architectures.

#### 4.2.1. Interleaved Exhaustive Enumeration Algorithm

The following enumeration algorithm constructs inductively all target schedules for larger and larger subDAGs of an IR DAG \(G\) as follows:
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We start with an initial configuration consisting of a zero-indegree set $z$ equal to the set of DAG leaves and an empty target schedule. The set $scheduled(z)$ of already scheduled DAG nodes is thus still empty.

In each step, given a configuration $(z, s)$ with a zero-indegree set $z$ and some target schedule $s$ for the subDAG $G_z$ induced by the already scheduled nodes $scheduled(z)$, the algorithm enumerates new target schedules with prefix $s$ by selecting code for, and scheduling, at least one more IR operation in $z$: For each IR node $v \in z$, we explore all instructions $y \in \Psi(v)$ whose pattern may cover a set $\chi$ of non-scheduled operations, including $v$ as a leaf of the pattern. For each $v$ and each possible selection $y \in \Psi(v)$, we arrive at a new configuration by removing the set $\chi$ of nodes covered by $y$ from the DAG, determining the resulting zero-indegree set $z'$, and appending the instruction $y$ to the target schedule $s$ by in-order compaction, resulting in a new schedule $s'$. For each of these possible new configurations $(z', s')$, the same enumeration strategy is inductively applied, until all DAG nodes have been scheduled.

For each (partial) target schedule $s'$ constructed by the algorithm, we im-

Figure 4.1.: The selection DAG (right hand side) of the example DAG (middle bottom) as a compression of the selection tree (left upper corner) where all selection nodes with the same zero-indegree set could be merged. Schedules are not shown. Note that selection edges for instructions whose pattern covers more than one IR node (here, we assume a forest pattern covering $a$ and $c$) accordingly skip some levels in the selection DAG.
immediately compute its execution time and its register need. Among all enumerated complete target schedules for the entire DAG $G$, we pick a (time-) optimal one. By a straightforward extension of the algorithm, configurations with (partial) schedules $s'$ whose register need exceeds the number of available physical registers or whose execution time exceeds a specified time limit would be discarded immediately and not considered further in the enumeration.

This strategy generates an enumeration tree whose nodes, also called selection nodes, are the configurations, and whose edges, called selection edges, denote single selection and scheduling steps made by the above enumeration algorithm, see Figure 4.1 (left hand side) for an example. We call this tree a selection tree. The selection nodes can be arranged in levels, such that the level of a selection node describing a zero-indegree set $z$ corresponds to the number $|\text{scheduled}(z)|$ of already scheduled IR nodes “below” $z$, and thus selection edges are always directed from lower to higher level selection nodes, where the distance in levels spanned by the selection edge is just the number $|x|$ of nodes covered in the corresponding selection step. All selection nodes representing complete target schedules for the entire DAG with $n$ nodes are at level $n$.

In principle, we could as well first enumerate all possible coverings $Y$ of the DAG and then, for each such covering, enumerate all possible target schedules $s$ (see Figure 4.2); this method would enumerate exactly the same set of target schedules. Likewise, we could enumerate all IR schedules $S$ of the DAG completely and then apply to each $S$ all possibilities for covering contiguous subsequences of operations in $S$ by patterns for corresponding target instructions. Note that each possible covering by some pattern will eventually be possible in this scenario because the IR operations to be covered will eventually be enumerated contiguously in some schedule $S$. We however prefer interleaving the steps of selecting a “next” IR node to be scheduled and covering it, as this allows for incremental compaction and computation of the accumulated execution time, and for earlier compression and pruning of the solution space, which we will exploit later.

**Theorem 4.2.1** The interleaved enumeration algorithm enumerates all strongly linearizable target schedules for the input DAG.

**Proof** Assume there exists a strongly linearizable target schedule $t$, thus based on instructions obtained by some covering of the IR DAG with specified patterns, that is not enumerated by the algorithm. Consider any linearized version of $t$, $\hat{t} = \langle y_1, ..., y_{\hat{n}_t} \rangle$. We conceptually compare $t$ to each linearized target schedule $s = \langle x_1, ..., x_{\hat{n}_s} \rangle$ enumerated by the algorithm. By the assumption, for each such $s$ there must be a position $k \in \{1, ..., \min(\hat{n}_t, \hat{n}_s)\}$ such that
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Figure 4.2.: Survey of the interleaved enumeration process.

4.2.2. Comparability of Target Schedules

The reader may have noticed that multiple instances of the same zero-indegree set \( z \) in the configuration after \( y_1, \ldots, y_{k-1} \) have been scheduled (for \( k = 1 \), \( z \) is just the set of all leaves, as no node has been scheduled yet). Let \( z = \{v_1, \ldots, v_q\} \). The algorithm iterates through all \( v_i \), \( i = 1, \ldots, q \), and for each \( v_i \) through all possible patterns in \( \Psi(v_i) \), covering \( v_i \) (and maybe some other, not yet scheduled, IR nodes). As \( t \) is a valid schedule consisting of instructions with specified patterns, and instruction \( y_k \) is scheduled after \( y_{k-1} \) in \( t \), some pattern for \( y_k \) does cover some \( v_i \) in \( z \). Hence, as all possibly covering patterns have been given as input to the enumeration algorithm, instruction \( y_k \) is in \( \Psi(v_i) \) and will be enumerated, contradiction. \( \square \)

4.2.2. Comparability of Target Schedules

The reader may have noticed that multiple instances of the same zero-indegree set \( z \) may occur in the selection tree. For all these instances, the same set scheduled \( z \) of nodes in the same subDAG \( G_z \) of \( G \) “below” \( z \) has been scheduled. This leads to the idea that we could perhaps optimize locally among several partial schedules with equal zero-indegree set instances, merge all these selection nodes to a single selection node and keep just one optimal partial schedule to be used as a prefix in future scheduling steps (see Figure 4.1). By this compression of the solution space, the selection tree becomes a selection DAG. In the same way as in the selection tree, the selection nodes in a selection DAG can be partitioned into \( n + 1 \) levels. An example is shown in Figure 4.1(right hand side).

We will now define an equivalence relation among target schedules, called comparability, such that even with merging of selection nodes corresponding to comparable schedules it is still guaranteed that an optimal solution is enumerated.
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The definition of comparability depends on the architecture and the optimization goal. In either case, the comparability definition must fulfill the following condition:

**Comparable prefix schedule exchange condition (CPSEC):** Any prefix \( p \) in a linearized target schedule \( \bar{s} \) can be exchanged by any schedule \( p' \) that is comparable with \( p \), without affecting the correctness (but possibly the performance) of the resulting schedule.

We will consider three definitions of comparability for increasingly complex architectures in Sections 4.2.3, 4.2.4, and 4.2.5, and prove that these fulfil the CPSEC. A summary is given in Table 4.1.

### 4.2.3. Comparability I

For very simple RISC architectures with a single, non-pipelined functional unit and unit latency for all instructions, time optimization is not an issue. For minimizing the number of registers used, we define comparability by equality of zero-indegree sets, since there is a one-to-one relationship between a zero-indegree set \( z \) and \( \text{alive}(z) \), the set of (results of) operations that reside in (virtual) registers at the configuration described by \( z \):

\[
\text{alive}(z) = \{ u \in \text{scheduled}(z) : \exists (u, v) \in E, v \notin \text{scheduled}(z) \}
\]

The resulting compression of the solution space considerably decreases the optimization time and makes it possible to generate space-optimal schedules for DAGs of reasonable size [Kes98].

Before we generalize this for time optimization, we note a property of the enumeration algorithm with compressed solution space:

**Lemma 4.2.2** If comparability is defined by equality of zero-indegree sets, all possible (with respect to the specified patterns) zero-indegree sets are enumerated even if occurrences of the same zero-indegree set are merged.

**Proof** The interleaved enumeration algorithm enumerates all possible zero-indegree sets. For multiple occurrences of the same zero-indegree set in the selection tree, it will enumerate isomorphic subtrees that only differ in the schedules (see Figure 4.1). Hence, no zero-indegree set will be missed if all but one of these subtrees are cut. □
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Table 4.1.: Comparability criteria for various optimal code generation goals and processor architectures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture</th>
<th>Optimization goal</th>
<th>Comparability</th>
<th>Section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>single-issue, unit latency</td>
<td>minimum register instruction sequencing</td>
<td>equal zero-indegree sets</td>
<td>4.2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pipelined, in-order issue superscalar / VLIW</td>
<td>register-constrained minimum time code generation</td>
<td>equal zero-indegree sets and equal time profiles¹</td>
<td>4.2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clustered VLIW</td>
<td>register-constrained minimum time code generation</td>
<td>equal zero-indegree sets, equal time profiles, and equal space profiles¹</td>
<td>4.2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Time profiles and space profiles will be introduced in Sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5, respectively.

4.2.4. Comparability II, Time Profiles

For determining time-optimal schedules on single- and multi-issue processors with pipelined units and non-unit latencies and occupation times, the definition of comparability of target schedules involves more factors. We introduce the concept of a time profile to represent the occupation and latency status of all issue units and resources at a given time. A time profile of a target schedule $s$ with reference time $t$ records the occupation and latency effects of instructions in $s$ that are under execution at time $t$ and have not yet completed on every resource, that is, they still occupy some resource or their results have not yet been written, which may influence future scheduling decisions. Hence, time profiles are a generalization of resource usage maps that includes latency information, restricted to a small window of recently issued instructions in $s$.

We will see that, for time optimization for general pipelined VLIW and superscalar processors, two partial schedules are comparable if they have the same zero-indegree set and the same time profile. It will thus be sufficient to keep, among all comparable schedules, only one with least execution time, which results in considerable compression of the solution space.

Time Profiles

Given a target schedule $s$ with reference time $t = \rho(s)$, let $X_s$ denote the set of IR nodes covered by instructions in $s$ that are under execution at time $t$ (including those issued at time $t$) and that are sources of dependence edges to IR
nodes covered by other instructions. Note that the nodes in $X_s$ correspond to values that are being computed at time $t$.

For a processor with $\omega$ issue units $u_1, \ldots, u_\omega$ and $f$ resources $U_1, \ldots, U_f$ with latest occupations after $O_1, \ldots, O_f$ clock cycles, respectively, we define a time profile $P$ for $s$ as a triplet

$$P = (\beta, \lambda, \pi) = ( (\beta_1, \ldots, \beta_\omega), \lambda, (\pi_{i,0}, \ldots, \pi_{i,O_i-1}, \pi_{2,0}, \ldots, \pi_{2,O_2-1}, \ldots, \pi_{f,0}, \ldots, \pi_{f,O_f-1}) )$$

where $\beta_i \in \{0, 1\}$ indicates whether some instruction has already been issued to issue unit $u_i$ at time $t$, for $i \in \{1, \ldots, \omega\}$. $\lambda : X_s \rightarrow \mathbb{IN}$ maps each value $v \in X_s$ under computation to its residual latency $\lambda(v)$, that is, the remaining number of clock cycles from $t$ until its result becomes available. Hence, for an instruction $s_{i,j}$ issued to $u_i$ at time $j \leq t$ and covering IR node $v$, its result becomes available for instructions issued at time $t + \lambda(v) = j + \ell(s_{i,j})$. The bit matrix entries $\pi_{i,j} \in \{0, 1\}$ specify whether resource $i$ is occupied at time $t + j$, for $i \in \{1, \ldots, f\}$ and $j \in \{0, \ldots, O_i - 1\}$.

Example Figure 4.3 illustrates, for the ARM9E processor [ARM02], the time profile for the schedule $\ldots; b=\text{ADD}(\ldots); c=\text{LD}(b)$ with reference time $t$. Here, $\beta = (0), X_s = \{c\}$, and $\lambda = ((c \rightarrow 1))$, i.e., the residual latency of $c$ is 1. As the latest occupation distances $O_1, O_2$ are 1 on both resources, $\pi$ is a $2 \times 1$ bit matrix. Here, $\pi = (0, 0)$, as no instruction has subscribed to any resource for time $t$ yet.

Comparability and Compression with Time Profiles

For in-order issue superscalar and for VLIW architectures (corresponding to our machine model) with an ordinary homogeneous register file, we define comparability of two target schedules $s, s'$ by equality of the corresponding zero-indegree sets and equality of the time profiles obtained for $s$ and $s'$, respectively.

The following theorem states that this comparability definition fulfills the CPSEC. In other words, zero-indegree set plus time profile contain all the information required to decide about the earliest time slot where the instruction for the node selected next can be scheduled.

$^1$Note that in the case where a set $\chi$ of multiple IR nodes is covered by a single pattern, only the root node(s) in $\chi$ produce value(s) and the others can thus be omitted.
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Figure 4.3.: Example of a time profile of a schedule \((\ldots \alpha=\text{ADD}(\ldots); c=\text{LD}(b))\) for the ARM9E processor. The symbol \(\sqcup\) denotes a fillable slot on an issue unit.

**Theorem 4.2.3** For a DAG \(G\) and any subDAG \(G_z\) of \(G\), any target schedule \(s\) of \(G_z\) that occurs as a prefix in some strongly linearizable schedule of \(G\) could be replaced by any other target schedule \(s'\) for the same subDAG \(G_z\) that has the same time profile \(P\) as \(s\), without violating any data dependences or resource reservations.

**Proof** Consider two target schedules \(s\) and \(s'\) of \(G_z\) with the same time profile \(P = (\beta, \lambda, \pi)\) but possibly different reference times \(t = \rho(s)\) and \(t' = \rho(s')\). For any IR node \(v \in z\) ready to be scheduled next, and any possible instruction \(y \in \Psi(v)\) that can cover \(v\) (and thus could be appended to both \(s\) and \(s'\) by in-order compaction at the reference time or later), the following three situations may occur if \(y\) is scheduled:

1. \(v\) is a leaf in \(G\), i.e. it does not depend on any operation. Hence, \(y\) will be scheduled by in-order compaction as early as the required resources and issue unit are available (but not earlier than the reference time). As \(s\) and \(s'\) have equal resource usage \(\pi\) from the reference time on forward and the occupied issue slots in \(\beta\) are identical, too, instruction \(y\) has to wait equally long after the reference time if appended by in-order compaction to \(s\) and \(s'\).

2. \(v\) depends on an operand \(w\) computed by some instruction \(y = s_{i,j}\) that is still in progress and thus occurs in \(X_s\). As the mapping \(\lambda\) is identical for both \(s\) and \(s'\) (and thus, \(X_s = X_{s'}\)), operand \(w\) has the same residual latency \(\lambda(w)\) relative to the reference time; thus, instruction \(y\) must wait equally long for \(w\)'s result becoming available if appended to both \(s\) and \(s'\). The argument for resource and issue unit occupation is the same as in (1).

3. \(v\) depends on an operand \(w\) computed by some instruction \(y = s_{i,j}\) that has already retired, i.e., \(w\)'s result is already available, at the reference time
or earlier. Hence, \( w \) is no longer contained in \( X_s \). As the time profiles of \( s \) and \( s' \) are equal, \( w \) is not contained in \( X_{s'} \) either. Even though the respective instructions covering \( w \), their latencies, issue units and resource occupations may differ in \( s \) and \( s' \), this does no longer affect the issue time of \( y \), because in-order compaction cannot schedule \( y \) earlier than the reference time. As the issue slot availability \( \beta \) and resource occupation \( \pi \) are also identical for both \( s \) and \( s' \) (see case (1)), the issue time of \( y \) found by in-order compaction will be, relative to the respective reference time, the same for \( s \) and \( s' \). □

Having established comparability by Theorem 4.2.3, we can now easily derive the corresponding compression theorem, which forms the basis of the dynamic programming algorithm. For this, we need the following observation:

**Lemma 4.2.4** If comparability is defined by equality of zero-indegree sets and time profiles, all possible (wrt. specified patterns) combinations of zero-indegree set and time profile are enumerated even if occurrences of configurations with the same zero-indegree set and time profile are merged.

The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4.2.2.

**Theorem 4.2.5** For determining a time-optimal schedule of a DAG \( G \), it is sufficient to keep, for any subDAG \( G_z \), just one time-optimal target schedule \( s \) among all those target schedules \( s' \) for the same subDAG \( G_z \) that have the same time profile \( P \), and to use this \( s \) as a prefix for all target schedules that could be created from these target schedules \( s' \) by a subsequent selection step.

**Proof** It remains to show that merging configurations with comparable schedules and and local optimization among these does not lead to a situation where all optimal target schedules for \( G \) could be missed. By Lemma 4.2.4, all combinations of zero-indegree set and time profile that are enumerated by the interleaved enumeration algorithm will also be enumerated if merging is applied. By Theorem 4.2.3, we could exchange any prefix schedule \( s \) in a given schedule \( s_G \) for DAG \( G \) by a comparable one without conflicting with data dependences or resource allocations. If \( s \) and \( s' \) have equal reference time (and thus execution time), it is thus safe to drop any of these. Where \( s \) and \( s' \) differ in their reference time (and thus in their execution time), it is safe to drop the slower one. The optimality of those target schedules for the entire DAG that are finally kept when the enumeration with compression and local optimization has run to completion, follows by induction over all subDAGs of \( G \). We will formally show this in Theorem 4.2.6 after having introduced the dynamic programming algorithm. □
Dynamic Programming Algorithm

The compression Theorem 4.2.5 yields directly a dynamic programming algorithm for time optimization, resulting from applying compression and local optimization in the interleaved enumeration algorithm. By keeping the interleaved enumeration order, compression is applied as early as possible. Among all configurations \((z, s)\) (with \(s\) implying its time profile \(P\)) being enumerated, we will keep only one configuration for each pair \((z, P)\), namely one with locally optimal target schedule, and store it in a data structure called extended selection nodes (ESnodes). Hence, we attach to each ESnode \((z, P)\) a locally optimal target schedule \(s^*\). The dynamic programming algorithm inductively constructs all ESnodes as follows:

The algorithm starts with a single ESnode, consisting of a zero-indegree set \(z\) containing all leaves in the DAG \(G\), and an empty time profile \((\text{all issue units are free and there are no dependences from operations that are still under execution, and no reserved resources})\). An empty schedule is associated with this ESnode.

From now on, we must make sure that, for each ESnode \((z, P)\) with associated schedule \(s^*\), the algorithm proceeds to a successor configuration \((z', ..., )\), using \(s^*\) as an optimal prefix, only after having considered all configurations that are comparable to \(s^*\). A partial order of constructing ESnodes that preserves this constraint is the order implied by set inclusion of the sets \(\text{scheduled}(z)\) of already scheduled IR nodes. More conservative but easier to implement is constructing all ESnodes strictly in increasing order of IR level, because every selection step covers at least one IR operation. Hence, we apply the following expansion method to all ESnodes \((z, P)\) level-wise (i.e., for increasing IR schedule lengths \(l = |\text{scheduled}(z)|\)) until the entire DAG \(G\) has been scheduled:

For each ESnode \((z, P)\) at the current level \(l\), the algorithm considers, as before, all possible new configurations \((z', s')\) by covering any \(v \in z\) with any matching pattern for some instruction \(y\), and determining the resulting target schedules \(s'\) by appending \(y\) to \(s\) by incremental in-order compaction. Each \(s'\) is a target schedule for the subDAG \(G_{z'}\) that includes \(G_z\) and the nodes covered by the pattern chosen for \(y\). Let \(P'\) denote the time profile for \(s'\). For each new configuration \((z', s')\), one of the following three cases can occur:

Case 1: No configuration with a comparable schedule was enumerated yet, so we keep \(s'\) in a new ESnode \((z', P')\).

Case 2: There exists an ESnode \((z', P')\) with a comparable, previously enumerated schedule \(s^*\) for \(G_{z'}\) whose execution time is not worse than that of \(s'\). In this case, \(s'\) is discarded. (In the case of equal execution time, we may break ties according to secondary optimization goals such as register need.)
Case 3: $s'$ was better than the associated $s^*$, then $s^*$ is replaced in the ESnode $(z', P')$ by $s'$.

This is continued level-wise, until all ESnodes at level $n$ have been expanded completely and thus all possibilities for selection and scheduling of the last IR node in $G$ have also been considered. Finally, we scan the schedules $s^*$ associated with all ESnodes $(\emptyset, \ldots)$ at level $n + 1$ and pick an optimal one. We claim that this schedule is optimal for the entire DAG.

**Theorem 4.2.6** For each strongly linearizable target schedule $s$ of DAG $G$ with time profile $P$, there exists, after termination of the dynamic programming algorithm above, a comparable target schedule $s^*$ (not necessarily different from $s$) kept in the ESnode $(\emptyset, P)$ such that the execution time of $s^*$ does not exceed that of $s$.

**Proof** by induction over all possible subDAGs $G_z$, ordered by set inclusion of their node sets $\text{scheduled}(z)$.

When the algorithm starts, $z$ is the set of all leaves, $\text{scheduled}(z) = \emptyset$, and the target schedule associated with the initial ESnode is the empty schedule with execution time 0, hence the theorem holds for the initial case.

For the general case, consider any subDAG $G_z = (V_z, E_z)$ of $G$ implied by the set $V_z = \text{scheduled}(z)$. Assume that the induction hypothesis holds for all subDAGs $G_{z'} = (V_{z'}, E_{z'})$ implied by a proper subset $V_{z'} = \text{scheduled}(z') \subset V_z$. Now assume that there is a target schedule $s$ of $G_z$ with time profile $P$ such that $s$ is faster than the schedule $s^*$ ($\tau(s) < \tau(s^*)$) associated with ESnode $(z, P)$ after the algorithm has finished its work, that is, after it has explored all its alternatives to generate code for $G_z$. Consider any linearization $\bar{s} = \langle y_1, \ldots, y_q \rangle$ of $s$. Instruction $y_q$ scheduled last covers a set $\chi$ of IR nodes in $\text{scheduled}(z)$. Consider $V' = V_z - \chi$. As $y_q$ was scheduled last, the nodes in $\chi$ have no successors in $V'$. Hence, there exists a unique zero-indegree set $z'$ with $V_{z'} = V'$.

Let $G_{z'}$ denote the subDAG of $G_z$ induced by $V_{z'}$. Consider the prefix schedule $s' = \langle y_1, \ldots, y_{q-1} \rangle$ of $s$, and let $P'$ denote the time profile of $s'$. $s'$ is a target schedule for $G_{z'}$. By Lemma 4.2.4 some ESnode $(z', P')$ is eventually created by the dynamic programming algorithm, as the configuration $(z', s')$ is enumerated by the interleaved enumeration algorithm. By the construction of the dynamic programming algorithm, the schedule $s'^*$ that is associated with ESnode $(z', P')$ is comparable to $s'$ (note that $s'$ may even be identical to $s'^*$). By the induction hypothesis, $s'^*$ is optimal for $(z', P')$; in particular, the execution time of $s'^*$ is not worse than that of $s'$. As $y_q$ is a legal selection covering $\chi$ and can be scheduled next after any target schedule for $V_{z'}$, the schedule $\bar{s}$ built by appending $y_q$ to $s'^*$ is eventually enumerated by our algorithm and compared to the local optimum $s^*$ associated with $(z, P)$. The
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execution time $\tau(\tilde{s})$ cannot be worse than that of $s$. But this contradicts the assumption that the target schedule that is finally stored in ESnode $(z, P)$ be worse than $s$, which completes the proof of the induction step. □

Again, the algorithm can easily be extended by immediately discarding computed configurations with target schedules $s'$ whose register need or execution time exceeds predefined limits.

Finally, we have to explain why the dynamic programming algorithm uses in-order compaction and thereby considers the entire class of strongly linearizable schedules—as stated above, it would have been sufficient, for pure time optimization, if the interleaved enumeration algorithm limited its scope of enumeration to greedy schedules, by applying greedy compaction. Incremental greedy compaction inserts an instruction $y$ into an existing schedule $s$ as early as allowed by operand latencies and resource occupations of instructions in $s$, such that $y$ might then actually be inserted in a quite early free slot in $s$ that is out of the scope of the time profile of $s$, i.e., there may be no residual latency of $y$ at the reference time and no resource occupation by $y$ may appear in the $\pi$ entries of the time profile of the resulting new schedule $s'$. In this case, comparability as defined above would no longer be sufficient to decide which schedule to keep for future expansion. Comparable schedules usually differ in parts not covered by the time profile. Hence, we may have thrown away some comparable schedule where greedy compaction could later have inserted some instruction while this might not necessarily be possible with the schedule kept, and thus an optimal schedule might have been missed. If in-order compaction is applied, such insertions outside the scope of the time profile cannot occur.

4.2.5. Comparability III, Space Profiles

Now we consider clustered VLIW architectures with multiple register files. We will see that we can apply the same compression mechanism as above also in this case, provided that we define comparability by equality of zero-indegree sets, time profiles, and space profiles, where a space profile describes where the values in $\text{alive}(z)$ reside, and when they reside there. For a formal definition, we need to introduce the concepts of register classes and residence classes.

Registers and Residences

We are given a DSP architecture with $k$ registers $R_1, \ldots, R_k$ and $\kappa$ different (data) memory modules $M_1, \ldots, M_\kappa$. Standard architectures with a monolithic memory have $\kappa = 1$ memory module.
A value can reside simultaneously in several residence places, for instance, in one or several registers and/or in one or several memory modules. For simplicity, we assume that the capacity of each register is one value\(^2\). Furthermore, we assume the capacity of a memory module to be unbounded.

Let \( R = \{ R_1, \ldots, R_k \} \) denote the set of register names and \( M = \{ M_1, \ldots, M_\kappa \} \) the set of memory module names. Then, \( \mathcal{RM} = \mathcal{R} \cup \mathcal{M} \) denotes the set of all residence places.

The set of the residence places where a certain value \( v \) resides at a certain point of time \( t \) is called the residence of \( v \) at time \( t \).

An instruction takes zero or more operands (called operand 1, operand 2 etc. in the following) and generates zero or more results (called result 1, result 2 etc. in the following). For each instruction \( y \) and each of its operands \( q \) and results \( q' \), the instruction set defines the set of possible operand residence places, \( \text{Res}_o(y, q) \subseteq \mathcal{RM} \), and the set of possible result residence places, \( \text{Res}_r(y, q') \).

**Example** Table 4.2 shows a few example instructions with constraints on operand and result residence for the TI-C62x DSP processor, a load-store architecture with two register files A and B and a single memory module. Note that arithmetic operations such as MPY can also take one operand from the other cluster via the corresponding cross path, see Figure 3.1. This cross path is modeled as a resource, as it can be used at most once per time slot. An intra-cluster direct load (LDW) instruction expects an address value as operand 1, which should reside in some register of the same cluster; the value being loaded actually resides in memory. In order to model memory dependences, we assume that the loaded value is implicitly given as operand 2 of a LOAD instruction. The loaded value is then written to a register in the same cluster. Similarly, a store instruction (STW) takes an address value as operand 1 and a register holding the value to be stored as operand 2, and creates a value residing in memory, which we denote as implicitly given result to model memory dependences. We summarize all instructions that move values directly between different memory modules and register classes as transfer instructions. In this sense, LDW and STW are transfer instructions as well.

\(^2\)Note that this is not generally the case for most DSPs. For instance, for the TI-C62x family DSPs, the ADD2 instruction performs two 16-bit integer additions on upper and lower register halves with a single instruction. A corresponding generalization of our framework is left for future work.
Table 4.2: Examples of compute and data transfer instructions for TI-C62x.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>instruction (with example operands)</th>
<th>constraints on residence</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>result 1</td>
<td>operand 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABS .L1 A1, A2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPY .M2 B3, B1, B2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPY .M2X A1, B1, B2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MV .S1X A1, B2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDW .D2 *B1, B2</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STW .D1 B1, *A2</td>
<td>(mem)</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Register Classes, Residence Classes, and Versatility

We derive general relationships between registers and register classes by analyzing the instruction set.

For two different residence places \( R_i \) and \( R_j \) in \( \mathcal{RM} \), we denote by \( R_i \leq R_j \) (read: \( R_j \) is at least as versatile as \( R_i \)) when for all instructions \( y \), \( R_i \in \text{Res}_o(y, q) \Rightarrow R_j \in \text{Res}_o(y, q) \) for all operands \( q \) and \( R_i \in \text{Res}_r(y, q') \Rightarrow R_j \in \text{Res}_r(y, q') \) for all results \( q' \). In other words, wherever \( R_i \) can be used as operand or result, one may use \( R_j \) as well. We denote \( R_i \equiv R_j \) for \( R_i \leq R_j \wedge R_j \leq R_i \).

For a given set \( I \) of instructions of the target processor, a register class is a maximum-size subset of \( \mathcal{R} \), containing registers that can, in all instructions in \( I \), be used interchangeably as operand 1, as operand 2, as result 1, respectively. \( I \) could be the entire instruction set, or may be narrowed to the set of instructions that are applicable at a certain scheduling situation.

Note that register classes are just the equivalence classes of the “equally versatile” relation (\( \equiv \)).

Example For the TI-C62x (see Figure 3.1), there are two register classes A and B consisting of 16 registers each, each one connected to a common memory.

A similar concept was proposed by Rau et al. [RKA99]; their access-equivalent register sets correspond to our register classes.

Following the generalization of registers to residences, we obtain the straightforward generalization of register classes to residence classes, where the residence class of a memory module residence is just that memory module name itself. Note that residence class is a static characterization for a particular hardware architecture. Let \( \mathcal{RC} \) denote the set of all residence classes.

The thesis considers residence classes that do not overlap, which is a characteristic feature of clustered VLIW processors.

We assume that the residence places of global program variables (in memory modules and/or registers) are given, while we will optimize the residence classes of temporary variables (usually, in registers) for results computed by the instructions, along with the necessary data transfer operations. A method for optimizing the placement of global variables in clustered VLIW processors has been described by Terechko et al. [TTG+03].

Interleaved Enumeration with Generation of Transfer Instructions

As a first step to integrated code generation for clustered VLIW architectures, we extend the interleaved enumeration algorithm by automatic generation of data transfer operations.
Beyond enumerating all possibilities for choosing the next \( v \in z \) and all possible instructions \( y \in \Psi(v) \) covering \( v \), resulting in a new configuration \( (z', s') \), we now also enumerate all possibilities for choosing any alive value \( v \in \text{alive}(z) \) and all possibilities of generating a possible transfer instruction for \( v \) to a residence class where \( v \) is not yet residing or under way at time \( \rho(s) \), also resulting in a new configuration \( (z, s'') \). Note that there is no progress in the level, i.e. in scheduled IR nodes, but the resulting schedule and maybe the execution time will account for the additional transfer instructions. Note also that these resulting configurations are purely speculative, as it is not known yet whether there will be any need of \( v \) in that residence class at any time. If a transfer later turns out to be unnecessary and only occupied resources that could have been used better for other instructions, this will be reflected in inferior execution time, and schedules built from this one will eventually be discarded as suboptimal. On the other hand, if \( v \) is not present in a certain residence class when it is needed there as operand of some instruction \( y' \), then \( y' \) will simply not be selectable and not be enumerated by the algorithm—another configuration where \( v \) will be in the right place at the right time will eventually be enumerated, too.

Obviously this adds another level of combinatorial explosion to the interleaved enumeration algorithm, but there seems to be a large potential for compression, too. We will now define the comparability function that allows us to derive a dynamic programming algorithm for clustered VLIW architectures.

**Space Profiles**

Consider a configuration \((z, s)\) with target schedule \( s \), reference time \( t = \rho(s) \), and zero-indegree set \( z \). Let \( W_s \) denote the set of values that are, at time \( t \), being copied by a data transfer operation (including transfers issued at time \( t \)). A space profile for \( s \) is a pair \( Q = (\gamma, \mu) \), where \( \gamma : (\text{alive}(z) - X_s) \to 2^{RC} \) describes in which residence classes each of the already computed values in \( \text{alive}(z) - X_s \) resides at time \( t \), and \( \mu : (W_s \times RC) \to \mathbb{N} \), \((v, RC) \to j\) maps each value \( v \) that is being transferred to some residence class \( RC \) at time \( t \), to the residual latency \( j \) of the transfer, such that the value will be available in \( RC \) for use by instructions issued at time \( t + j \) or later. Note that a value \( w \in X_s \) that is still under computation at time \( t \) becomes only eligible for data transfers issued not earlier than time \( t + \lambda(w) \), that is, when \( w \) has been computed and is taken up in the \( \gamma \) part of the space profile.

**Example** For the TI-C62x, consider an IR addition \( c \) with operands \( a \) and \( b \), such as in Figure 3.3 at the scheduling situation given by \( z = \{c\} \), with \( \text{alive}([c]) = \{a, b\} \). Assume that \( a \) resides in register \( A1 \) and \( b \) in register \( B2 \),
that is, the operands are in distinct register files, and the space profile entries are \( \gamma = \{ a \mapsto A, b \mapsto B \} \) and \( \mu = \emptyset \). To perform a cluster-local addition on register file \( B \), a data transfer of value \( a \) to that register file is necessary, that is, \( \text{MV} \cdot L2X A1, B3 \). The transfer latency is one clock cycle. At the issue time \( t \) of the transfer, we have \( \mu : \{ (a, B) \mapsto 1 \} \), meaning that \( a \) will be available in register file \( B \) for instructions issued at time \( t + 1 \) or later.

Alternatively, IR node \( c \) could have been covered with a TI-C62x instruction that does both a data transfer (using the cross path \( X2 \) from \( A \) to \( B \), see Figure 3.1) and computation within a single clock cycle, such as \( \text{ADD} \cdot L2X A1, B1, B3 \), provided that the cross path is not yet occupied at that time.

We define comparability of target schedules by equality of zero-indegree sets, time profiles, and space profiles. The following theorem shows that this fulfills the CPSEC and creates the basis for the subsequent dynamic programming algorithm:

**Theorem 4.2.7** For determining a time-optimal schedule for a clustered VLIW architecture, it is sufficient to keep just one locally optimal target schedule \( s \) among all those target schedules \( s' \) for the same subDAG \( G_z \) that have the same time profile \( P \) and the same space profile \( Q \). For any target schedule that could be created from these target schedules \( s' \) by a subsequent selection step, we could use \( s \) as a prefix without increasing the execution time.

**Proof** Consider two target schedules \( s \) and \( s' \) of \( G_z \) with equal time profile \( P = (\beta, \lambda, \pi) \) and equal space profile \( Q = (\gamma, \mu) \) (thus \( W_s = W_{s'} \)) but potentially different reference times \( t \) and \( t' \), respectively. For the selectability of an instruction \( y \) covering the next \( v \in z \), each operand \( v_q \), \( q = 1, 2, \ldots \), of \( y \) must be available in the respective residence class \( RC_q \in \text{Res}_y(y, q) \) expected by \( y \) (a similar argument holds for the selectability of transfer instructions, too). Either, operand \( v_q \) is already available \( i.e., v_q \in (\text{alive}(z) - X_s) \) and \( RC_q \in \gamma(v_q) \), or the latency of a not yet finished computation \( (\lambda(v_q) > 0) \) or a transfer instruction \( (\mu(v_q, RC_q) > 0) \) has to be awaited, or a transfer of \( v_q \) to \( RC_q \) has not been issued \( i.e., \) neither \( RC_q \in \gamma(v_q) \) nor \( v_q \in W_s \). Hence, for both \( s \) and \( s' \), each operand \( q \) will be or become available in \( RC_q \) at the same relative time \( t + j \) and \( t' + j \) for some offset \( j \geq 0 \) from the respective reference time, or it will not be available and thus \( y \) not be selectable in either case. If selectable, instruction \( y \) will be scheduled by in-order compaction as early as possible, but not earlier than time \( t + j \) or \( t' + j \), respectively. As the subscriptions to resources \( (\pi) \) from the reference time on forward are identical in both cases, instruction \( y \) will be issued at the same relative time \( t + j' \) and \( t' + j' \), respectively, for some distance \( j' \geq j \). A similar argument holds for scheduling selectable transfer instructions. This establishes comparability of
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Figure 4.4.: Structuring the space of partial solutions as a two-dimensional grid.

s and s′. Hence, it is sufficient to keep one schedule with lower (reference) time. □

Dynamic Programming Algorithm for Clustered VLIW Architectures

We apply Theorem 4.2.7 to the interleaved enumeration algorithm with generation of transfer instruction of previous subsection, identifying ESnodes by triplets \((z, P, Q)\) consisting of a zero-indegree set \(z\), a time profile \(P\), and a space profile \(Q\). We obtain a new dynamic programming algorithm for the case of clustered VLIW architectures, which generalizes the algorithm of Section 4.2.4. A detailed description will be given in Section 4.3.3.

4.3. Improvement of the Dynamic Programming Algorithms

4.3.1. Structuring of the Solution Space

We structure the solution space as a two dimensional grid, as shown in Figure 4.4. The grid axes are the level (i.e., the number of scheduled IR nodes), and the execution time. Every grid entry \(L_{l,k}\) is a list of ESnodes containing a schedule \(s^*\) with level \(l\) and execution time \(k\).

Let \(maxLat = \max_{y \in I} \ell(y)\) denote the maximum latency of an instruction
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(including transfer instructions), and \( maxPatSz \) denote the maximum number of IR nodes in a pattern for some instruction. Appending an instruction \( y \) that covers a set \( \chi \) of DAG nodes to an existing schedule \( s \) increases the execution time of the resulting target schedule \( s' \) by at least 0 and at most \( maxLat \) cycles, and the level by at least 1 and at most \( maxPatSz \) nodes. In contrast, appending a transfer instruction to \( s \) does not increase the level because it does not cover any IR node (i.e., \( \chi = \emptyset \)). Hence, if \( s \) was stored in some ESnode in \( L_{l,k} \), the resulting ESnode for \( s' \) will be stored in exactly one of \( L_{l+|\chi|,k} \), \( L_{l+|\chi|,k+1} \), \ldots, \( L_{l+|\chi|,k+maxLat} \). Seen from the perspective of the new schedule \( s' \) with level \( l' \) and time \( k' \), all ESnodes with schedules \( s \) from which \( s' \) could be built by appending an instruction will be located in the rectangular subgrid \( L_{l'−maxPatSz,k'−maxLat} \), \ldots, \( L_{l'−maxPatSz,k'} \), \ldots, \( L_{l',k'+maxLat} \), \ldots, \( L_{l',k'} \).

As a first consequence, this observation narrows the search space for all possible candidates for ESnodes with schedules that could be comparable to \( s' \), to the lists \( L_{l',k'−maxLat} \), \ldots, \( L_{l',k'+maxLat} \), provided that compression is consistently applied immediately after each enumeration step.

A generalization to a three-dimensional solution space structure by adding an axis for register need (or a higher-dimensional grid with one register need axis per register class for clustered VLIW architectures) is possible, and a similar observation of limits on the possible changes in register need can be made [Kes98].

For searching within each list \( L_{l,k} \), we use hashing over the ESnodes’ zero-indegree sets, time and space profiles.

### 4.3.2. Changed Order of Construction and Early Termination

The fact that adding an instruction never decreases time and never decreases the level (see the arrows in Figure 4.4) also implies precedence constraints among grid points \( (l,k) \) for the construction of partial solutions. Hence, we can change the order of construction as far as possible such that the more promising solutions will be considered first, while the less promising ones are set aside and reconsidered only if all the initially promising alternatives finally turn out to be suboptimal. This means that we will proceed along the time axis as first optimization goal, while the axes for length (and maybe register need) have secondary priority.

A complete IR schedule ends at level \( n \) (after all IR operations are scheduled). This allows us to optimize the look-up for final solutions by simply checking \( L_{n,k} \) in the solution space after all configurations with execution time \( k \) have been expanded. If there is any ESnode in \( L_{n,k} \), its associated schedule \( s^* \) is time-optimal, and we can stop.
4.3.3. Putting the Pieces Together: Time-optimal Code Generation for Clustered VLIW Architectures

An instruction $y$ that may match a node $v$ is only applicable (and thus, selectable) in a certain selection step if its operands are available in the “right” residence classes. Further instructions may become applicable after applying one or several data transfer instructions that broaden the residence of some values. For now, we do not generate transfers to memory classes.

According to Theorem 4.2.7, it is sufficient to keep among all target schedules with equal zero-indegree set, equal time profiles and equal space profiles, one schedule $s^*$ with shortest execution time, which we store as an attribute $\eta.s^*$ of an ESnode $\eta = (z, P, Q)$.

The overall algorithm, clustered_timeopt, is depicted in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. Initially, the solution space $L$, structured as two-dimensional grid, contains a single ESnode with the DAG leaves as zero-indegree set $z_0$ (lines 4–5). The initial ESnode has an empty schedule (line 5) with execution time 0 and level 0 (line 6). The outer loop over $k$ (line 8) progresses along the execution time axis of the solution space. The second axis of progress is the level $l$ (line 10). The algorithm progresses in a wave front manner by first generating all schedules that can be built from locally optimal schedules $\eta.s^*$ stored in every ESnode in $L_{l,k}$, by selecting a zero-indegree node $v$ and an instruction $y \in \Psi(v)$, and appending $y$ to $s^*$ by incremental in-order compaction (lines 12–18) for each ESnode. This generates new ESnodes, which are then compared to previously computed ESnodes and inserted in the solution space by the function update_solution_space, given in Figure 4.6. Before the algorithm proceeds to the next grid point, it tries all possibilities for inserting transfer instructions for all already available, alive values to all possible register classes $RC$ where that value is not yet present (i.e., $RC$ is not in $\gamma(v)$) or under way (i.e., $(v, RC)$ is not in the domain of $\mu$) (lines 20–23). The function update_solution_space is called again (line 24) because new ESnodes are generated, as profiles and maybe execution time are affected even though there is no progress in the IR level $l$. Then the algorithm proceeds to the next level. After all ESnodes at time $t$ have been processed, the algorithm progresses on the time axis. The algorithm continues until the first nonempty list $L_{n,k}$ of ESnodes at level $n$ is considered, which means that all IR nodes have been scheduled. This is checked by function checkstop (lines 51–54 in Figure 4.6). As there was no nonempty ESnode at level $n$ at a time value encountered earlier, this solution must be optimal, and we can stop.

The structuring and traversal order of the solution space allows us to optimize the memory consumption of the optimization algorithm. As soon as we have processed all ESnodes from list $L_{t,k}$, we can safely remove $L_{t,k}$ completely.
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Figure 4.5: Dynamic programming algorithm for time-optimal code generation, taking data transfers into account.
function update_solution_space \( \text{ESnode } \eta = (z, P, Q), \)
level \( l \), time \( k \),
zero-indegree set \( z' \), target schedule \( s' \),
integer \( p \) (progress in level)
if register need of \( s' \) exceeds resources then
discard \( s' \);
return;
P' ← time profile of \( s' \);
Q' ← space profile for \( s' \);
k' ← \( \tau(s') \); // execution time of \( s' \)
\( \eta' \) ← new \( \text{ESnode} \) \((z', P', Q')\) with associated schedule \( s' \);
for all \( L_{l+p,j} \) with \( k \leq j \leq \text{maxtime} \) do // note that \( \text{maxtime} \leq k + \text{maxLat} \)
if \( \eta'' \) ← \( L_{l+p,j}.\text{lookup}(z', P', Q') \) exists then
break;
// \( j \) denotes the execution time of the schedule stored in \( \eta'' \)
if \( k' < j \) then
\( L_{l+p,j} \).remove(\( \eta'' \)); // as it was suboptimal
\( L_{l+p,k'} \).insert(\( \eta' \)); // improved solution
else forget \( \eta' \);
\( \text{maxtime} \leftarrow \max(\text{maxtime}, k') \); // update search scope for lookup
// now check whether a new solution was entered with current time \( k \):
if \( l + p = n \) then \text{checkstop}(k);
end function update_solution_space

function checkstop(\( k \))
if \( L_{n,k}.\text{nonempty}() \) then
exit with solution \( \eta.s^* \) for some \( \eta \in L_{n,k} \);
end function checkstop

Figure 4.6.: The algorithm of Figure 4.5 continued.
because they will never be looked up again (line 25).

Function update_solution_space first checks the register need of a generated schedule \(s'\) and discards it immediately if available resources are exceeded (lines 31–33). Otherwise, the algorithm derives the execution time, time profile and space profile for \(s'\) and creates a new ESnode with \(s'\) as associated schedule (lines 34–37). Then it tests if the new node is to be inserted into the solution space or not. For that, the algorithm searches for an ESnode \(\eta''\) with the same zero-indegree set, time and space profile (lines 38–40). If there is no such node, the new ESnode is inserted (line 47). If a comparable ESnode exists (line 43) but has a worse execution time \(j\), then the “old” ESnode \(\eta''\) was found to be suboptimal and is replaced by the current one, which is inserted in \(L_{l+p',k'\prime}\) instead (line 45). Otherwise the new solution \(s'\) was no improvement, and we discard it (line 46).

4.3.4. Example

Figure 4.7 illustrates the resulting extended selection DAG for the example DAG shown in the lower right corner of Figure 4.7. The example assumes a target processor with two issue units. Instructions that could be selected for DAG node \(b\) have latency 2 and are to be issued to unit \(u_2\), those for all other DAG nodes to \(u_1\) with latency 1. For simplicity, we assume that the processor has only two residence classes, namely register files RC1 and RC2, which are
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attached to units \(u_1\) and \(u_2\), respectively.

For better readability, each node of Figure 4.7 is organized into three layers. The top layer of each node represents the zero-indegree set \(z\), the reference time \(t\), and the execution time \(\tau\) of the associated schedule \(s^*\). For example, the top node contains the set of DAG leaves as zero-indegree set, \(\{a, b\}\), and the execution time is 0, as the initial schedule is empty. The second layer represents parts of the time profile: the issue unit usage \(\beta\) and the residual latencies \(\lambda\) at time \(t\), where the latter is written as set of pairs of value and residual latency. Initially, all functional units are empty and the reference time is 0. The bottom layer shows the \(\gamma\) part of the space profile, i.e. the mapping of already available, alive values to residence classes; the \(\mu\) part is not shown. Initially, the nodes reside in none of the residence classes. We could have started with a preset residence profile, but here we assume for simplicity that the leaves are constants and do not need to reside in any residence class. We also display, for some ESnodes, the associated schedule \(s^*\) in pseudoassembler format at their right lower corner.

In Figure 4.7, the ESnodes are only grouped according to their level (increasing from top to bottom). The dashed arrows represent transfer instructions inserted by the algorithm; these make no progress in level. The crossed ESnodes are pruned by the algorithm. ESnodes marked “not selectable” are not expanded further because their space profile does not match the requirements of the candidate instructions that could be selected there.

The second ESnod in the last row contains the optimal solution, which takes 5 clock cycles, and contains a transfer instruction (move) inserted by the algorithm. Table 4.3 gives the complete schedule: for each time slot it shows the instruction word, the status of the functional units and the residences of alive values. Note that node \(d\) is alive at the exit of the basic block (time slot 5) and resides in RC1.

4.3.5. Heuristic Pruning of the Solution Space

Despite considerable compression of the solution space, the combinatorial complexity of the dynamic programming algorithm remains high. For larger problem instances, we therefore enhance the algorithm with a heuristic that limits the number of configurations generated at each intermediate stage. This heuristic pruning considerably reduces computation time and still generates highly optimized code, which however is no longer guaranteed to be optimal.

For architectures with homogeneous register files, the heuristic limits the number of generated variants at each selection step of the algorithm (line 13 in Figure 4.5). This is controlled by an integer value \(N\), that only considers at most \(N\) candidates from the zero-indegree set \(z\) for selection. If \(N = 1\),
Table 4.3.: Final optimal solution for the example of Figure 4.7. The first column indicates the issue time slots in the schedule. The second column represents the instruction word (linearized form), and the third column shows the mapping to issue units. Symbol ◊ indicates that the issue unit is idle. nop2 denotes a NOP on unit 2 to fill the delay slot of computing b.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t</th>
<th>instruction word</th>
<th>issue unit occupation</th>
<th>values resident in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>u₁</td>
<td>u₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[nop2]</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>◊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>mov b</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>mov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>◊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>◊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>◊</td>
<td>◊</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we obtain a variant of list scheduling where the next node v is selected randomly among all the candidates in the zero-indegree set z. Observe that we still consider all possible coverings of that candidate node v. This is necessary to guarantee that at least one successor configuration will be found. If we additionally limit the selection among all possible target instructions (Ψ(v)) to a subset, the algorithm may fail to find a solution, which is particularly common in the case of clustered VLIW architectures where not all operands may be available in the expected residence classes.

In case of clustered VLIW architectures, we additionally control the number of transfer instructions inserted after each selection step. This is achieved in the similar manner as described above, where at most M transfers are issued (line 20 in Figure 4.5).

### 4.3.6. Beyond the Basic Block Scope

An extended basic block [Muc97] is a set of basic blocks connected by control flow edges that form a tree, that is, there are no join points of control flow (except maybe for the root block of the tree). If we process the basic blocks in topological order for generating code, we can simply propagate the outgoing time and space profile of a basic block B (after having scheduled the branch instruction) forward to all control flow successors of B as ingoing time and space profile, and continue code generation for each successor independently.
For the successor block, we thus start the algorithm with that ingoing time and space profile instead of blank profiles. Note that we do not consider moving IR operations across basic block boundaries, in contrast to global scheduling techniques such as trace scheduling [Fis81], and we do not consider pattern matching across branches either.

If there were join points of control flow, we would instead lose precision because normally the ingoing profiles do not match. In the context of backward branches, some ingoing profiles may not even be known in advance. Extending our method to entire loops is an issue of future work.

4.4. Implementation and Evaluation

We implemented a prototype compiler called OPTIMIST with the above dynamic programming algorithms for integrated code generation. We use LCC [FH95] as C front-end, and the rest of the system is implemented in C++. The target processor is specified in our XML-based architecture description language xADML (see Chapter 8). The specification contains structural information of the target processor: issue units, resources, register sets and memory modules grouped in residence classes. It specifies the instruction set architecture in terms of DAG patterns, reservation tables and residence constraints. Finally, for clustered architectures it lists the set of transfer instructions that are to be considered by the optimizer.

Table 4.4 shows the time requirements for finding a time-optimal schedule on a collection of basic blocks taken from the TI-C64x benchmarks and FreeBench. We considered only basic blocks of the benchmarks with sizes greater or equal to 10 nodes. The evaluation was performed for the ARM9E (in ARM mode) and TI-C62x processors. In order to study the effect of clustering on optimization times and the complexity of the solution space, we added a single-cluster variant of the TI-C62x, with a single register file and an issue width of four. The measurements have been performed on a Linux PC with 1.6 GHz AMD processor and 1.5 GB RAM. Column BB refers to the corresponding basic block in the benchmark. Columns 4–6, 7–9 and 10–12 report results for the ARM9E, single-cluster TI-C62x, and the TI-C62x, respectively. Columns 4, 7 and 10 display the time (in seconds) for finding a time-optimal schedule. Columns 5, 8 and 11 indicate the number of occurrences of comparable ESnodes that are detected by the algorithm and merged into a single node. Column #ESnodes lists the memory requirement by reporting the total number of ESnodes in the solution space. The ratio between the total number of configurations generated by dynamic programming (#merged + #ESnodes) and the number of ESnodes kept (#ESnodes) represents the aver-
age indegree of an ESnode, which gives a rough impression of the compression achieved. For instance, for the ARM processor and basic block 24 of benchmark codebk_srch, we get an ESnode indegree of almost 9 on average. Computations that did not produce a result within 6 hours or exceeded the available memory appear in the table as dashes.

Table 4.5 gives results for the ARM9 and a single-cluster version of TI-C62x, and Table 4.6 for TI-C62x, using the heuristic pruning method $H^N_M$ that limits the number of candidates $v$ considered from the zero-indegree set to $N$ and, for TI-C62x, the number of data transfers issued to $M$, per configuration expanded by the algorithm. Note that $M > 2$ makes no sense for the TI C62x, as at most 2 transfers can run in parallel.

We observe that the single-cluster variant of C62x leads to higher optimization times and larger solution spaces, because its larger issue width, more resources, and deeper pipelines yield more variation in time profiles. Medium-sized problems with up to 40 nodes can be solved optimally.

When comparing the single-cluster variant to the double-cluster C62x, we observe a dramatic increase in optimization time and space requirements, in spite of the higher compression rate achieved by space profiles. This demonstrates the effect of the additional transfer instructions. Most problems with more than 20 nodes cannot be solved optimally.

The heuristic pruning methods $H^N_M$ show a much larger impact of the number $N$ of zero-indegree candidates considered on both code quality and optimization time and space requirements, compared to the limit $M$ on transfers. In many cases, time-optimal or almost time-optimal code is found already for $N = 2$, in the cases where we could verify this using the dynamic programming algorithms.
Table 4.4.: Optimization time and space for various basic blocks from the TI-C64x DSP benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>BB size</th>
<th>ARM9E-ARM mode t[s]</th>
<th>#merged</th>
<th>#ESnodes</th>
<th>TI-C64x single-cluster t[s]</th>
<th>#merged</th>
<th>#ESnodes</th>
<th>TI-C64x t[s]</th>
<th>#merged</th>
<th>#ESnodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>analyzer</td>
<td>51 34</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>546250</td>
<td>62965</td>
<td>12623.2</td>
<td>2547538</td>
<td>630132</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>analyzer</td>
<td>203 31</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>309673</td>
<td>49833</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>34559</td>
<td>29780</td>
<td>6404.2</td>
<td>860455</td>
<td>204056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bmmse</td>
<td>4 14</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>15215</td>
<td>7042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bmmse</td>
<td>10 17</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2558</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5349</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>38938</td>
<td>15557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bmmse</td>
<td>11 14</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>163.4</td>
<td>83220</td>
<td>33667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>12 15</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>678</td>
<td>163.4</td>
<td>83220</td>
<td>33667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>16 21</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>6880</td>
<td>1512</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>47665</td>
<td>19613</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>20 23</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>20380</td>
<td>3723</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>240079</td>
<td>76005</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>24 42</td>
<td>178.5</td>
<td>783854</td>
<td>98580</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>240079</td>
<td>76005</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fir_vselp</td>
<td>6 23</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4479</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>20483</td>
<td>10331</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fourinarow</td>
<td>6 29</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>561</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4976</td>
<td>2214</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>23599</td>
<td>9203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irr</td>
<td>4 21</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>4526</td>
<td>1016</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>40477</td>
<td>12036</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irr</td>
<td>7 38</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>8753</td>
<td>3259</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>87666</td>
<td>47233</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.5: Impact on optimization time and code quality of heuristic for ARM9E and single-cluster C62x.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>BB size</th>
<th>OC</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Code Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>analyzer</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bmmse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irr</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>minerr</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.6.: Computation time and code quality with heuristic pruning, for the TI-C62x.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>benchmark</th>
<th>BB size</th>
<th>(H_{M=1}^{N=1}) t[s]</th>
<th>(H_{M=1}^{N=2}) t[s]</th>
<th>(H_{M=1}^{N=2}) t[s]</th>
<th>(H_{M=2}^{N=3}) t[s]</th>
<th>(H_{M=1}^{N=2}) t[s]</th>
<th>(H_{M=2}^{N=3}) t[s]</th>
<th>OPT t[s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bmmse</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bmmse</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fir_vselp</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>irr</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mac_vselp</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vec_sum</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5.

Energy Aware Code Generation

Optimal integrated code generation is a challenge in terms of problem complexity, but it provides important feedback for the resource-efficient design of embedded systems and is a valuable tool for the assessment of fast heuristics for code generation. In this chapter we present a method for energy optimal integrated code generation for generic VLIW processor architectures that allows to explore trade-offs between energy consumption and execution time.

5.1. Introduction to Energy Aware Code Generation

Power dissipation in embedded systems is of serious concern especially for mobile devices that run on batteries. There are various approaches in embedded processor design that aim at reducing the energy consumed, and most of these have strong implications for power-aware code generation.

Voltage scaling reduces the power consumption by reducing voltage and clock frequency. The processor can be switched to such a power-saving mode in program regions where speed is of minor importance, such as waiting for user input. This technique is only applicable to coarse-grained regions of the program because transitions between modes have a non-negligible cost.

Clock gating denotes hardware support that allows to switch off parts of a processing unit that are not needed for a certain instruction. For instance, for integer operations, those parts of the processor that only deal with floating-point arithmetics can be switched off. Deactivation and reactivation require some (small) additional amount of energy, though. This feature for fine-grained power management requires optimizations by the code generator that avoid long sequences of repeated activations and deactivations by closing up instructions that largely use the same functional units. The method described in this chapter will take this feature into account.
Pipeline gating reduces the degree of speculative execution and thus the utilization of the functional units. And there are several further hardware design techniques that exploit a trade-off between speed and power consumption. See [BBS+00] for an overview. Other factors that influence power consumption are rather a pure software issue:

Memory accesses contribute considerably to power dissipation. Any power-aware code generator must therefore aim at reducing the number of memory accesses, for instance by careful scheduling and register allocation to minimize spill code, or by cyclic register allocation techniques for loops, such as register pipelining [SSWM01].

Switching activities on buses at the bit level are also significant. In CMOS circuits, power is dissipated when a gate output changes from 0 to 1 or vice versa. Hence, bit toggling on external and internal buses should be reduced. Hardware design techniques such as low-power bus encoding may be useful if probability distributions of bit patterns on the buses are given [Ped01]. However, the code generator can do much more. For instance, the bit patterns for subsequent instruction words (which consist of opcodes, register addresses and immediates) should not differ much, i.e. have a small Hamming distance. This implies constraints for instruction selection and for register assignment as well as for the placement of data in memory. Moreover, the bit patterns of the instruction addresses (i.e., the program counter value) do matter. Even the contents of the registers accessed have an influence on power dissipation. Beyond the Hamming distance, the weight (i.e. the number of ones in a binary word) may have an influence on power dissipation – positive or negative.

Instruction decoding and execution may take more or less energy for different instructions. This is a challenge for instruction selection if there are multiple choices. For instance, an integer multiplication by 2 may be replaced by a left shift by one or by an integer addition. Often, multiplication has a higher base cost than a shift operation [MSW01]. Different instructions may use different functional units, which in turn can influence the number of unit activations/deactivations. Hence, resource allocation is a critical issue. In the multiplication example, if the adder is already “warm” but the shifter and multiplier are “cold”, i.e. not used in the preceding cycle, the power-aware choice would be to use the adder, under certain conditions even if another addition competes for the adder in the same time slot.

Execution time in terms of the number of clock cycles taken by the program is directly related to the energy consumed, which is just the integral of power dissipation over the execution time interval. However, there is no clear correlation between execution time and e.g. switching activities [STD94]. There are further trade-offs such as between the number of cycles needed and the number of unit activations/deactivations: Using a free but “cold” functional unit
increases parallelism and hence may reduce execution time, but also increases power dissipation. Such effects make this issue more tricky than it appears at a first glance.

In order to take the right decisions at instruction selection, instruction scheduling (including resource allocation) and register allocation (including register assignment), the code generator needs a *power model* that provides quite detailed information about the power dissipation behavior of the architecture, which could be given as a function of the instructions, their encoding, their resource usage, their parameters, and (if statically available) their address and the data values accessed. On the other hand, such a power model should abstract from irrelevant details and thus allow for a fast calculation of the expected power dissipation for a given program trace. Ideally, a power model should be applicable to an entire class of architectures, to enhance retargetability of a power-aware code generator.

The information for a power model can be provided in two different ways: by simulation and by measurements. Simulation-based approaches take a detailed description of the hardware as input and simulate the architecture with a given program at the microarchitectural level, cycle by cycle to derive the energy consumption. Examples for such simulators are SimplePower [YVKI00] and Wattch [BTM00]. In contrast, measurement-based approaches assume a small set of factors that influence power dissipation, such as the width of opcodes, Hamming distances of subsequent instruction words, activations of functional units, etc., which are weighted by originally unknown parameters and summed up to produce the energy prediction for a given program trace. In order to calibrate the model for a given hardware system, an ammeter is used to measure the current that is actually drawn for a given test sequence of instructions [TMW94]. The coefficients are determined by regression analysis that takes the measurements for different test sequences into account. Such a statistical model is acceptable if the predicted energy consumption for an arbitrary program differs from the actual consumption only by a few percent. Recently, two more detailed, measurement-based power models were independently developed by Lee et al. [LEM01] and by Steinke et al. [SKWM01], for the same processor, the ARM7TDMI; they report on energy predictions that are at most 2.5% and 1.7% off the actual energy consumption, respectively. We will use an adapted version of their power model as a basis for the energy optimizations described in this chapter.

Higher level compiler optimization techniques may address loop transformations, memory allocation, or data layout. For instance, the memory layout of arrays could be modified such that consecutive accesses traverse the element addresses in a gray code manner. If available, some frequently accessed variables could be stored in small on-chip memory areas [MSW01]. In this
work, we assume that such optimizations are already done and we focus on the final code generation step.

Not all factors in a power model are known at compile time. For instance, instruction addresses may change due to relocation of the code at link or load time, and the values residing in registers and memory locations are generally not statically known, even though static analysis could be applied to predict e.g. equality of values at least in some cases.

We present a method for energy-aware integrated local code generation that allows to explore trade-offs between energy consumption and execution time for a generic VLIW processor architecture. Our framework can be applied in two ways: It can determine power-optimal code (for a given power model) and it can optimize for execution time given a user-specified energy budget for (parts of) the program. An integrated approach to code generation is necessary because the subproblems of instruction selection, instruction scheduling, resource allocation and register allocation depend on each other and should be considered simultaneously. This combined optimization problem is a very hard one, even if only the basic block scope is considered (see Chapter 2). Fortunately, the application program is often fixed in embedded systems, and the final production run of the compiler can definitely afford large amounts of time and space for optimizations. Finally, an optimal solution is of significance for the design of energy-efficient processors because it allows to evaluate the full potential of an instruction set design. Furthermore knowing the optimal solution allows to evaluate the quality of fast heuristics, as we will show later.

## 5.2. Power Model

We adopt a simple power model \[\textit{MSW01, LEM01}\] that largely follows the measurement-based power models described above, which we generalize in a straightforward way for VLIW architectures. Our model assumes that the contribution of every instruction \(y\) to the total energy consumption consists of the following components: (i) a base cost \(\text{bcost}(y)\) that is independent of the context of the instruction, (ii) an overhead cost \(\text{o bcost}(y, y')\) that accounts for inter-instruction effects with the instruction \(y'\) that precedes \(y\) in the same field of the instruction word, such as bit toggling in the opcode fields, and (iii) an activation/deactivation cost \(\text{ac}_i\) that is paid if functional unit \(U_i\) is activated or deactivated.
5.3. Energy-optimal Integrated Code Generation

As we mentioned in Chapter 3, we focus on code generation for basic blocks and extended basic blocks \cite{Muc97} where the data dependences among the IR operations form a directed acyclic graph (DAG) \( G = (V, E) \). \( n \) denotes the number of IR nodes in the DAG.

Some instructions issued at time \( t \leq \rho(s) \) may not yet terminate at time \( \rho(s) \), which means that the time slots \( \rho(s) + 1, ..., \tau(s) \) in \( s \) must be padded by NOPs to guarantee a correct program. In order to account for the energy contribution of these trailing NOPs: \( \text{basecost}(y) = \text{bcost}(y) - \text{bcost}(\text{NOP}) \). In particular, the transformed \( \text{basecost}(\text{NOP}) \) is 0. Thus the base cost for target schedule \( s \) is:

\[
E_{bc}(s) = \tau(s) \cdot \text{bcost}(\text{NOP}) + \sum_{\sigma_{i,j} \neq \text{NOP}} \text{basecost}(\sigma_{i,j}).
\]

The overhead cost for a target schedule \( s \) can be calculated as follows:

\[
E_{oh}(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{\omega} \sum_{j=1}^{\tau(s)} \text{obcost}(\sigma_{i,j}^s, \sigma_{i,j-1}^s)
\]

The activation/deactivation cost of \( s \) is:

\[
E_{act}(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} \sum_{j=1}^{\tau(s)} \text{ac}_{i} \cdot \delta'(s_{i,j}, s_{i,j-1})
\]

where

\[
\delta'(a, b) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } (a \neq \perp \land b \neq \perp) \lor (a = \perp \land b = \perp), \text{ and} \\
1 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

Then the total energy cost for \( s \) is \( E(s) = E_{bc}(s) + E_{oh}(s) + E_{act}(s) \).

5.4. Power Profiles

A power profile \( \Pi(s) = (s_{t-1,1}, ..., s_{t-1,\omega}, a_1, ..., a_\ell) \) for a target schedule \( s \) at reference time \( t = \rho(s) \) contains the instructions \( s_{t-1,k} \) issued in each slot \( k \) of the next-to-last instruction word in \( s \) at time \( t - 1 \), and the activity status \( a_i \in \{0, 1\} \) in the last filled slot of unit \( U_i \) in \( s \), that is, at time \( t \) if some instruction or a definite NOP was already scheduled to unit \( U_i \) at time \( t \), and \( t - 1 \) otherwise.
The power profile thus stores all the information that may be necessary to
determine the impact of scheduling steps at time \( t \) on power dissipation: the
activity status of all functional units says whether a unit must be activated
or deactivated, and the information about the preceding instructions allows
to calculate inter-instruction power effects for instructions to be selected and
scheduled at time \( t \). Given the power profile and a new instruction \( y \) to be
appended to the current target schedule \( s \), the new power profile can be cal-
culated incrementally.

We can thus associate with every target schedule \( s \) for \( G_z \) the accumulated
energy \( E_z(s) \) that was consumed by executing \( s \) from time 1 to \( \tau(s) \) according
to our power model. The goal is of course to find a target schedule \( s \) for
the entire basic block that minimizes \( E_\emptyset(s) \). If we optimize for energy only
(and thus ignore the time requirements), two target schedules \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) for the
same subDAG \( G_z \) are comparable with respect to their energy consumption
if they have the same power profile, as they could be used interchangeably
as a prefix in future scheduling decisions. Hence, the following compression
theorem allows us to apply our dynamic programming framework to energy
optimization:

**Theorem 5.4.1** For any two target schedules for the same subDAG \( G_z \), \( s_1 \)
with reference time \( t_1 = \rho(s_1) \) and \( s_2 \) with reference time \( t_2 = \rho(s_2) \), where
\( \Pi(s_1) = \Pi(s_2) \), the \( s_1 \) with higher accumulated energy consumption \( E_z(s_1) \) can
be thrown away, that is, needs not be considered in further scheduling steps,
without losing optimality. If \( E_z(s_1) = E_z(s_2) \), either \( s_1 \) or \( s_2 \) can be thrown
away without losing optimality.

The theorem follows from the fact that all information that is not stored in
the power profile, such as instructions issued at a time earlier than \( t - 1 \) or units
active at a time earlier than \( t - 1 \), has no influence on the power dissipation in
cycle \( t \) (reference time) according to our power model.

### 5.5. Construction of the Solution Space

For energy-only optimization, an extended selection node (ESnode for short)
\( \eta = (z, \Pi) \) is characterized by a zero-indegree set \( z \) and a power profile \( \Pi = \Pi(s) \)
for some target schedule \( s \) of \( G_z \) that is locally energy-optimal among all
target schedules for \( G_z \) with that power profile. The ESnode stores \( s \) as an
attribute.

Figure 5.1 represents the whole solution space for the matched DAG rep-
resented on the left side that computes \( y = x \times x \). The target architecture has
two functional units \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \) with latency \( \ell = (2, 1) \) and activation cost
5.5. Construction of the Solution Space

Figure 5.1.: Solution space for squaring on a 2-issue architecture with 2 functional units \( \ell = (2, 1) \), with base costs: 4 for st, 3 for others, 1 for NOP, and instruction overhead of 0.

\[ ac = (6, 5). \] The base cost for node 0 is 4, 3 for others, and 1 for NOP. Node 0 is to be executed on unit \( U_2 \) and other nodes on either \( U_1 \) or \( U_2 \). ESnodes are grouped according to their level (length of the IR schedule). The first row of each ESnode represents the power profile and its reference time \( \rho(s) \). For example, for the leftmost ESnode at level 1, \( ((3)\cdot)(\cdot\cdot) \) means that node 3 (ld) matches instruction 3 and is scheduled on unit \( U_1 \) at the current time slot. The status of unit \( U_2 \) is empty (denoted by \( - \)). In other ESnodes, \( N \) denotes an explicit NOP inserted by the dynamic programming algorithm. Remark that we show explicitly the occupation status of each functional unit at reference time \( t = \rho(s) \) and \( t - 1 \). Edges are annotated with nodes selected in the selection step of topological sorting (see Section 4.2.1). Edges that fall into a single ESnode indicate that the resulting partial solution nodes are equivalent. Unlabeled edges (horizontal) show an improvement of a partial solution, i.e. a partial ESnode is constructed that dissipates less energy than an equivalent ESnode that was already in the solution space; the resulting ESnode is the one with least energy dissipation. The second row in each ESnode represents the zero-indegree set (e.g., 1, 2: nodes 1 and 2), followed by the total execution time in terms of number of clock cycles (2 for the example node). Finally, we show the energy required for the partial schedule (10).

We structure the solution space as a two-dimensional grid \( L \), spanned by an energy axis and a length axis. In order to obtain a discrete solution space we partition the energy axis into intervals \([k \cdot \Delta E, (k+1) \cdot \Delta E]\) of suitable size \( \Delta E \) and normalize the lower bounds of the intervals to the integers \( k = 0, 1, 2, ... \) Grid entry \( L(l, E) \) stores a list of all ESnodes that represent IR schedules of length \( l \) and accumulated energy consumption \( E \). This structure supports efficient
retrieval of all possible candidates for comparable partial solutions. When constructing the solution space, we proceed along the energy axis as driving axis, as energy is supposed to be the main optimization goal, while the length axis has secondary priority. The grid structure allows, by taking the precedence constraints for the construction of the partial solutions into account, to change the order of construction as far as possible such that the more promising solutions will be considered first while the less promising ones are set aside and reconsidered only if all the initially promising alternatives finally turn out to be suboptimal.

This is based on the property that the accumulated energy consumption never decreases if another instruction is added to an existing schedule. Most power models support this basic assumption; otherwise a transformation as in [KB02] can be applied to establish monotonicity for the algorithm.

5.6. Heuristics for Large Problem Instances

The structuring and traversal order of the solution space allows us to optimize the memory consumption of the optimization algorithm. Once all partial solutions in an ENode \((E,l)\) have been expanded it can be removed, as it will never be looked up again. Our algorithm for finding an energy-optimal schedule appears to be practical up to size 30, see Table 5.1.

Large DAGs require heuristic pruning of the solution space to cope with the combinatorial complexity. As a first attempt we control the number of variants generated from a scheduling situation, \(i.e.\) the number of ENodes produced at each selection step. Instead of generating all possible selections we stop after \(N\) variants. Increasing the value of \(N\) results in better schedules with a slight computation time overhead. Using this heuristic significantly decreases computation times, that still present exponential behavior, and results in highly optimized code quality within 10% to optimal. We additionally implemented list scheduling (LS) and simulated annealing (SA) heuristics. For the results obtained with LS heuristic we observe an overhead of 173% on average and for SA 55%. This significant overhead for both heuristics is caused by that they do not consider using an already “warm” functional unit, nor the long delays for certain instructions resulting in switching on and off functional units often.

Table 5.1 shows the time requirements for finding an energy optimal schedule of our energy-only optimization algorithm on a collection of basic blocks taken from handwritten example programs and DSP benchmarks. Measurements have been performed on a Linux PC with 1.6GHz AMD processor (Athlon) and 1.5GB RAM. Column BB refers to a basic block among different
Table 5.1.: Influence of heuristics on computation time and code quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BB</th>
<th>OPT t(s)</th>
<th>(eU)</th>
<th>H1(s) t(s)</th>
<th>o(%)</th>
<th>H5(s) t(s)</th>
<th>o(%)</th>
<th>H10(s) t(s)</th>
<th>o(%)</th>
<th>H25(s) t(s)</th>
<th>o(%)</th>
<th>LS (eU)</th>
<th>o(%)</th>
<th>SA (eU)</th>
<th>o(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bb1</td>
<td>221.7</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb2</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb3</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb4</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb5</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb6</td>
<td>113.0</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb7</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb8</td>
<td>560.0</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb9</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb10</td>
<td>8698.4</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>319.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb11</td>
<td>6031.5</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>336.0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb12</td>
<td>21133.0</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>94.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>557.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb13</td>
<td>5054.0</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>350.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb14</td>
<td>4983.8</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>345.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb15</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>121.3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>374.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2353.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb16</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>161.2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>511.2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3506.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bb17</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>126.9</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>369.3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2240.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
benchmark programs, where the size is indicated in parenthesis. The second column reports the time in seconds for finding an energy-optimal schedule and its corresponding energy dissipation in energy unit (eU). If the algorithm run out of the time quantum (6 hours) it was interrupted, and indicated in the table by a dash. Columns 3-6 represent computation times for different values of N (1, 5, 10 and 25) and energy overheads compared to the optimal solution found in the optimal search. Finally, columns LS and SA indicate the energy dissipation and overhead obtained with a naive list scheduling (LS) and simulated annealing (SA) heuristics.

5.7. Possible Extensions

In principle, our framework can be extended to almost any power model, although this may affect the performance of our algorithm. For instance, we plan to study the effect of register assignment on energy consumption. In that case, we need to solve, for each partial solution, a register assignment problem for a partial interference graph and a partial register flow graph. Such algorithms exist in the literature [CP95, KSM02] and could be adapted for our purposes.

5.8. Related Work

Lee, Lee et al. [LLHT00] focus on minimizing Hamming distances of subsequent instruction words in VLIW processors. They show that their formulation of power-optimal instruction scheduling for basic blocks is \(NP\)-hard, and give a heuristic scheduling algorithm that is based on critical-path scheduling. They also show that for special multi-issue VLIW architectures with multiple slots of the same type, the problem of selecting the right slot \textit{within} the same long instruction word can be expressed as a maximum-weight bipartite matching problem in a bipartite graph whose edges are weighted by negated Hamming distances between microinstructions of two subsequent long instruction words.

Lee, Tiwari et al. [LTMF95] exploit the fact that for a certain 2-issue Fujitsu DSP processor, a time-optimal target schedule is actually power-optimal as well, as there the unit activation/deactivation overhead is negligible compared to the base power dissipation per cycle. They propose a heuristic scheduling method that uses two separate phases, greedy compaction for time minimization followed by list scheduling to minimize inter-instruction power dissipation costs. They also exploit operand swapping for commutative operations.
(multiplication).

Toburen et al. [TCR98] propose a list scheduling heuristic that could be used in instruction dispatchers for superscalar processors such as the DEC Alpha processors. The time behavior and power dissipation of each functional unit is looked up in an xADML-like description (see Chapter 8) of the processor. The list scheduler uses a dependence level criterion to optimize for execution time. Microinstructions are added to the current long instruction word unless a user-specified power threshold is exceeded. In that case, the algorithm proceeds to the next cycle with a fresh power budget.

Su et al. [STD94] focus on switching costs and propose a postpass scheduling framework that breaks up code generation into subsequent phases and mixes them with assembling. First, tentative code is generated with register allocation followed by pre-assembling. The resulting assembler code contains already information about jump targets, symbol table indices etc., thus a major part of the bit pattern of the final instructions is known. This is used as input to a power-aware postpass scheduler, which is a modified list scheduling heuristic that greedily picks that instruction from the zero-indegree set that currently results in the least contribution to power dissipation. The reordered code is finally completed with a post-assembler.
Chapter 6.
Exploiting DAG Symmetries

Our dynamic programming algorithms presented in Chapter 4 and 5 require a large amount of time and memory. Measurements show that the time and space requirements of the algorithm increase exponentially with the size of the problem instance. This chapter presents an optimization technique that exploits during processing a specific property of DAGs, which we call partial-symmetry, to reduce time and space usage.

We observe that numerous DSP applications have DAGs that are partial-symmetric according to our definition. Exploiting the partial-symmetry property shows a significant reduction in time and memory usage for real world DSP and handwritten example programs.

6.1. Motivation

Our algorithm presented in Section 4.3.3 for irregular register sets is applicable to small, but still not trivial problem instances of size up to 20 instructions.

This chapter introduces a technique for pruning the solution space as early as possible, based on an idea presented by CHOU et al. [CC95] for optimal instruction scheduling. CHOU et al. establish and exploit equivalence relations among instructions of a basic block to cope with the combinatorial explosion of the solution space resulting from a branch-and-bound optimization approach. Similarly, we exploit partial-symmetry in our framework to reduce time and space usage. Informally, for time optimization two DAG nodes are partial-symmetric if interchanging them and their corresponding DAG successors in a given schedule does not make any difference for the final execution time.

To illustrate the partial-symmetry property let us consider the following C statement:
which corresponding DAG is shown in Figure 6.1. The DAG contains 11 nodes numbered from 0 to 10. There are 12 partial-symmetric pairs of nodes that occur during exploring all possibilities for scheduling the DAG on a simple load-store architecture with one arithmetic unit with unit latency and one multiplier with a two clock cycles latency. Let us assume that the arithmetic unit performs addition and subtraction, and the multiplier is used for the multiplication and LOAD/STORE operations. For instance, at a given scheduling situation where nodes 3 and 5 are possible candidates for being selected next, we observe that the execution time of the complete schedule remains the same indifferently if we select node 3 or 5 first.

We define an equivalence relation for operators that increases the number of possible partial-symmetries. Such an extension is target dependent and requires additional information. For instance, it is possible that pair (6, 7) may be considered as equivalent although the nodes represent different operators, i.e. addition (ADD) and subtraction (SUB).

We observed that several benchmarks for DSPs exhibit a high degree of partial-symmetry in terms of the defined equivalence relation. Table 6.1 reports the measurements of the number of symmetries detected in the Texas Instruments “comp_bench” benchmark set for the example architecture introduced above. We also added some examples of basic linear algebra computations. The first column gives the name of the benchmark file, the second refers to the basic block that is being optimized, and the third indicates the size of the DAG, i.e. the number of IR nodes. The number of partial-symmetries, shown in the last column, gives the number of pairs of nodes in the DAG that occur to be equivalent during scheduling.
6.2. Solution Space Reduction

In this section we describe our optimization technique that exploits partial-symmetries in DAGs and improve our previous dynamic programming algorithm for determining a time-optimal schedule.

6.2.1. Exploiting the Partial-symmetry Property

To be able to handle larger problem instances we investigate a property that we call partial-symmetry as a base for early pruning of the solution space.

In [CC95] Chou et al. define an equivalence relation, based on symmetry properties of DAGs to prune the solution space of their branch-and-bound method. The main difference with our work is that Chou et al. do not merge (selection) nodes but perform enumeration on the selection tree. Additionally, they address the problem as a separate phase of code generation, i.e. instruction scheduling at the target level after instruction selection was done. In our framework, we address phases concurrently. Thus the selection of a target instruction for an IR node \( v \) is performed only when \( v \) is selectable, i.e. all predecessors of \( v \) have already been scheduled. In the problem definition given in this chapter, this does not make a difference since for simplicity we do not consider data locality and assume that all operands are available at the right

Table 6.1.: Evaluation of the number of partial-symmetries in standard DSP benchmarks for an architecture with two functional units with latencies 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>BB</th>
<th>IR nodes</th>
<th>#symmetries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch.c</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codebk_srch.c</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cplx.c</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cplx.c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dot.c</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fir_vselp.c</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fir_vselp.c</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrixcopy.c</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scalarprod.c</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>summatrix.c</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sumvector_un.c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vecsum_c.c</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
places. Generally, in our approach the problem occurs on a higher abstraction level, that is, on the IR level and not on target level as in Chou et al. [CC95].

We say that two IR nodes $u$ and $v$ that belong to a zero-indegree set $z$ are equivalent if exchanging $u$ and $v$ and their respective successors in the final optimal schedule does not modify the execution time, the time profile at the exit of the basic block, nor the register need. That is, we could transform every schedule $S_u$ of $G_z$ starting with $u$ into a schedule $S_v$ starting with $v$ by interchanging equivalent nodes with their “mirror” nodes, such that $S_v$ has the same time and space behavior.

Figure 6.2 illustrates one possible scheduling process of the statement of Figure 6.1 that starts with the zero-indegree set containing nodes 3 and 5 (step a), marked by light gray area. Light gray nodes belong to scheduled($z$), and black nodes are nodes above the zero-indegree set. The example starts with selecting node 3, which results in the new zero-indegree set consisting of nodes 6 and 5 (step b). We show another possible subsequent selection step that consists in choosing node 5, resulting in a new zero-indegree set consisting of nodes 6 and 7 (step c). Thus, we obtain a part of the schedule that contains the sequence of nodes 3 and 5. We would obtain the same result in terms of execution time and time profile shape if we started at (step a) by selecting first node 5 then 3. We remark in this example that the mirror node of node 3 is node 5.
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6.2.2. Instruction Equivalence

An instruction $y_i$ is equivalent to instruction $y_j$ if both are executed on the same functional unit. We assume here that instructions that are executed on the same functional unit require the same number of clock cycles to be completed. Thus, appending instruction $y_i$ to a schedule $s$ with time profile $P$ results in a schedule $s'$ with time profile $P'$. We obtain an equivalent time profile $P''$, i.e. with the same shape and the same completion time as $P'$, by appending $y_j$ to $s$.

6.2.3. Operator Equivalence

The set of functional units on which an operation $op(v)$ of a DAG node $v$ may be computed is denoted by $F(v) = \{U_i \mid \exists y \in \Psi(v), y \text{ is being executed on } U_i\}$. We say that two opcodes $op(u)$ and $op(v)$ are operator-equivalent, denoted $u \equiv_{op} v$, if and only if $F(u) = F(v)$.

Example Let us illustrate operator-equivalence on the example of the C statement $a=(b+c)*(c-d)$; whose DAG is shown in Figure [6.1] The scheduling is performed for a target processor with two functional units $U_1$, $U_2$ and a load/store unit. $U_1$ computes addition ($add$) and subtraction ($sub$). Multiplication ($mul$) and load ($ld$) are performed on unit $U_2$. Thus, operations ($sub$) and ($add$) (node 7 and 6) are equivalent, and we denote $node(7) \equiv_{op} node(6)$.

6.2.4. Node Equivalence

Let us consider a scheduling situation given by an ENode $\eta = (z, P, t)$ with current zero-indegree set $z$, time profile $P$ and reference point $t$ of $P$ in $\eta$. Let $u$ and $v$ be two nodes in $z$. Let $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_k$ (resp. $q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_k$) denote the parents of $u$ (resp. $v$). For simplicity we assume that inner DAG nodes are either binary or unary. An extension to higher node degrees is straightforward. We denote by other_child($p_i$) the other child of $p_i$ (that is not $u$). If the number of parents of $u$ and $v$ differs, $u$ and $v$ cannot be equivalent. Let $t(v)$ be the issue time of the instruction computing $v$. We denote by

$$
\theta(u) = t + \max_{i \in \{1,2\}} \{0, t(c_i) + \ell(k(i))\}
$$

the earliest schedule time of $u$, where $c_i$ is the $i$-th child of $u$ still in the time profile $P$ computed by functional unit $U_{k(i)}$, $t(c_i)$ represents the issue time of node $c_i$. 

We say $u$ and $v$ are equivalent, denoted $u \equiv_{\text{sym}} v$, if $\theta(u) = \theta(v)$ and $u \equiv_{\text{upw}} v$, where:

$u \equiv_{\text{upw}} v$ (upwards equivalence) if:

1. $u$ and $v$ are identical, or
2. $u$ and $v$ are roots of the DAG and the IR operations of $u$ and $v$ are operator-equivalent, denoted as $u \equiv_{\text{op}} v$, or
3. there is a permutation $\tilde{q}$ of $q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_k$ such that $p_i \equiv_{\text{upw}} \tilde{q}_i$ for all $i \in 1, 2, \ldots, k$ and $\text{other}_\text{child}(p_i) \equiv_{\text{dwn}} \text{other}_\text{child}(\tilde{q}_i)$ and $u \equiv_{\text{op}} v$.

$u \equiv_{\text{dwn}} v$ (downwards equivalence) if:

1. $u$ and $v$ are in the zero-indegree set $z$, $u \equiv_{\text{op}} v$ and $\theta(u) = \theta(v)$, or
2. $u$ and $v$ are in $\text{alive}(z)$, for $u$ and $v$ the number of parents that are not in $\text{scheduled}(z)$ are the same, and the predecessors of $u$ and $v$ are no longer in the time profile $P$, or
3. $u$ and $v$ are unary, $u \equiv_{\text{op}} v$ and their children are downwards equivalent, or
4. $u$ and $v$ are binary and $u \equiv_{\text{op}} v$ and:
   - either $u.\text{lc} \equiv_{\text{dwn}} v.\text{lc}$ and $u.\text{rc} \equiv_{\text{dwn}} v.\text{rc}$,
   - or $u.\text{lc} \equiv_{\text{dwn}} v.\text{rc}$ and $u.\text{rc} \equiv_{\text{dwn}} v.\text{lc}$,
   - where $\text{lc}$ denotes the left and $\text{rc}$ the right child.

The above relation $\equiv_{\text{sym}}$ is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, thus it defines an equivalence relation.

We remark that for equivalent nodes $u$ and $v$, $u$ and $v$ are mirror nodes, and the $p_i$ and $\tilde{q}_i$ are mirrors of each other. If $u, v \in z$ are equivalent then any pattern (tree, forest, DAG) containing $u$ (and maybe some of $u$’s successors) has a mirror pattern containing $v$ (and the mirrors of those successors of $u$).

**Example** We consider the DAG of Figure 6.1 at a given scheduling situation where $z = \{3, 5\}$, $\text{scheduled}(z) = \{0, 1, 2, 4, 8\}$, $6 \equiv_{\text{op}} 7$ and $3 \equiv_{\text{op}} 5$ represented in Figure 6.2 (step a). The following induction rules show that nodes 3 and 5 are equivalent where the numbers in parentheses indicate the matching rule of the equivalence relation.

\[
\text{true} \quad 4 \in \text{alive}(z) \land 0 = 0 \quad (2) \\
\text{true} \quad 4 \equiv_{\text{dwn}} 4
\]
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\[ \begin{align*}
3, 5 & \in z \land 3 \equiv_{op} 5 \land \theta(3) = \theta(5) & (1) \\
6 & \equiv_{op} 7 \land 3 \equiv_{dwn} 5 \land 4 \equiv_{dwn} 4 & (4)
\end{align*} \]

\[ \begin{align*}
9 & \equiv_{upw} 9 \land 6 \equiv_{dwn} 7 \land 9 \equiv_{op} 9 & (3) \\
3 & \equiv_{upw} 4
\end{align*} \]

The equivalence relation allows us to reduce (in the best case) the solution space by a factor up to two for each pair of equivalent nodes. That is, whenever two nodes \( u \) and \( v \) at a given scheduling step are simultaneously present in \( z \) and are equivalent, the algorithm needs consider only one sequence that starts either with \( u \) or \( v \), but not both of them.

6.2.5. Improved Dynamic Programming Algorithm

In this chapter we consider regular architectures, and thus we first adapt the \textit{clustered_timeopt} algorithm from Section 4.3.3 by removing the part of the algorithm that concern transfers between different residence classes (see Figure 4.5, lines 20–24) and call it \textit{timeopt}. To perform symmetry evaluation, we modify the loop for all \( v \in z \) (see Figure 4.5, line 13) such that a node \( v \in z \) is skipped if it is equivalent to any other preceding node \( v' \in z \). The modified part of the algorithm is given in Figure 6.3.

Note that node equivalence is not a static property of the DAG but (partially) depends on the other nodes in \( z \) and on the relevant history of scheduling decisions, \textit{i.e.} the time profile. This means that an individual equivalence test must be run at each selection step, and therefore we must be careful that testing overhead does not outweigh the gains by compression due to found equivalences.
function \texttt{timeopt} (DAG $G$ with $n$ nodes and set $z_0$ of leaves)
\begin{align*}
\eta_0 & \leftarrow \text{new ENode}(z_0, P_0); \\
\eta^* & \leftarrow \text{empty schedule}; \\
L_{0,0} & . \text{insert}(\eta_0); \\
\cdots
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
\text{for all } v_i \in z = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_q\} & \text{ do} \\
\text{if } \exists j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, i-1\} : \theta(v_j) = \theta(v_i) \text{ AND } v_j \equiv_{upw} v_i & \text{ then} \\
& \text{skip } v_i \\
\text{else} \\
& z' \leftarrow \text{selection}(z, \chi); \quad // \text{new zero-indegree set} \\
\cdots
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
\text{fi} \\
\text{od}
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
\text{end function } \texttt{timeopt}
\end{align*}

Figure 6.3.: Modified algorithm that exploits the equivalence relation for determining a time-optimal schedule.

\section{6.3. Implementation and Results}

At the present time we implemented a simple version of the equivalence test algorithm of Section 6.2.4 which takes exponential time. In Chapter 10 we discuss possible alternatives as part of future work. We evaluated our method with two architectures:

\begin{enumerate}
\item single-issue with four functional units with latencies 1, 1, 2 and 2.
\item two-issue with three functional units with latencies 1, 2 and 2.
\end{enumerate}

The benchmarks have been computed on a PC machine, with a 1.6GHz Athlon processor and 1.5GB RAM.

Table 6.2 shows the gain in terms of time by exploiting symmetries in different DSP programs. The first column gives the name of the benchmark, the second indicates the basic block that is being optimized, and the third gives the size of the basic block in term of number of DAG nodes. Column GT1 (resp. GT2) gives the gain in time for Architecture (1) (resp. Architecture (2)) by exploiting symmetries. Columns $#sy_1$ and $#sy_2$ indicate the number of symmetries that occur during computation for each architecture. We show in columns $t_1$ and $t_2$ computation times for the algorithm without exploiting symmetries.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>GT1 [%]</th>
<th>t₁(s)</th>
<th>GT2 [%]</th>
<th>t₂(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-13.89</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>65.76</td>
<td>7042</td>
<td>43.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>763</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>22.72</td>
<td>18761</td>
<td>190.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>36.48</td>
<td>11137</td>
<td>25.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-14.95</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(g)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>24.32</td>
<td>60257</td>
<td>5748.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-3.62</td>
<td>641</td>
<td>246.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>14888</td>
<td>6818.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>1195</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(k)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36.23</td>
<td>25111</td>
<td>187.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-16.05</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-31.31</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>2.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-21.33</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(o)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-25.41</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>18.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-2.64</td>
<td>4908</td>
<td>170.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Time gain by exploiting symmetries in DSP benchmarks.
We observe that the gains are significant for larger problem instances that take long time to compute. The highest gain is 66% for a complex multiplication (benchmark (b), architecture (1)). In general loop unrolling increases significantly the amount of symmetric cases. However, for summatrix benchmarks (l)–(o) the gain is negative, i.e. in that situation we suffer from the overhead of computing node equivalence even if the unrolling factor for the main loop is 4. The same case occurs for benchmark (p).

Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 illustrate the relation between the amount of potential symmetries and the gain in time for architecture (1) and (2) respectively. The no-symm (resp. symm) bars indicate the computation time for algorithm without (resp. with) exploiting the symmetry property. For each benchmark we show the overhead in identifying symmetries (sym-id) and the amount of symmetries (#symm) reported by the framework that occurs during computation. The left y-axis indicates time in seconds, and the right y-axis the number of symmetries. The name of benchmarks correspond to the names of Table 6.2.

Generally, a high number of symmetries decreases the computation time\(^1\). For small problem instances the overhead for computing symmetries is higher than the gain. It is also unexpected for matrix multiplication unrolled once (benchmark (i)) that the computation time does not decrease significantly despite the large number of symmetric situation is high. In that case most of the symmetric situations occur at the end of computation when the solution space is large. Thus, the overhead for identifying symmetries and the gain are small.

\(^1\)We observe that exploiting symmetries decreases or uses the same amount of memory, but never increases it.
Figure 6.4: Time results for Architecture (1) illustrating the computation time (left y-axis) without exploiting the symmetry property (no-symm), computation time with symmetry property (symm), symmetry overhead (sym-id) and the amount of symmetries (#symm) reported on the right y-axis.
Figure 6.5.: Time results for Architecture (2) using the same notation as in Figure 6.4.
Chapter 7.

Integer Linear Programming
Formulation

To our knowledge there is only one Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation in the literature, by Wilson [WGB94], that fully integrates all steps of code generation, i.e. instruction selection, register allocation and instruction scheduling, on the basic block level. We give in this chapter an improved version of this ILP formulation that also covers VLIW processors. Moreover, our ILP formulation does no longer require preprocessing the basic block’s data flow graph to support instruction selection. We also evaluate and compare our ILP formulation with our DP method on a VLIW processor.

7.1. Introduction

We consider the problem of optimal integrated code generation for instruction-level parallel processor architectures such as VLIW processors. Integrated code generation solves simultaneously, in a single optimization pass, the tasks of instruction selection, instruction scheduling including resource allocation and code compaction, and register allocation.

In Chapter 4, we developed a dynamic programming approach and implemented it in our retargetable framework called OPTIMIST [KB05]. However, there may be further general problem solving strategies that could likewise be applied to the integrated code generation problem. In this chapter, we consider the most promising of these, integer linear programming (ILP).

Integer linear programming (ILP) is a general-purpose optimization method that gained much popularity in the past 15 years due to the arrival of efficient commercial solvers and effective modeling tools. In the domain of compiler back-ends, it has been used successfully for various tasks in code generation, most notably for instruction scheduling. Wilken et al. [WLH00] use ILP
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for instruction scheduling of basic blocks which allows, after preprocessing the basic block’s data flow graph, to derive optimal solutions for basic blocks with up to 1000 instructions within reasonable time.

The formulations that search for time-optimal schedules integrating instruction scheduling and resource allocation are either time-based or order-based. In time-based formulations the main decision variable indicates the time slot when an operation is to be started. In order-based formulations the decision variable represents the flow of the hardware resources among intermediate operations (resource flow).

Gebotys [GE91] formulates a time-based formulation that integrates instruction scheduling, resource allocation and computes time-optimal schedules. Leupers and Marwedel [LM97] provide a time-based ILP formulation for code compaction of a given instruction sequence with alternative instruction encodings. Zhang [Zha96], Chang et al. [CCK97] and Kästner [Käs00a] provide order-based and/or time-based ILP formulations for the combination of instruction scheduling with register allocation.

We know of only one ILP formulation in the literature that addressed all three tasks simultaneously, which was proposed by Wilson et al. [WMGB93, WGHB94]. However, their formulation is for single-issue architectures only. Furthermore, their proposed model assumes that the alternatives for pattern matching in instruction selection be exposed explicitly for each node and edge of the basic block’s data flow graph (DFG), which would require a preprocessing of the DFG before the ILP problem instance can be generated.

In this chapter we provide an ILP formulation that fully integrates all three phases of code generation and extends the machine model used by Wilson et al. by including VLIW architectures. Moreover, our formulation does no longer need preprocessing of the DFG.

7.2. The ILP Formulation

In this section we first introduce various variables and parameters and then provide the ILP formulation for fully integrated code generation. The reader can find the complete ILP model in the Appendix specified in AMPL language. However, first we introduce some notations that we use in the formulation.

[Note: The reference URL provided is a placeholder and should be replaced with the actual URL if available.]
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7.2.1. Notations

We use uppercase letters to denote parameters and constants provided to the ILP formulation (model). Lowercase letters denote solution variables and indexes.

Indexes $i$ and $j$ denote nodes of the DFG. We reserve indexes $k$ and $l$ for instances of nodes composing a given pattern. $t$ is used for time index. We use the common notation $|X|$ to denote the cardinality of a set (or pattern) $X$.

As usual, instruction selection is modeled as a general pattern matching problem, covering the DFG with instances of patterns that correspond to instructions of the target processor. The set of patterns $B$ is subdivided into patterns that consist of a single node, called *singletons* ($B''$), and patterns consisting of more than one node, with or without edges ($B'$). That is, $B = B' \cup B''$ such that $\forall p \in B', |p| > 0$ and $\forall p \in B'', |p| = 1$.

In the ILP formulation that follows, we provide several instances of each non-singleton pattern. For example, if there are two locations in the DFG where a multiply and accumulate pattern (MAC) is matched, these will be associated with two different instances of the MAC pattern, one for each possible location. We require that each pattern instance be matched at most once in the final solution. As a consequence, the model requires to specify a sufficient number of pattern instances to cover the DFG $G$. For singleton patterns, we only need a single instance. This will become clearer once we have introduced the coverage equations where the edges of a pattern must correspond to some DFG edges.

7.2.2. Solution Variables

The ILP formulation uses the following solution variables:

- $c_{i,p,k,t}$ a binary variable that is equal to 1, if a DAG node $i$ is covered by instance node $k$ of pattern $p$ at time $t$. Otherwise the variable is 0.
- $w_{i,j,p,k,l}$ a binary variable that is equal to 1 if DFG edge $(i,j)$ is covered by a pattern edge $(k,l)$ of pattern $p \in B'$.
- $s_{p,t}$ a binary variable that is set to 1 if a pattern $p \in B'$ is selected and the corresponding instruction issued at time $t$, and to 0 otherwise.
- $r_{i,t}$ a binary variable that is set to 1 if DFG node $i$ must reside in some register at time $t$, and 0 otherwise.
- $\tau$ an integer variable that represents the execution time of the final schedule.
We search for a schedule that minimizes the total execution time of a basic block. That is, we minimize $\tau$.

In the equations that follow, we use the abbreviation $c_{i,p,k}$ for the expression $\sum_{\forall t \in 0..T_{\text{max}}} c_{i,p,k,t}$, and $s_p$ for $\sum_{\forall t \in 0..T_{\text{max}}} s_{p,t}$.

### 7.2.3. Parameters to the ILP Model

The model that we provide is sufficiently generic to be used for various instruction-level parallel processor architectures. At present, the ILP model requires the following parameters:

**Data flow graph:**

- $G$ index set of DFG nodes
- $E_G$ index set of DFG edges
- $\text{OP}_i$ operation identifier of node $i$. Each DFG node is associated with an integer value that represents a given operation.
- $\text{OUT}_i$ indicates the out-degree of DFG node $i$.

**Patterns and instruction set:**

- $B'$ index set of instances of non-singleton patterns
- $B''$ index set of singletons (instances)
- $E_p$ set of edges for pattern $p \in B'$
- $\text{OP}_{p,k}$ operator for an instance node $k$ of pattern instance $p$. This relates to the operation identifier of the DFG nodes.
- $\text{OUT}_{p,k}$ is the out-degree of a node $k$ of pattern instance $p$.
- $L_p$ is an integer value representing the latency for a given pattern $p$. In our notation, each pattern is mapped to a unique target instruction, resulting in unique latency value for that pattern.

**Resources:**

- $F$ is an index set of functional unit types.
- $M_f$ represents the amount of functional units of type $f$, where $f \in F$. 
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- $U_{p,f}$ is a binary value representing the connection between the target instruction corresponding to a pattern (instance) $p$ and a functional unit $f$ that this instruction uses. It is 1 if $p$ requires $f$, otherwise 0.

- $W$ is a positive integer value representing the issue width of the target processor, i.e., the maximum number of instructions that can be issued per clock cycle.

- $R$ denotes the number of available registers.

- $T_{\text{max}}$ is a parameter that represents the maximum execution time budget for a basic block. The value of $T_{\text{max}}$ is only required for limiting the search space, and has no impact on the final result. Observe that $T_{\text{max}}$ must be greater than (or equal to) the time required for an optimal solution, otherwise the ILP problem instance has no solution.

The rest of the section provides the ILP model for fully integrated code generation for VLIW architectures. First, we give equations for covering the DFG $G$ with a set of patterns, i.e., the instruction selection. Secondly, we specify the set of equations for register allocation. Currently, we address regular architectures with general purpose registers, and thus only check that the register need does not exceed the amount of physical registers at any time. Next, we address scheduling issues. Since we are working on the basic block level, only flow (true) data dependences are considered. Finally, we assure that, at any time, the schedule does not exceed available resources, and that the instructions issued simultaneously fit into a long instruction word, i.e., do not exceed the issue width.

7.2.4. Instruction Selection

Our instruction selection model is suitable for tree-based and directed acyclic graph (DAG) data flow graphs. Also, it handles patterns in the form of tree, forest, and DAG patterns.

The goal of instruction selection is to cover all nodes of DFG $G$ with a set of patterns. For each DFG node $i$ there must be exactly one matching node $k$ in a pattern instance $p$. Equation (7.1) forces this full coverage property. Solution variable $c_{i,p,k,t}$ records for each node $i$ which pattern instance node covers it, and at what time. Beside full coverage, Equation (7.1) also assures a requirement for scheduling, namely that for each DFG node $i$, the instruction corresponding to the pattern instance $p$ covering it is scheduled (issued) at
some time slot $t$.

$$\forall i \in G, \sum_{p \in B} \sum_{k \in p} c_{i,p,k} = 1 \quad (7.1)$$

Equation (7.2) records the set of pattern instances being selected for DFG coverage. If a pattern instance $p$ is selected, all its nodes should be mapped to distinct nodes of $G$. Additionally, the solution variable $s_{p,t}$ carries the information at what time $t$ a selected pattern instance $p$ is issued.

$$\forall p \in B', \forall t \in 0..T_{max}, \sum_{i \in G} \sum_{k \in p} c_{i,p,k,t} = |p|s_{p,t} \quad (7.2)$$

If a pattern instance $p$ is selected, each pattern instance node $k$ maps to exactly one DFG node $i$. Equation (7.3) considers this unique mapping only for selected patterns, as recorded by the solution variables $s$.

$$\forall p \in B', \forall k \in p, \sum_{i \in G} c_{i,p,k} = s_p \quad (7.3)$$

Equation (7.4) implies that all edges composing a pattern must coincide with exactly the same amount of edges in $G$. Thus, if a pattern instance $p$ is selected, it should cover exactly $|E_p|$ edges of $G$. Unselected pattern instances do not cover any edge of $G$. Remark that in our model each pattern instance is distinct, and that we further assume that there are enough pattern instances available to fully cover a particular DFG.

$$\forall p \in B', \sum_{(i,j) \in E_G} \sum_{(k,l) \in E_p} w_{i,j,p,k,l} = |E_p|s_p \quad (7.4)$$

Equation (7.5) assures that a pair of nodes constituting a DFG edge covered by a pattern instance $p$ corresponds to a pair of pattern instance nodes. If we have a match ($w_{i,j,p,k,l} = 1$) then we must map DFG node $i$ to pattern instance node $k$ and node $j$ to pattern instance node $l$ of pattern instance $p$.

$$\forall (i,j) \in E_G, \forall p \in B', \forall (k,l) \in E_p, 2w_{i,j,p,k,l} \leq c_{i,p,k} + c_{i,p,l} \quad (7.5)$$

Equation (7.6) imposes that instructions corresponding to a non-singleton pattern (instance) $p$ are issued at most once at some time $t$ (namely, if $p$ was selected), or not at all (if $p$ was not selected).

$$\forall p \in B', s_p \leq 1 \quad (7.6)$$
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Equation (7.7) checks that the IR operators of DFG ($\text{OP}_i$) corresponds to the operator $\text{OP}_{p,k}$ of node $k$ in the matched pattern instance $p$.

$$\forall i \in G, \forall p \in B, \forall k \in p, \forall t \in 0..T_{\text{max}}, c_{i,p,k,t}(\text{OP}_i - \text{OP}_{p,k}) = 0 \quad (7.7)$$

Our model forbids, as is the case for almost all architectures, to access a partial result that flows along a covered edge and thus appears inside a pattern. Only a value flowing out of a node matched by a root node of the matching pattern is accessible (and will be allocated some register). This situation is illustrated in Figure 7.1. A possible candidate pattern $p$ that covers nodes $a$, $b$, and $c$ cannot be selected in case (i) because the value of $b$ is used by another node (outgoing edge from $b$). On the other hand, the pattern might be selected in case (ii) since the value represented by $b$ is only internal to pattern $p$.

For that, Equation (7.8) simply checks if the out-degree $\text{OUT}_{p,k}$ of node $k$ of a pattern instance $p$ equals the out-degree $\text{OUT}_i$ of the covered DFG node $i$. As nodes in singleton patterns are always pattern root nodes, we only need to consider non-singleton patterns, i.e. the set $B'$.

$$\forall p \in B', \forall (i, j) \in E_G, \forall (k, l) \in p, \ w_{i,j,p,k,l}(\text{OUT}_i - \text{OUT}_{p,k}) = 0 \quad (7.8)$$

7.2.5. Register Allocation

Currently we address (regular) architectures with general-purpose register set. We leave modeling of clustered architectures for future work. Thus, a value carried by an edge not entirely covered by a pattern (active edge), requires a
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register to store that value. Equation (7.9) forces a node $i$ to be in a register if at least one of its outgoing edge(s) is active.

\[
\forall t \in 0..T_{\text{max}}, \forall i \in G, \quad \sum_{t_i=0}^t \sum_{(i,j) \in E_G} \sum_{p \in B} \left( \sum_{k \in p} c_{i,p,k,t_i} - \sum_{l \in p} c_{i,p,l,t_i} \right) \leq Nr_{i,t} \quad (7.9)
\]

If all outgoing edges from a node $i$ are covered by a pattern instance $p$, there is no need to store the value represented by $i$ in a register. Equation (7.10) requires solution variable $r_{i,t}$ to be set to 0 if all outgoing edges from $i$ are inactive at time $t$.

\[
\forall t \in 0..T_{\text{max}}, \forall i \in G, \quad \sum_{t_i=0}^t \sum_{(i,j) \in E_G} \sum_{p \in B} \left( \sum_{k \in p} c_{i,p,k,t_i} - \sum_{l \in p} c_{i,p,l,t_i} \right) \geq r_{i,t} \quad (7.10)
\]

Finally, Equation (7.11) checks that register pressure does not exceed the number $R$ of available registers at any time.

\[
\forall t \in 0..T_{\text{max}}, \sum_{i \in G} r_{i,t} \leq R \quad (7.11)
\]

7.2.6. Instruction Scheduling

The scheduling is complete when each node has been allocated to a time slot in the schedule such that there is no violation of precedence constraints and resources are not oversubscribed. Since we are working on the basic block level, we only need to model the true data dependences, represented by DFG edges. Data dependences can only be verified once pattern instances have been selected, covering the whole DFG. The knowledge of the covered nodes with their respective covering pattern (i.e., the corresponding target instruction) provides the necessary latency information for scheduling.

Besides assuring full coverage, Equation (7.1) constraints each node to be scheduled at some time $t$ in the final solution. We need additionally to check that all precedence constraints (data flow dependences) are satisfied. There are two cases: first, if an edge is entirely covered by a pattern $p$ (inactive edge), the
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latency of that edge must be 0, which means that for all inactive edges \((i,j)\), DFG nodes \(i\) and \(j\) are “issued” at the same time. Secondly, edges \((i,j)\) between DFG nodes matched by different pattern instances (active edges) should carry the latency \(L_p\) of the instruction whose pattern instance \(p\) covers \(i\). Equations (7.12) and (7.13) guarantee the flow data dependences of the final schedule. We distinguish between edges leaving nodes matched by a multi-node pattern, see Equation (7.12), and the case of edges outgoing from singletons, see Equation (7.13).

\[
\forall p \in B', \forall (i,j) \in E_G, \forall t \in 0..T_{\text{max}} - L_p + 1,
\sum_{k \in p} c_{i,p,k,t} + \sum_{q \in B\setminus p} \sum_{t_1=0}^{t+L_p-1} \sum_{k \in q} c_{j,q,k,t_1} \leq 1 \tag{7.12}
\]

Active edges leaving a node covered by a singleton pattern \(p\) carry always the latency \(L_p\) of \(p\). Equation (7.13) assures that the schedule meets the latency constraint also for these cases.

\[
\forall p \in B'', \forall (i,j) \in E_G, \forall t \in 0..T_{\text{max}} - L_p + 1,
\sum_{k \in p} c_{i,p,k,t} + \sum_{q \in B} \sum_{t_1=0}^{t+L_p-1} \sum_{k \in q} c_{j,q,k,t_1} \leq 1 \tag{7.13}
\]

7.2.7. Resource Allocation

A schedule is valid if it respects data dependences and its resource usage does not exceed the available resources (functional units, registers) at any time. Equation (7.14) verifies that there are no more resources required by the final solution than available on the target architecture. Currently in the ILP model we assume fully pipelined functional units with an occupation time of one for each unit, \(i.e.\) a new instruction can be issued to a unit every new clock cycle. We leave the modeling of intricate pipelines, as part of future work. The first summation counts the number of resources of type \(f\) required by instructions corresponding to selected multi-node pattern instances \(p\) at time \(t\). The second part records resource instances of type \(f\) required for singletons.
(scheduled at time $t$).

$$\forall t \in 0..T_{max}, \forall f \in F, \sum_{p \in B'} s_{p,t} + \sum_{p \in B''} \sum_{i \in G} \sum_{k \in p} c_{i,p,k,t} \leq M_f \quad (7.14)$$

Finally Equation (7.15) assures that the issue width $W$ is not exceeded. For each issue time slot $t$, the first summation of the equation counts for multi-node pattern instances the number of instructions composing the long instruction word issued at $t$, and the second summation for the singletons. The total amount of instructions should not exceed the issue width $W$, i.e., the number of available slots in a VLIW instruction word.

$$\forall t \in 0..T_{max}, \sum_{p \in B'} s_{p,t} + \sum_{p \in B''} \sum_{i \in G} \sum_{k \in p} c_{i,p,k,t} \leq W \quad (7.15)$$

### 7.2.8. Optimization Goal

In this chapter we are looking for a time-optimal schedule for a given basic block. The formulation however allows us not only to optimize for time but can be easily adapted for other objective functions. For instance, we might look for the minimum register usage or code length.

In the case of the time optimization goal, the total execution time of a valid schedule can be derived from the solution variables $c$ as illustrated in Equation (7.16).

$$\forall i \in G, \forall p \in P, \forall k \in p, \forall t \in 0..T_{max}, c_{i,p,k,t} * (t + L_p) \leq \tau \quad (7.16)$$

The total execution time is less or equal to the solution variable $\tau$. Looking for a time-optimal schedule, our objective function is

$$\min \tau \quad (7.17)$$

### 7.3. Experimental Results

First, we provide two theoretical VLIW architectures for which we generate target code. Secondly we describe the experimental setup that we used to evaluate our ILP formulation against our previous DP approach and summarize the results.
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7.3.1. Target Architectures

In order to compare OPTIMIST’s DP technique to the ILP formulation of Section 7.2, we use two theoretical VLIW target platforms (Case I and Case II) with the following characteristics.

Case I: The issue width is a maximum of two instructions per clock cycle. The architecture has an arithmetic and logical unit (ALU). Most ALU operations require a single clock cycle to compute (occupation time and latency are one). Multiplication and division operations have a latency of two clock cycles. Besides the ALU, the architecture has a multiply-and-accumulate unit (MAC) that takes two clock cycles to perform a multiply-and-accumulate operation. There are eight general purpose registers accessible from any unit. We assume a single memory bank with unlimited size. A load/store unit (LS) stores and loads data in four clock cycles.

Case II: The issue width is of maximum four instructions per clock cycle. The architecture has twice as many resources as in Case I, i.e. two arithmetic and logical units, two multiply-and-accumulate units, and two load/store units with the same characteristics.

7.3.2. Experimental Setup

We implemented the ILP data generation module within the OPTIMIST framework. Currently our ILP model addresses VLIW architectures with regular pipeline, i.e. functional units are pipelined, but no pipeline stall occurs. We adapted hardware specifications in xADML (see Chapter 8) such that they fit current limitations of the ILP model. In fact, the OPTIMIST framework accepts more complex resource usage patterns and pipeline descriptions expressible in xADML, which uses the general mechanism of reservation tables [DSTP75]. As assumed in Section 7.2, we use for the ILP formulation the simpler model with unit occupation time and latency for each instruction. An extension of the ILP formulation to use general reservation tables is left to future work.

Figure 7.2 shows our experimental platform. We provide a plain C code sequence as input to OPTIMIST. We use LCC [FH95] (within OPTIMIST) as C front-end. Besides the source code we provide the description of the target architecture in xADML language (see Chapter 8). For each basic block, OPTIMIST outputs the assembly code as result. If specified, the framework also outputs the data file for the ILP model of Section 7.2. The data file contains architecture specifications, such as the issue width of the processor, the set of functional units, patterns, etc. that are extracted from the architecture description document. It generates all parameters introduced in Section 7.2.3 Finally
we use the CPLEX solver [Inc06] to solve the set of equations.

Observe that for the ILP data we need to provide the upper bound for the maximum execution time in the ILP formulation (\(T_{\text{max}}\)). For that, we first run a heuristic variant of OPTIMIST that still considers full integration of code generation phases, and provide its execution time (computed in a fraction of a second) as the \(T_{\text{max}}\) parameter to the ILP data.

### 7.3.3. Results

We generated code for basic blocks taken from various digital signal processing benchmark programs. We run the evaluation of the DP approach on a Linux (kernel 2.6.13) PC with Athlon 1.6GHz CPU and 1.5GB RAM. The ILP solver runs on a Linux (kernel 2.6.12) PC with Athlon 2.4GHz CPU, 512MB RAM using CPLEX 9.

We should mention a factor that contributes in favor of the ILP formulation. In the OPTIMIST framework we use LCC [FH95] as C front-end. Within our framework we enhanced the intermediate representation with extended basic blocks (which is not standard in LCC, see Section 4.3.6). As consequence, we introduced data dependence edges for resolving memory write/read precedence constraints. In the current ILP formulation we consider only data flow dependences edges. Thus, we instrumented OPTIMIST to remove edges introduced by building extended basic blocks. Removing dependence edges results in DAGs with larger base, i.e. with larger number of leaves, and in general a lower height. We are aware that the DP approach suffers from DAGs with a large number of leaves, as OPTIMIST early generates a large number of partial solutions. Further, removing those edges build DFGs that may no longer be equivalent to the original C source code. However, it is still valid to compare the ILP and DP techniques, since both formulations operate on the same intermediate representation.
Table 7.1.: Evaluation of ILP and DP fully integrated code generation approaches for the Case I architecture.

| Basic block                  | \(|G|\) | Height | \(|E_G|\) | DP \(\tau\) (cc) | DP \(t\) (sec) | ILP \(\tau\) (cc) | ILP \(t\) (sec) |
|------------------------------|--------|--------|----------|------------------|----------------|------------------|------------------|
| 1) iir filter bb9           | 10     | 4      | 10       | 10               | 0.3            | 10               | 0.9              |
| 2) vec_max bb8              | 12     | 4      | 12       | 11               | 0.6            | 11               | 1.3              |
| 3) dijkstra bb19            | 16     | 7      | 15       | 14               | 6.6            | 14               | 5.6              |
| 4) fir filter bb9           | 16     | 3      | 14       | 15               | 61.3           | 15               | 7.8              |
| 5) cubic bb16               | 17     | 6      | 16       | 14               | 15.0           | 14               | 5.7              |
| 6) fir_vselp bb10           | 17     | 9      | 17       | 16               | 3.4            | 16               | 8.2              |
| 7) matrix_sum loop bb4      | 17     | 8      | 17       | 16               | 4.0            | 16               | 8.8              |
| 8) scalarprod bb2           | 17     | 8      | 18       | 17               | 1.2            | 17               | 15.8             |
| 9) vec_sum bb3              | 17     | 8      | 18       | 16               | 1.4            | 16               | 11.8             |
| 10) matrix_copy bb4         | 18     | 7      | 19       | 16               | 4.3            | 16               | 12.5             |
| 11) cubic bb4               | 21     | 8      | 23       | 17               | 69.8           | 17               | 277.7            |
| 12) iir filter bb4          | 21     | 6      | 17       | 20               | 3696.4         | 20               | 46.5             |
| 13) fir filter bb11         | 22     | 6      | 27       | 19               | 89.7           |                  |                  |
| 14) codebk_srch bb20        | 23     | 7      | 22       | 17               | 548.8          | 17               | 63.1             |
| 15) fir_vselp bb6           | 23     | 9      | 25       | 19               | 40.6           |                  |                  |
| 16) summatrix_un1 bb4       | 24     | 10     | 28       | 20               | 25.4           |                  |                  |
| 17) scalarprod_un1 bb2      | 25     | 10     | 30       | 19               | 14.9           |                  |                  |
| 18) matrixmult bb6          | 30     | 9      | 35       | 23               | 2037.7         |                  |                  |
| 19) vec_sum unrolled bb2    | 32     | 10     | 40       | 24               | 810.9          |                  |                  |
| 20) scalarprod_un2 bb2      | 33     | 12     | 42       | 23               | 703.1          |                  |                  |
Table 7.1 reports our results for the Case I architecture. The first column indicates the name of the basic block. The second column reports the number of nodes in the DAG for that basic block. The third and fourth columns give the height of the DAG and the number of edges, respectively. Observe that the height corresponds to the longest path of the DAG in terms of number of DAG nodes, and not to its critical path length, whose calculation is unfeasible since the instruction selection is not yet known. The fifth column reports the amount of clock cycles required for the basic block, and in the sixth column we display the computation time (in seconds) for finding a DP solution. Columns seven and eight report the results for ILP. The computation time for the ILP formulation does not include the time for CPLEX-presolve that optimizes the equations.

In the table we use three additional notations: CPLEX indicates that the ILP solver ran out of memory and did not compute a result. AMPL means that CPLEX-presolve failed to generate an equation system, because it ran out of memory. Where the DP ran out of memory we indicate the entry as MEM.

For all cases that we could check both techniques report the same execution time ($\tau$). It was unexpected to see that the ILP formulation performs quite well and in several cases with an order of magnitude faster than DP. For cases 4), 12) and 14) the DP takes almost eight times, eighty times and nine times respectively longer than the ILP solver to compute an optimal solution. Since we removed the memory data dependence edges (as mentioned earlier) the resulting test cases present two, four and two unrelated DAGs for case 4), 12) and 14) respectively. We know that DP suffers from DAGs with a large number of leaves because a large number of selection nodes is generated already at the first step. For the rest of the test cases, DP outperforms the ILP formulation or has similar computation times. Observe that we reported for cases 3) and 5) that ILP takes shorter time to compute an optimal solution. But if we include the time of CPLEX-presolve, which runs for 7.1s in case 3) and 8.3s in case 5), the ILP times are worse or equivalent. For problems larger than 22 nodes, the ILP formulation fails to compute a solution. For problem instances over 30 nodes, the CPLEX-presolve does not generate equations because it runs out of memory.

Table 7.2 shows the results for the Case II architecture. The notations are the same as for Case I. We added an additional column in the ILP part, denoted $t'$, that reports the ILP computation time when the upper bound $T_{max}$ is derived from a run of a heuristically pruned DP algorithm $H^{N=2}$ described in Section 4.3.5 (this decreases the number of generated equations by providing a value of $T_{max}$ closer to an optimal solution). The time for DP algorithm $H^{N=2}$ run is not included in $t'$. 
Table 7.2: Evaluation of ILP and DP fully integrated code generation approaches for Case II architecture.

| Basic block        | $|G|$ | Height | $|E_G|$ | \(\tau\) (cc) | \(t\) (sec) | \(t'\) (sec) | \(\tau\) (cc) | \(t\) (sec) | \(t'\) (sec) |
|--------------------|-----|--------|-------|---------------|-------------|-------------|---------------|-------------|-------------|
| 1) iir filter bb9  | 10  | 4      | 10    | 9             | 0.6         | 9           | 1.5           | 0.4         |
| 2) vec_max bb8     | 12  | 4      | 12    | 10            | 2.4         | 10          | 1.6           | 0.7         |
| 3) dijkstra bb19   | 16  | 7      | 15    | 14            | 73.5        | 14          | 10.7          | 4.2         |
| 4) fir filter bb9  | 16  | 3      | 14    | 9             | 2738.9      | 9           | 9.1           | 2.5         |
| 5) cubic bb16      | 17  | 6      | 16    | 12            | 1143.3      | 12          | CPLEX         | 3.8         |
| 6) fir_vselp bb10  | 17  | 9      | 17    | 14            | 62.1        | 14          | CPLEX         | 4.9         |
| 7) matrix_sum loop bb4 | 17  | 8      | 17    | 15            | 90.2        | 15          | CPLEX         | 10.2        |
| 8) scalarprod bb2  | 17  | 8      | 18    | 15            | 10.0        | -           | CPLEX         | CPLEX       |
| 9) vec_sum bb3     | 17  | 8      | 18    | 13            | 11.4        | 13          | CPLEX         | 4.6         |
| 10) matrix_copy bb4| 18  | 7      | 19    | 14            | 89.4        | 14          | AMPL          | 4.1         |
| 11) cubic bb4      | 21  | 8      | 23    | 16            | 8568.7      | -           | AMPL          | CPLEX       |
| 12) iir filter bb4 | 21  | 6      | 17    | -             | MEM         | 12          | AMPL          | 7.4         |
| 13) fir filter bb11| 22  | 6      | 27    | -             | MEM         | -           | AMPL          | CPLEX       |
| 14) codebk_srch bb20| 23  | 7      | 22    | -             | MEM         | -           | AMPL          | CPLEX       |
| 15) fir_vselp bb6  | 23  | 9      | 25    | 16            | 7193.9      | -           | AMPL          | AMPL        |
Also for the second case, ILP and DP yield the same execution time $\tau$ for solutions obtained with both approaches, as expected. For the cases 4) and 12) DP performs worse than ILP. For the case 12) DP runs out of memory, whereas the ILP could compute a solution within 7.4s if $T_{\text{max}}$ is close enough to the optimum. Case II results show that it is beneficial to spend time to minimize $T_{\text{max}}$. We could gain about four additional nodes for the ILP problem size. For Case II, if the ILP compute a solution it outperforms the DP.
Chapter 8.
xADML: An Architecture Specification Language

We provide a retargetable code generation framework for various hardware architectures. Therefore, we have developed a structured hardware description language called Extended Architecture Description Mark-up Language (xADML), based on Extensible Mark-up Language (XML). The structure of the processor, as far as relevant for the generation of optimal code, is specified in xADML.

In this chapter we provide xADML specifications for parameterizing the OPTIMIST framework and retarget it to a specific target architecture.

8.1. Motivation

Providing a compiler for newly developed processor architectures is a time and money consuming task in industry. New compilers may reuse existing parts of existing frameworks, such as front-ends, high level optimizations modules, etc. But the back-end usually needs to be rewritten to a large extent. Writing a specific back-end for each new hardware is not an option where the time-to-market is short. Instead, a specification of the target processor in a high level description language is provided to either automatically generate a back-end or parameterize a generic back-end of a compiler framework (see Section 2.8).

In this chapter we present a hardware description language called xADML, eXtensible Architecture Description Mark-up Language, that we use as parameterization language for our retargetable code generation framework OPTIMIST. xADML allows the OPTIMIST framework to be retargeted efficiently to different architectures. We used xADML in the OPTIMIST framework for
very different processor types: a multi-issue clustered VLIW architecture TI-
C62x, a multi-issue Motorola MC56K DSP processor \cite{Yon06}, and a single
issue processors, ARM9E \cite{Lan05}.

Additionally, we build variants of these processors to evaluate the impact of
the architecture complexity on the dynamic programming algorithms.

The motivation for building a “home” hardware language, rather than using an existing one, was to be able to start with a simple and low complexity
language and progressively extend it during the work.

8.2. Notations

In the rest of this chapter we use following notations for the specification
language: ellipses (\ldots) are only used for brevity and are not part of the
hardware specification. Further, we denote by [string] a string of alphanumeric characters. The string starts with an alphabetic or numeric character and
may contain spaces. [integer] represents a positive or zero integer value and
[integer\*] a strictly positive integer.

8.3. xADML: Language Specifications

An xADML document is divided into five parts, or sections, that can be spec-
ified in any order. The five parts of the documents are:

- Declaration of hardware resources, such as registers, memory modules
  and resources that are part of reservation tables of target instructions.

- Definition of generic patterns that are mapped to given target instruc-
  tions in the instruction set definition part.

- Instruction set definition, which provides the set of target instructions
  for the processor.

- For irregular architectures, copy instructions are declared in the transfer
  section.

- Finally, global formatting of the output can be parameterized in the for-
  mating part.

An xADML specification contains thus both a structural and behavioral
description of a target processor. In the following subsections we describe in
detail the different parts of xADML depicted in Figure \ref{fig:8.1}.
Our architecture description language is based on XML. As xADML is a standard XML document, it begins with the version and encoding information definition. This is necessary for XML parsers and tools. In our framework implementation we use Xerces-C\(^1\), an XML parser. As any XML document, xADML can be viewed as a tree structure. The specification tree is rooted at node architecture (see Figure 8.1).

Both attributes of the architecture node are optional.

- **name** records the name of the architecture specified in the xADML document.

- **version** represents the version of the specification file. This allows the user to record different variants of the specification, if for instance the hardware is changing during the design phase.

### 8.4. Hardware Resources

The resource section of an xADML document enumerates hardware resources available for the computations. xADML allows to specify registers, residence classes and any kind of resource that is part of the reservation table.

\(^1\)Xerces-C++ parser is a project hosted at the Apache XML homepage, [http://xml.apache.org/xerces-c/](http://xml.apache.org/xerces-c/)
8.4.1. Issue Width

We specify the issue width ($\omega$, see Section 3.2), within the \texttt{issue\_width} node, as depicted in Figure 8.2. The issue width is a strictly positive integer, representing the number of instructions that can be issued in the same clock cycle.

8.4.2. Registers

The \texttt{registers} node defines all registers of the architecture available for computation. xADML does not include set of control registers, such as the program counter register (PC) or status registers. Each register entry \texttt{reg} (Figure 8.3) has two attributes:

- \texttt{id} represents the name of the register. Those names are used in the format part when emitting assembler code. Each register requires an \texttt{id} attribute.
- \texttt{size} an optional attribute that specifies the size, in terms of bits.

8.4.3. Residences

In the \texttt{residences} node we find the set of all residence classes (see Section 4.2.5) derived from the instruction set of the target architecture. For the residence classes formed by the set of registers, xADML declares all registers.
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Figure 8.4.: Definition of residence classes. A residence class may be composed of registers, or be of unlimited size.

```
<residences>
  <residence id="[string]">
    <reg id="[string]"/>
    ...
  </residence>
  ...
  <residence id="[string]"/>
  ...
</residences>
```

Figure 8.5.: Declaration of resources for the reservation table of target instructions. Resources declared in this section of an xADML document represent the column entries of reservation tables.

```
<resources>
  <resource id="[string]"/>
  ...
</resources>
```

composing that class (see Figure 8.4, first residence declaration). Observe that the name of a register that composes a residence class must first appear in the registers node. For residence classes of infinite size, such as memory modules, xADML declares simply a name for that class (see Figure 8.4, second declaration).

8.4.4. Resources

The resources node includes all other type of resources required by the instruction set. For instance, functional units, buses etc. appear in this part of the document. Note that registers and residence classes are not part of the resources node. xADML models resources using the general principle of reservation tables [DSTP75]. Each target instruction requires a particular resource at a specific time. The resources part of the specification simply enumerates all available resources. Each resource represents a column entry in the reservation table. The particular time of resource usage is defined in the
reservation table (see Section 8.6.3).

Defining the set of all resources of the reservation table ahead allows to report errors in the cases where a resource is used, but undeclared. In the specification document each resource requires a unique name.

### 8.5. Patterns

The node patterns allows to declare generic patterns where each of them is mapped to a single target instruction in the instruction set section. Hence, a pattern may be reused across several target instructions. We see patterns as subDAGs of the intermediate representation (IR). In our framework the IR is low enough, so that there is no such IR node that requires at least two target instructions to compute its operation.

The attribute id of node pattern, required for each pattern, is a unique identifier of the pattern being specified. This identifier is referred to when being associated with a target instruction in the instruction set part of the specification.

Each pattern is composed of nodes and directed edges. A node node has an optional id attribute. This attribute represents the reference, or the symbolic name of that node, that we can refer to within the pattern. It is a unique identifier within the pattern.

Each node of a pattern represents an instance of an IR node. We map pattern nodes to IR nodes with the proper construct, where the obligatory attribute id indicates the IR node. Further, the arity attribute specifies the number of descendants of the node. Children of an IR node are specified via kid nodes. A kid node has a required nr attribute, representing the child number of the parent node. The number of children must match the arity specified in the parent node. The kid node has an optional id attribute used as reference, or symbolic name if specified. Each kid node builds implicitly a data dependence edge from child kid to parent proper. A kid node may have further descendant node nodes. Figure 8.6 illustrates the patterns section of xADML.

To simplify the process of writing specifications, xADML allows to specify generic patterns using the <or>...<or> construct to provide different alternatives for similar patterns that are mapped to the same target instruction.

**Example**  As an example of a generic pattern with alternatives let us consider a DAG pattern on the right hand side of Figure 8.7. Triangular shaped nodes represent operands (i.e. subDAGs that are reduced to a given residence class). Circular shaped nodes mark IR nodes. Node c/d shows that there are two

---

2 In the LCC-IR [FH95], each node has at most two descendants.
Figure 8.6.: In this section we declare all generic patterns where each pattern is mapped to a single processor target instruction.

possibilities of IR operators that will match (c or d). This alternative is expressed with the `<or>`...`<or>` construct illustrated on the left hand side of Figure 8.7. For instance, if the operator of node e is an IR assignment and the operator of the c/d node an addition (2 bytes integer addition for c and 4 bytes addition for d), the pattern represents a post-increment computation.

Although XML is a tree based representation, our definition of patterns in xADML is generic enough to allow users to specify patterns in forms of trees, DAGs or forests.

8.6. Instruction Set

An instruction in xADML represents an association between an IR pattern (often a single IR node) and a machine target instruction that performs that computation. For complex target instructions that correspond to a set of IR nodes (tree, DAG or forest patterns) xADML first defines IR patterns in patterns section and then associates a pattern with a given target instruction in the instruction_set section.

The association between a single IR node and a target instruction differs slightly from the association of a pattern and a target instruction. We call the
Figure 8.7: Example of DAG pattern with two alternatives for an instance node specified using the <or> ... </or> construct.

Figure 8.8: Instruction set is composed of one-to-one mapping and pattern instructions.
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Figure 8.9: Defining a target instruction and associating its operands with their residence classes in a one-to-one mapping.

first case a one-to-one mapping, and the second a pattern mapping (see Figure 8.8). Both mappings share common constructs for emitting code, condition checking and definition of reservation table.

8.6.1. One-to-one Mapping

For a one-to-one mapping between an IR operation and a target instruction, the instruction node simply identifies the IR node and specifies the associated target instruction. An instruction node has an id attribute that identifies the IR operation to associate with a target instruction. The target instruction is specified in the target node, a child node of the instruction node (see Figure 8.9). The target node contains formatting information, resource requirement and condition checking, which are describe later in Section 8.6.3.

We remark that it is common that an IR operation has several possible semantically equivalent target instructions that differ, for instance, in resource usage (see Section 8.9 for an example). Thus an instruction node may contain several target nodes.

A target node has the following attributes:

- \texttt{id}, an optional attribute that records the name of the matching rule. It is mostly used for debugging and checking purposes.
- \texttt{dest1} indicates to which residence class the instruction outputs the result. For instructions that do not produce any result, the attribute is unspecified.
- \texttt{src1} represents the residence class of the first operand of the instruction. For leaf IR nodes, this field is unspecified.

```xml
<!-- One-to-one mapping -->
<instruction id="[string]">
  <target id="[string]" dest1="[string]"
       src1="[string]" src2="[string]">
    <!-- Resource usage, formatting and conditions -->
  </target>
  ...
</instruction>
```
8.6.2. Pattern Mapping

The mapping between a pattern and a target instruction is accomplished in the pattern node within the instruction set section. Node pattern has a required id attribute that refers to a pattern defined in the patterns section. In a similar way as for the instruction node, a pattern node has one or more child nodes, here called ptarget. Each ptarget node corresponds to a target instruction associated with the pattern. A ptarget node has an optional attribute, dest1, that indicates the residence class where the result of the computation corresponding to a pattern is stored if any.

Operands of a pattern are referred to through their symbolic names (i.e. references) that are defined in the pattern definition. Each operand node is associated to a residence class as follows:

- <op id="[string]"> refers to the symbolic name of the node.
- <id>[string]</id> indicates the residence class of the operand that is referred above.
- </op> ends the mapping for the node.

There are as many op nodes as operands defined in the pattern (see Section 8.9).
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... Resource usage -->
<cycle_matrix [string]="[integer*]" ...>
<cycle_matrix [string]="[integer*]" ...>
...
</cycle_matrix>
</cycle_matrix>
...

Figure 8.11: Modeling of reservation tables in xADML: each cycle_matrix construct starts a new layer of resources usage on top of a previously defined one.

8.6.3. Shared Constructs of Instruction and Pattern Nodes

In this section we describe common constructs shared by target and ptarget nodes. Each of these constructs is optional within a pattern or one-to-one mapping.

Resource Usage

A target instruction uses hardware resources to perform a desired computation. The resource usage of that instruction is specified in xADML via the reservation table (called cycle_matrix), that is, a matrix where columns represent resources and rows time slots when a given resource is used by the instruction.

We use the hierarchical structure of XML to build reservation tables. A reservation table is defined using the construct cycle_matrix. The attributes of a cycle_matrix node refer to resources defined within the resources section. Only resources that are used by the instruction appear as attributes.

Each new entry (descendant) defines a new row (i.e. a new relative time slot) of resource usage that is pushed on top of the latest time of a resource utilization. To define empty rows, xADML provides a delay node, whose required attribute d specifies the number of time slots that are unused in the reservation table. Figure [8.12] illustrates how to specify a complex reservation table in xADML.

The representation of the reservation tables in xADML is not unique. For that, we could have restricted that each row can increment by a single clock cycle the reservation table height. In this case it would be unnecessary to specify the number of cycles that a resource is busy. But for architectures with deep pipelines the proposed syntax decreases considerably the length of the reservation table specification.
Figure 8.12.: An instruction uses three resources for its execution: R₁, R₂, and R₃. Its reservation table is illustrated on the right hand side, with the relative time of each resource usage. The left hand side specifies the corresponding xADML definition of the reservation table.

Formating

Nodes target and ptarget have an optional child format that formats the output, if any, for the emitter. It is often the case that the data to be emitted is embedded within IR nodes. Thus the hardware language must provide access functions to retrieve required information from IR nodes. Our compilation framework OPTIMIST provides such access functions.

The format construct is defined as:

```xml
<format>[string]</format>
```

where the string represents the format to be output.

Each IR node of the instruction or pattern is matched to a symbolic name, for instance src1 in the case of one-to-one mapping instruction. Symbolic names that refer to IR nodes are escaped in the format node by enclosing them with curly brackets. If the residence class of the symbolic name is built of registers, the name is replaced with a given register when the emitter outputs the format. Otherwise, the emitter emits any information stored in the IR node, using the access function.

Example Let us define a load instruction (ld), that takes an address, representing a memory location of a four bytes integer value and loads that value in a register. Let us assume a single memory module called MEM, and a set of eight general purpose registers REG = {r0, r1, ..., r7}. A possible definition of such an instruction in xADML could be:

3Usually the emitter outputs assembly code as target language, but it could be any other format.

4OPTIMIST framework uses LCC as C front-end, and thus each node is of C type struct node, as described in [FH95].
If we assume that this instruction is selected, it may produce the following output:
```
ld r3,@i;
```
The symbolic name `dest1` is replaced by an allocated register from the set of registers in `REG`. The symbolic name `src1` is replaced with the name stored in the IR node that matches the source operand of the instruction. To access that name OPTIMIST provides access functions capable of queering IR nodes. In this example the name is accessed via the `.SYM0.X.NAME` access function, which points to the field `node->syms[0]->x.name` of `struct node` structure (see [FH95]). That field records the name of a global variable that is mapped to a memory location. The rest of the string is copied as plain text.

## Conditions

The `condition` construct allows to check for a certain condition that need to be fulfilled for a pattern to match. A condition contains plain C expressions (enclosed within the `test` construct) that are evaluated when a given pattern is tried for a match. If the expression evaluates to true, then the pattern is selected, otherwise it is skipped.

Within the condition, xADML provides `and` and `or` constructs to build boolean expressions. This is provided only for XML readability, since these constructs can be expressed in plain C as well. If the logical construct is unspecified, then boolean expressions are assumed to be connected with a logical `and`. Observe that C expressions may contain a set of control characters of XML. In this case it is necessary to specify the expression using the XML escape mode that does not interpret characters, but simply copies them as plain text. It starts with the character sequence `<!CDATA[` and ends with sequence `]]>`. Boolean expressions in the `condition` construct access IR nodes referenced by their symbolic names in a given match. Each symbolic name points to a data structure representing an IR node. In OPTIMIST this corresponds to the C `struct node` of LCC (see [FH95] for further details).

### Example

Let us illustrate a possible condition expression. One possibility consists in using plain XML format that expresses logical constructs with and
and or constructs, as illustrated in the upper example of Figure 8.13. Observe that we need to escape the pointer indirection of the C expression, and this is why it is enclosed within a CDATA construct. The equivalent C representation is depicted in the lower part of Figure 8.13 and uses the CDATA construct as well.

8.6.4. Data Dependence Edges

The standard representation of an XML tree cannot express additional data dependence edges that occur in DAG-based IRs. xADML provides a construct \texttt{ddep} that adds a data dependence edge into a pattern to resolve precedence constraints. The edge is directed from the source (\texttt{src}) to the destination (\texttt{dest}), and is specified as:

\[
\texttt{<ddep src="[string]" dest="[string]"/>}
\]

where the strings represent symbolic names of nodes composing a pattern.

The need for adding additional edges appeared when we enhanced LCC basic blocks to extended basic blocks (see Section 4.3.6).

8.7. Transfer Instructions

For irregular architectures, such as clustered VLIW processors, some data may need to be copied from one residence class to another to satisfy availability of operands in the “right” residence classes (see Section 4.3.3). Such transfers are not part of the source code of an application, but are inserted by the dynamic programming algorithm.

The transfer instructions are specified in the \texttt{transfer} section of the xADML document, using the \texttt{target} nodes. The \texttt{target} node of the transfer section is exactly the same construct as the \texttt{target} node of one-to-one instruction mapping (see Section 8.6.1), except that in the transfer section, a \texttt{target} node has exactly one source \texttt{src1} and one destination \texttt{dest1}, as depicted in Figure 8.14. Source \texttt{src1} indicates the residence class of a value computed by IR subDAG rooted at matched node. The destination \texttt{dest1} indicates to which residence class this value should be copied. Also, a \texttt{target} node includes all the common nodes of Section 8.6.3.

A \texttt{target} node has an optional \texttt{id} attribute that is used for debugging. It allows to identify which transfer instructions have been selected in the final code.
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The above expression can be equivalently specified as:

```
<test><![CDATA[(({dest1}->syms[0]!=NULL) &&
  ({dest1}->syms[0]->sclass==lcc::STATIC)) ||
  ({src1}->syms[0]->scope==lcc::CONSTANTS) ||
  ({src1}->syms[0]->type==lcc::INT))]]></test>
```

Figure 8.13.: Two variants of specifying a condition in xADML: the upper specification uses XML constructs to express a logical expression, whereas the lower formulation uses C syntax.
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Figure 8.14.: Modeling of transfers in xADML.

```xml
<!-- Transfers -->
<transfer>
  <target id="[string]" dest1="[string]" src1="[string]">
    ...
  </target>
  ...
</transfer>
```

Figure 8.15.: Formating specification for the general output format included in xADML.

8.8. Formating Facilities

We intend to have a free format of the output (usually assembler code). Each instruction contains a node `format` that indicates how it should be output. For single-issue architectures this is usually sufficient. However, for multi-issue platforms, we need to format each slot of an instruction word. Currently we use the following formating nodes (see Figure 8.15) that indicate how an instruction word should be formated.

- `slot_row_prefix` specifies a string that is printed before the first instruction is output. It might be a special character such as tabulation or space. If the node is unspecified or left empty, nothing is printed in front of first instruction of an instruction word.

- `slot_row_suffix` indicates the character to output at the end of an instruction word. Usually we want to have a new-line character (\n).

- `slot_row_separator` encodes, if necessary, a separator between different instructions of an instruction word.
• **nop_instruction** specifies the name of a NOP instruction. Many assembler languages use a macro definition for NOP instructions.

• **implicit_nops** can have a value of YES or NO. If the flag is set to YES, it is unnecessary to explicitly write a NOP instruction in the assembler file. If set to NO, then each NOP instruction is output if it is required, as for architecture with delay slots.

### 8.9. Examples

In this section we provide two examples of situations that often occur in xADML specification. The first example illustrates how to declare semantically equivalent instructions that match the same pattern. The second example shows how to associate each pattern operand node with a residence class.

#### 8.9.1. Specification of Semantically Equivalent Instructions

In *mutation scheduling* semantically equivalent instructions are considered for a same computation. In xADML alternatives are specified in separate target node constructs. For instance, Figure 8.16 illustrates an xADML specification of an integer multiplication of an operand by another operand that is a power of two. The operation can be performed by either using a left shift or a multiplication operation.

For the multiplication, we do not need to check if the second operand src2 is a power of two. Thus we do not need a condition construct. In the case of left shift, the operation is equivalent only if the second operand is a power of two. This is checked in the condition, which first checks if the operand is an integer data type, and then that it is a power of two. Observe that the emit part (format node) emits the number of bits to be shifted, and not the initial second operand value.

#### 8.9.2. Associating Pattern Operand Nodes with Residence Classes

In this example we associate the pattern of Figure 8.7 to a target instruction, SAMPLE.

We assume that operands must come from residence class REG, the set of general purpose registers, and the result is written to the same residence class for the pattern to be selected. Figure 8.17 illustrates how pattern alt_sample is associated to a target instruction SAMPLE that takes three comma-separated arguments. The first argument is the destination register, represented by dest1.
Figure 8.16.: Semantically equivalent target instructions for a pattern are simply enumerated using the target construct.

The second argument corresponds to common subexpression in our example node a, and the third corresponds to node b. We assume, for completeness, that the target instruction uses resource R1 for two clock cycles to perform the SAMPLE instruction.

In most code generation frameworks, the back-ends work on an IR in forms of trees. One of the motivations for writing our own specification language concerns the specification of DAG patterns.

### 8.10. Other Architecture Description Languages

xADML uses ideas from different architecture description languages. Here we give credits to those languages that influenced the xADML design.

The nML [Fre93] specification language uses an elegant and compact representation of the instruction set. Instructions of target processor exhibit some common properties that can be grouped in a hierarchical representation. The identification (by the user who specifies the architecture) of such properties reduces considerably the size of the specification file, thus possible errors. In nML an instruction specification has several attributes:

- **action** indicates the semantics of the target instruction as C code with
some additional DSP-related operators.

- *image* indicates the binary form of the target instruction being specified.
- *syntax* encodes the assembly mnemonic of the target instruction.

From an nML specification, it is possible to derive different tools, such as simulator or code generator, making the language suitable for software hardware co-design. In nML the conflicts among resources are specified implicitly. Basically, the user is required to specify all the legal combinations of target instructions. Another approach, adopted in ISDL (described below) is to specify illegal combinations. Depending on the target architecture the first or the second variant may be more appropriate. Further, nML seems to be primarily designed for rather simple single issue architecture. nML was successfully used in the Chess retargetable code generation framework (see Section 9.3.2).

The Instruction Set Description Language (ISDL) [HHD97] used in the Aviv framework (see Section 9.3.1) includes several features of nML. However, ISDL was specially designed for VLIW processors. Similarly to xADML, ISDL is organized in different sections:

- The *instruction word format* section defines how an instruction word is subdivided into subfields. This provide a general (tree) representation of instruction words of a VLIW processor.

- The *global definitions* section provides global definitions that are used in other sections. The purpose of global definitions is to facilitate the generation of assembler from ISDL specification.

- The *storage resources* section lists storage resources, such as registers and memories available for user programs.
• The assembly syntax section describes each operation composing a VLIW instruction. Each instruction may be associated with a cost, such as the number of clock cycles, or the instruction size.

• The constraints section enumerates combinations of disallowed combinations of operations or instructions. Thus the compiler can check (at any time) if the generated sequence of target instructions is legal.

• The optimization information section provides hints to the compiler to improve the global code quality of the final code.

As in nML, ISDL requires to specify legal combinations of instructions of an instruction word. But contrary to nML, ISDL also constrains the code generator on a set of forbidden combinations, rather than enumerating all (possible) legal ones.

The Maril [BHE91] architecture language, which is primarily designed for RISC processors, presents most of ISDL’s features, but cannot be used for VLIW processors. An interesting concept of Maril consists in including a section that represents calling conventions for a particular processor, i.e. models the run-time behavior.

A Maril specification file is divided into four sections:

• declarations define hardware resources, such as registers, buses, memory banks, pipeline stages etc.

• run-time model or compiler writer virtual machine specifies the runtime model of the processor. The model is relatively simple, but it is a step towards the formalization of calling conventions.

• instructions enumerates processor target instructions. We describe this section in more details below.

• mapping the IR specifies how to map IR operations to target instructions.

The instruction section of Maril is subdivided into five parts:

• mnemonic and operands specify the assembly instruction of an operand.

• data type constraints indicates expected data types for an instruction.

• tree-pattern definition describes the tree patterns for the code generator’s pattern-matcher.

• reservation table specifies the set of resources that the specified instruction uses at each clock cycle.
• **instruction metrics** specify the cost, latency and delay slots of an instruction.

Maril is used in the Marion [BHE91] system, which used an early version of LCC [FH95] as C front-end. We use the same front-end in the OPTIMIST framework [KB05], but we operate on DAGs and not on trees, as in the case of Marion.

The **Target Description Language** (TDL) [Käs00c] was designed for post-pass optimization. It is part of the Propan system [Käs00b], a retargetable framework for code optimization at assembly level. In a post-pass optimizer, the source language is assembly code and the output is (optimized) assembly code for the same architecture, or for a different one. TDL is subdivided in several sections:

• **resource** specifies the available resources of the target processor. It enumerates registers, memory modules, functional units and also caches. In a TDL specification, all resources could be used in parallel (simultaneously). As this is not usually the case, restrictions on resource usage are provided in the constraints section.

• **instruction set** is the central part of the specification where the user provides the set of target instructions with their timing behavior and resource requirement. The instruction also provides its semantics in register transfer language (RTL) [Käs00c] to be able to derive a cycle accurate simulator.

• **constraints** represent a set of boolean rules that restrict the instruction-level parallelism and resource usage according to the architecture.

• **assembly** represents the assembly mnemonic of each instruction. This section also includes assembly directives to preserve the semantics of source during code transformations.

The Propan post-pass optimization framework has been successfully used e.g. for ADSP-2106X SHARC and Philips TriMedia TM1000. Now commercialized (aiPop) by AbsInt GmbH, Saarbrücken.
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Many research groups have addressed code generation issues for a long time, and have achieved high code quality for regular architectures. However, the recent emergence of the electronics market that involves DSP processors constitutes a large pool of irregular architectures, for which standard techniques result in unsatisfying code quality.

In this chapter we classify other work on optimizing code generation for irregular target processors. We differentiate between integrated and decoupled approaches.

9.1. Decoupled Approaches

There are various methods that are able to solve exactly one of the subproblems of code generation for reasonable basic block sizes.

9.1.1. Optimal Solutions

AHO and JOHNSON [AJ76] use a linear-time dynamic programming algorithm to determine an optimal schedule of expression trees for a single-issue, unit-lateness processor. The addressed processor class has a homogeneous register set and allows multiple addressing modes, fetching operands either from registers or directly from memory.

CHOU and CHUNG [CC95] enumerate all possible target schedules to find an optimal one. They propose methods to prune the enumeration tree based on structural properties of the DAG such as a symmetry relation. Their algorithm works fine for basic blocks with up to 30 instructions, but instruction selection and residences are not considered. Further, they do not consider a more compressed representation of the solution space, such as our selection DAG.
ERTL and KRALL [EK91] generate an optimal schedule by specifying the instruction scheduling problem as a constraint logic programming instance. A time-optimal schedule is obtained for small and medium-size basic blocks.

WILKEN et al. [WLH00] present a set of transformations of the DAG that help to derive an advanced integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for the instruction scheduling phase. First, they show that the basic formulation of the ILP of a given problem leads to unacceptable compile time. Then, providing transformations of the DAG, they decrease the complexity of the ILP instance, and the resulting formulation can be solved in acceptable time for basic block with up to 1000 instructions.

Additionally, WILKEN et al. derive special optimization techniques based on the shape of the DAG. They show that an hourglass-shaped DAG can be scheduled by applying a divide-and-conquer method, where a globally optimal solution is the concatenation of optimal solutions for each subDAG, below and above the articulation node. Note that an explicit application of this simplification is not necessary in our DP approach. Our DP algorithms exploit automatically such a structural property of the DAG. In fact, for regular architectures an hourglass-shaped DAG results in an hourglass-shaped selection DAG. For cases where data locality is an issue, concatenation of two optimal solutions for each subDAG does not necessarily result in an optimal global solution.

YANG et al. [YWL89] describe an optimal scheduling algorithm for a special architecture where all instructions require one time unit, and all functional units are identical. Generating an optimal schedule, even for such an architecture, is still NP-complete.

VEGDAHL [Veg92] proposes a dynamic programming algorithm for time-optimal scheduling that uses a similar compression strategy as described in Section 4.2.1 for combining all partial schedules of the same subset of nodes. In contrast, he does not exploit any symmetry characteristic of DAGs. He first constructs the entire selection DAG, which is not leveled in his approach, and then applies a shortest path algorithm. Contrary to VEGDAHL, we take the time and space requirements of the partial schedules into account immediately when constructing the corresponding selection node. Hence, we need to construct only those parts of the selection DAG that could still lead to an optimal schedule. Further, instruction selection and residences are not considered in [Veg92].

9.1.2. Heuristic Solutions

In the literature various heuristic methods for code generation have been proposed. Heuristic methods are practical for industrial code generators since the
Methods for instruction selection are generally based on tree pattern matching [GG78] and dynamic programming.

Graph coloring [Ers71, CAC+81] methods are still the state-of-the-art for global register allocation. In order to allocate registers using the graph coloring method, the register allocation phase is usually performed after instruction scheduling, because the live range of the program values have to be known in order to be able to build the live range interference graph. In the interference graph, nodes correspond to live ranges, and there is an undirected edge between two nodes if they overlap in time and consequently cannot use the same register. Thus register allocation consists in coloring the interference graph with N colors, where N is the number of registers. A graph coloring is a decoration of the nodes with colors such that connected nodes do not have the same color.

The list scheduling algorithm is popular heuristic for local instruction scheduling [Muc97]. List scheduling determines a schedule by topological sorting. The edges of the DAG are annotated by weights, which correspond to latencies. In critical path list scheduling, the priority for selecting a node from the zero-indegree set is based on the maximum-length path from that node to any root node. The node with the highest priority is chosen first. There exist extensions to list scheduling which take more parameters into account, such as data locality for example.

9.2. Integrated Code Generation

The state-of-the-art in optimizing code generation frameworks for irregular architectures is based on ILP. The problem is formulated as an integer program, which is given to a solver. Solving an integer program is NP-complete, hence exact solutions can be produced only for small problem instances. For larger problems the exactness is abandoned, but still a high code quality is produced.

9.2.1. Heuristic Methods

Leupers [Leu00a, Chap. 4] uses a phase-decoupled heuristic for generating code for clustered VLIW architectures. The mutual interdependence between the partitioning phase (i.e., fixing a residence class for every value) and the
scheduling phase is heuristically solved by an iterative process based on simulated annealing.

9.2.2. Optimal Methods

KÄSTNER [Käs00b] developed a phase coupled postpass optimizer generator that reads in a processor specification described in Target Description Language (TDL) and generates a phase coupled postpass optimizer which is specified as an integer linear program that takes restrictions and features of the target processor into account. An exact and optimal solution is produced, or a heuristic based, if the time limit is exceeded. In this framework, the full phase integration is not possible for larger basic blocks, as the time complexity is too high.

9.3. Similar Solutions

We describe two frameworks that attempt to solve the problem of efficient code generation for irregular architectures in an integrated manner in more detail.

9.3.1. AVIV Framework

The optimizing retargetable code generator framework AVIV [HD98] simultaneously addresses, on the basic block level, the problems of instruction selection, resource allocation, and instruction scheduling. The hardware architecture is described in Instruction Set Description Language (ISDL) [HHD97].

AVIV transforms the IR DAG into the split-node DAG, a graph representing all possible implementations of the IR operations for a given hardware processor. Additionally, the split-node DAG allows to explore instruction parallelism. A split-node DAG is similar to a DAG that represents operations
within a basic block of a source code, but contains two additional types of nodes:

- A **split node** corresponds to an original DAG operation. Split-node children represent all possible alternative implementations of the operation on the target architecture by exploiting the available functional units.

- A **data transfer node** is inserted on the data path if a data transfer between register files is required.

To deal with the combinatorial explosion, the framework uses a branch-and-bound mechanism with an aggressive heuristic for pruning suboptimal solutions as early as possible. The resulting code sequence is “nearly” optimal for small basic blocks with up to 20 instructions.

To illustrate a split-node DAG, let us first define a target architecture with two functional units $U_1$ and $U_2$. Both functional units perform addition ($\text{ADD}$ instruction) and each functional unit contains its own register file. Functional units are connected by a data bus to each other and to instruction and data memory modules. The architecture is represented in Figure 9.1.

Let us consider a basic block that consists only of a single assignment statement $a = b + c + 1;$. The source DAG is represented on the left hand side in Figure 9.2. The associated split-node DAG for the simple architecture described above is shown on the right hand side in Figure 9.2. Each split-node (black filled circles) has children that correspond to the original operation executed on different functional units. For example, the computation of $b + c$ may be executed either on unit $U_1$ or $U_2$. Transfer nodes (boxes) are inserted if a data transfer is required between functional units. Originally, operands $b$ and $c$ are located in the memory and need to be transferred to the local register file of unit $U_1$ or $U_2$.

Subsequent steps in Aviv code generation operate on the split-node DAG, which contains all necessary informations for code generation. The framework receives basic blocks which are connected by a control flow graph, and performs optimization independently on each basic block. Thus Aviv does not perform any global optimizations.

First, the algorithm selects several **functional unit assignments** of least cost for further computation. The cost is evaluated by traversing the split-node DAG in a top-down manner, where the cost function considers the amount of parallelism (associated with a covering) and the number of data transfers required for the assignment. Calculating the cost for all possible assignments is impractical even for basic blocks of small size. To cope with the size of the solution space, the framework selects the most promising assignments based on a heuristic.
Figure 9.2.: Source DAG (left hand side) and its associated split-node DAG (right hand side).

For selected assignments of lowest cost, the required transfer nodes are inserted. This may result in a large number of possibilities for target architectures that present multi-path data transfer. Similarly to assignment selection, the algorithm selects candidates with the lowest cost, where the cost function only takes into account the amount of parallelism.

Next, the algorithm groups possible nodes to be executed in parallel, called cliques. Basically, the grouping is similar to code compaction [Fis81] in VLIW architectures. Once more, generating all possible groups is time consuming. To reduce time for generating cliques, the framework applies a heuristic that limits the distance (in split-node DAG) between candidate nodes for being executed in parallel. Resulting cliques are checked against hardware specification if their instructions can be executed concurrently.

In a bottom-up manner the algorithm covers the split-node DAG starting with selecting the largest clique that does not exceed the amount of available resources and have all their predecessors already scheduled. During the selection process a scheduled clique may contain a set of nodes that belongs to a still unselected group. Therefore, each time a selection is performed, the remaining cliques are shrunk (updated) by removing already scheduled nodes.

Finally, the remaining cliques that exceed the number of available resources are computed. The algorithm selects a candidate node for spilling based on the most needed resource and its number of parents. Then it inserts required spills and loads in the split-node DAG. A schedule obtained by the cliques covering
algorithm satisfies the precedence relation among the nodes, and is thus valid.

The last step consists in performing the detailed register assignment using a graph-coloring method. During the clique selection step, the algorithm guarantees that the amount of required resources does not exceed the amount of available resources. Thus the graph-coloring always finds a feasible register allocation.

We see Aviv as a not really integrated framework, as instruction selection and resource allocation are performed first. Then a phase of alternating scheduling and register allocation produces final code.

9.3.2. Chess

Chess [MG95] is retargetable code generation environment that addresses DSPs and Application Specific Integrated Processors (ASIP). The framework is concerned with a special class of target processors, mainly load-store architectures with homogeneous or heterogeneous register set where each instruction is microcoded, thus the computation takes one clock cycle for each instruction.

As input, Chess takes two descriptions: the source code of the application and a structural and behavioral description of the target processor specified in nML [Fre93]. nML provides high level structural information and the instruction set for the target processor. From the two descriptions Chess derives common internal data structures for code generation, called control-data flow graph (CDFG) and instruction-set graph (ISG) [MG95].

Additionally to the machine code, the framework provides some statistics that show how well the modeled target processor fits the application. This information is useful in the design loop for an embedded application, where the choice or the design of the target processor is addressed.

As a first step the IR of the program is lowered, such that all operations can be covered by an instruction from the instruction set of the processor. The phases of code selection, register allocation, bit alignment and scheduling are solved in an integrated manner. They are run separately but use a common data structure, so each phase takes into account information from other phases.

Code selection, as in most approaches, is based on pattern matching techniques for DAGs. The patterns are automatically derived from the target processor description in nML. Similarly to our approach, the patterns are identified when processing the DAG, and the algorithm avoids exhaustive enumeration of all possible coverings where unnecessary. The validity of a covering is checked against the ISG [MG95].
Register allocation in Chess consists of routing data between different instructions to satisfy data locality. The framework considers spilling into memory, transferring data between registers and regeneration (rematerialization) of values. The choice of data transfer, based on the transfer path length, is selected in a branch-and-bound manner.

Finally, global scheduling, which also compacts micro-instructions into instructions (code compaction), uses an adapted list scheduling algorithm.
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Possible Extensions

In this chapter we present possible topics for the future work in the area of integrated optimal code generation. We give a brief and non-exhaustive description of different topics. In particular, we expect to move beyond the extended basic block level, starting with loop optimization. Loops are hot spots in most DSP applications, where a slight code improvement may result in a considerable performance gain.

10.1. Residence Classes

In Section 4.2.5 we generalized register classes to residence classes, and established the versatility relation. We think of exploiting the versatility relation among residence classes by constructing a lattice of residence classes to narrow the exploration of possible schedules and thus the solution space. However, for irregular architectures residence classes may overlap with each other. For instance, an unary instruction \( y_i \) may use the set of registers, \( \{r_1, r_2\} \) as source and destination operands, and instruction \( y_j \) may use registers \( \{r_2, r_3\} \). In such a case, register \( r_2 \) belongs simultaneously to two overlapping sets (see also Scholz and Eckstein [SE02]).

Thus the hierarchy in the lattice cannot be constructed in a straightforward manner. Further work is needed to investigate how we should represent and treat overlapping residence classes.

10.2. xADML Extension

xADML was developed in order to allow us to retarget OPTIMIST framework for various target architectures. xADML is based on XML, which makes it convenient to manipulate, since there exist various tools and libraries for
processing XML files. However, the XML tagging principle makes the specification lengthy and difficult to handle if edited by hand. Further, the size of the specification grows rapidly with complex architectures, especially with complex addressing modes, which results in a large number of pattern definitions and associations.

Currently, we are working on a graphical tool to assist users in writing hardware specification \cite{Reh06}. The tool includes a graphical pattern editor, that builds patterns with a drag and drop mechanism. It also includes a graphical tool for definition of reservation tables, in the form of a reservation table matrix representation, where the user simply crosses the resources (columns) used at relative times (rows). A first version of the tool is available at the OPTIMIST home page \cite{KB05}.

We also consider providing a Data Type Definition (DTD) for xADML to check the correct syntax of an xADML specification document. The checking is then performed automatically by XML tools.

### 10.2.1. Parallelization of the Dynamic Programming Algorithms

The dynamic programming algorithms presented in Section 4.2 offer potential for parallel computation. The algorithms structure the solution space, such that different processes can work simultaneously with processing a list of nodes at the same level but different execution time coordinates. We have to take care of the information that is written back to the memory, and thus a shared memory architecture is preferable in a first step. We also consider more distributed parallelization such as cluster machines or even grids.

### 10.3. Global Code Generation

Local optimization is a first step that we need to pass. The highest potential of optimization in DSP applications can be obtained if optimizing beyond (extended) basic block boundaries.

The main issue concerns loops, which are extensively used in DSP programs, and there is a considerable possible gain. We will, in the near future, consider loop optimization issues based on our dynamic programming approach and ILP as well. We should consider different profiles (e.g., time, space, power) as connectors between basic blocks. For instance, at the entry of a basic block we start with a predefined configuration. In the case of loop optimization we may consider loop unrolling and look for a fixed point after a number of iterations in a similar way as KOLSON et al. \cite{KNDK96} did optimal register assignment for loops.
An alternative could consist in providing information about data locality to the compiler by the programmer, and then observe the resulting code. For each different configuration (profiles), the dynamic algorithm will give an optimal solution for that distribution.

10.4. Software Pipelining

Software pipelining [Muc97] is an optimization technique that tends to increase the throughput of a loop. It consists in overlapping the execution of instructions from successive iterations of a loop and thus decreasing the computation time of the application. Our dynamic programming algorithms do not exploit software pipelining and we consider that issue as part of future work where loop optimization is being addressed.

We could try to extend Vegdahl’s method [Veg92] for software pipelining. First we need to integrate instruction selection and register allocation phases into the algorithm. Vegdahl considers an operation as a non-compacted instruction. By “instruction” the author means a compacted instruction, such as a VLIW instruction word, where several operations (instructions in our terms) are gathered to form a single (target) instruction. With these properties he builds a data dependence graph (at the operation level) with conflicts and fine-grained dependences.

Vegdahl’s dynamic-programming algorithm for loops builds a complete solution space for a loop body. The loop body is considered with different unroll factors $\Lambda$. If $\Lambda = 1$ the scheduling is similar to straight-line code scheduling. For $\Lambda \geq 2$ the loop is unrolled $\Lambda$ times. For these cases the algorithm considers the issue of reentering code. Once the entire solution space is built, the algorithm proceeds to find a shortest cyclic path that corresponds to a most-compacted code sequence.

It remains unclear how far the result is optimal. If optimizing loops for code size, then it is possible to choose the smallest code (in terms of bytes) among the shortest cyclic paths. However, if optimizing for time, the shorter cycle does not necessarily mean shorter execution time.

In order to integrate instruction selection with the compaction phase (and other phases) we might build a variant of Vegdahl’s instruction-set graph, where nodes instead represent the set of selection nodes (same level and execution time with different time profiles) and edges are annotated with selected nodes in the selection step.

1We see Vegdahl’s properties as a limitation for applying tree and forest pattern matching techniques, since operations are already matched to a given non-compacted instruction.
This structuring defers (and eventually prunes) expensive partial solutions, which may increase the efficiency of Vegdahl’s algorithm in the same way as it worked out in earlier work on local code optimization. Hence we should try to interleave the shortest-path computation with the construction of the solution space, instead of having two separate phases as proposed by Vegdahl.

When the algorithm constructs a backward edge, it needs to match the most suitable time profile and particularly the space profile to fit between instructions placed at the boundaries of the loop kernel.

In another alternative we may try to “apply OPTIMIST at two levels” in a two-level nested loop. The outer loop decides upon the set of nodes (from different iterations) that compose the kernel (kernel recognition). The inner loop simply uses the current OPTIMIST technique to schedule the kernel (block).

Figure 10.1 depicts the principle of OPTIMIST²: the loop body (being optimized) is contained with the rectangular area. Nodes outside the loop body are contained within the INIT part (showed at the top left in Figure 10.1 as node $v_0$, which is a dummy node that allows to describe live-in values and incoming time profile). We (virtually) unroll the loop for showing carried dependences between different loop iterations. Each instance of node $v_j$ of the loop is annotated with its iteration $i$, $v_{ij}$. OPTIMIST² starts by applying OPTIMIST to the initial loop, which produces a valid schedule (see additional remarks later in this section). Then, iteratively the outer loop removes one node from the zero-indegree set out of the current loop body (marked extract in Figure 10.1) and inserts the corresponding node from the next iteration of the loop. Then OPTIMIST is applied to the new DAG, which now includes nodes from iteration $i$ and $i + 1$.

The outer loop implicitly builds a “kernel tree” (similar to the selection tree) where nodes are kernel DAGs to be scheduled with OPTIMIST. Similarly to the selection tree, we observe that multiple instances of kernel DAGs occur in the kernel tree. We merge those multiple occurrences of the same node into a single node, which results in a DAG of kernel DAGs.

OPTIMIST² complexity will certainly increase significantly compared to the complexity of the current (local) OPTIMIST algorithm. We should implement such a method in our prototype and evaluate it. We could use heuristics for the inner loop to speed up the method. Further, we may look for strategies for building and traversing the DAG of kernel DAGs in a structured manner, such as depth-first-search. We intend to rank a kernel with respect to the “appropriateness” for software pipelining. We would like to prune or postpone poor alternatives (if we can identify them) and follow branches first that lead to a quick reduction in computation time of an optimal schedule. The traversal can use a variant of branch-and-bound to favor the best partial solutions.

Additionally, we may specify how far ahead OPTIMIST² should consider
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**Figure 10.1.** OPTIMIST\(^2\): The principle of applying OPTIMIST at two levels.
nodes to enter the current kernel DAG (i.e. the maximum depth between the current iteration \( i \) and the last considered iteration \( i + d \))

Remark that OPTIMIST produces schedules that are valid with respect to data dependences within a single iteration. We need to check (after a schedule is computed) that for each node that emits a loop-carried dependence the latencies are respected.

Known techniques for software pipelining \cite{AHLA95} are usually applied after the instruction selection phase. This is somehow obvious, since software pipelining exploits the fine granularity of instructions to improve the schedule. Furthermore, the integration allows to perform instruction selection across loop iteration boundaries.

Techniques for computing the initiation interval (II), that is, the length of the loop kernel, such as cycle enumeration or shortest path computation rely on the instruction selection phase. The advantage of OPTIMIST\(^2\) is that we do not need to estimate the minimum initiation interval (MII) and thus not approximate it through an iterative process as done in traditional software pipelining methods\(^2\). The information should actually be obtained directly from the algorithm.

In the case of OPTIMIST\(^2\) we cannot calculate II ahead the schedule because the instruction selection is performed simultaneously to other phases. However, once we obtained a valid schedule (with a given instruction selection) we can verify if the lower bound for the II is achieved, or if it is achievable or not.

### 10.5. DAG Characterization

In Chapter 6 we observed cases for which the partial-symmetry does not improve the computation time significantly, even if there is significant number of symmetries. We plan to investigate deeply how to statically characterize DAGs that are likely to benefit from exploiting symmetries. Alternatively, a method for deciding at runtime if exploiting symmetries would pay off, that uses a heuristic estimation based on the shape of the DAG, may also be considered. We also need an extension of the partial-symmetry definition to irregular architectures that takes data locality into consideration.

We can use similar approach for characterizing DAGs statically suitable for either ILP solver or DP.

Further, we plan to develop other pruning techniques to identify alternatives that do not lead to optimal solutions as early as possible. For larger

\(^2\)Current techniques estimate a lower bound for II after the instruction selection has been performed.
problems, we may relax our goal of finding an optimal solution and produce highly optimized, but no longer optimal code.

10.6. ILP Model Extensions

The current ILP formulation presented in Chapter 7 lacks several features available in OPTIMIST framework. In the ILP model we considered and provided a target architecture with characteristics that we modeled. We will consider extending the formulation to handle cluster architectures, such as Veloci-TI DSP variants. For that, we will need to model operand residences (i.e., in which cluster or register set a value is located). This will certainly increase the amount of generated variables and equations and affect ILP performance.

Our ILP formulation is based on a simpler resource usage model that is limited to unit occupation times per functional unit and a variable latency per target instruction. It would be of interest to have a more general model using reservation tables for specifying arbitrary resource usage patterns and complex pipelines, like the one already implemented in OPTIMIST’s DP framework.

10.7. Spilling

For now, we do not consider transfers to memory modules. If we did, we could as well explore all ways of spilling values from registers and reloading them at any time. Also, we assume that the register classes have enough capacity to hold all values of interest. However, this is no longer true for small residence classes, as e.g. in the case of the Hitachi SH3DSP. Our algorithm is, in principle, able to generate optimal spill code and take this code into account already when selecting instructions and for determining an optimal schedule, and not afterward, where the optimality of a given schedule may be compromised by later insertion of spill code.

On the other hand, taking spilling into consideration may considerably increase the space requirements. We plan to develop further methods for the elimination of uninteresting alternatives for this case.
Chapter 11.
Conclusions

In this work, we developed a framework for integrated code generation with algorithms to optimally solve the main tasks of code generation in a single and fully integrated optimization step for regular and irregular architectures, using dynamic programming and integer linear programming.

We first provided the concept of time profile and the compression theorem for regular architectures. The dynamic programming algorithm for superscalar and regular VLIW processors is suitable for small and medium-sized problem instances. Secondly, for irregular architectures we introduced the concept of space profiles to describe data locality information and provided the compression theorem for irregular architectures. The dynamic programming algorithm for clustered VLIW processors is applicable to small but not trivial problem instances.

Spilling to memory modules is currently not considered, as we assume that the register classes have enough capacity to hold all values of interest. However, this is no longer true for small residence classes, as e.g. in the case of the Motorola MC56K. In principle our algorithm is able to generate optimal spill code and take this code already into account when determining an optimal schedule. On the other hand, taking spill code into consideration may considerably increase the space requirements.

The dynamic programming method is suitable for optimizing for time, space, energy, and mixed goals. We adopted an energy model from the literature and presented a framework for energy-optimal integrated local code generation. We defined a suitable power profile, which is the key to considerable compression of the solution space in our dynamic programming algorithm. Our method is generic and not limited to a fixed power model. If more influence factors are to be considered that are known at compile time, it can easily be adapted by modifying the power profile definition accordingly.
In order to address larger problem instances we described an optimization technique that exploits partial symmetries in DAGs for regular architectures. The idea of pruning partial solutions that can be shown to be equivalent to others by analyzing local symmetries in scheduling situations did not lead to substantial improvements because the (moderate) size reduction of the solution space was outweighed by the symmetry analysis time. Partial-symmetry optimization techniques still need further investigations and extensions for irregular architectures.

Large DAGs require heuristic pruning of the solution space to cope with the combinatorial complexity of fully integrated code generation. We showed that limiting the number of alternatives generated from a partial solution nodes (ESnode) produces code with still high quality in much shorter computation times.

Further, in this thesis we provided an integer linear programming formulation for fully integrated code generation for VLIW architectures that includes instruction selection, instruction scheduling and register allocation. We have implemented the generation of data for the ILP model within the OPTIMIST framework and compared it to the dynamic programming approach. Currently, the ILP formulation lacks support for memory dependences and for irregular architecture characteristics, such as clustered register files, complex pipelines, etc. We intend to extend the formulation as part of future work.

Finally, we addressed the issue of retargetable code generation. We developed an architecture description language called xADML that is based on XML. We successfully retargeted the OPTIMIST framework to three very different processors: ARM9E a single issue processor, TI-C62x a multi-issue clustered VLIW architecture, and Motorola MC56K a multi-issue DSP processor.

As future work, we need address the problem of overlapping register classes and extend our approach beyond local code generation. Some ideas for extending the DP approach to software pipelining have been described.
Appendix A.

Least-cost Instruction Selection in DAGs is $\mathcal{NP}$-complete

Proebsting proved in 1998 that least-cost instruction selection in DAGs is $\mathcal{NP}$-complete [Pro98], but the proof is unpublished and only available in electronic form at the author’s home page. Here follows his proof:

Producing least-cost instruction selections for DAGs by finding pattern “matches” (or “covers” or “parses”) is $\mathcal{NP}$-complete. The trivial proof follows by reducing satisfiability to it. Build a DAG for the formula you want satisfied. Then, have the following rules (all with unit cost):

- **True**: VARIABLE
- **False**: VARIABLE
- **False**: not(True)
- **True**: not(False)
- **True**: or(True, True)
- **True**: or(True, False)
- **True**: or(False, True)
- **False**: or(False, False)
- **True**: and(True, True)
- **False**: and(True, False)
- **False**: and(False, True)
- **False**: and(False, False)

If you can derive a cover of the DAG that reduces to True with a cost exactly equal to the number of nodes, then the formula is satisfiable. Otherwise it is not.
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Unless you have a different model of optimality, this proves optimal DAG code generation is $\text{NP}$-complete. Note that it does not rely on the usual complication of (1) number of registers, or (2) asymmetrical instructions.

Note that Ertl [Ert99] showed that least-cost instruction selection in DAGs can be computed in polynomial time for almost all regular processors.
Appendix B.

AMPL Code of ILP Model

In this appendix we provide the integer programming model presented in Chapter 7. The model is provided in AMPL mathematical programming language (see [http://www.ampl.com](http://www.ampl.com)).

```AMPL
# Use CPLEX solver
option solver cplex;

# ---------------
# Data flow graph
# ---------------

# DFG nodes
set G;

# DFG edges
set EG within (G cross G);

# Operator of DFG nodes
param OPG {G} default 0;

# Out-degree of DFG nodes
param ODG {G} default 0;

# Patterns
set P_prime; # patterns with edges
set P_second; # patterns without edges
```
set P := P_prime union P_second;

param n integer > 0; # Dummy nodes for parameters instances
set PN := 0 .. n - 1; # Generic pattern nodes

# Patterns
set B {P} within PN;
# Pattern edges
set EP {P_prime} within (PN cross PN);
# Operator of patterns
param OPP {P,PN};
# Out-degree of patterns
param ODP {P,PN} default 0;
# Latencies
param L {P};

#---------
# Resources
#---------

# Functional units
set F;
# Maximum FUs
param M {F} integer >0;
# Resource mapping p <-> FU
param U {P,F} binary default 0;

#--------
# Issue width
#--------

# Issue width (omega)
param W integer > 0;
# Number of registers
param R integer > 0;

# ------------
# Solution variables
# ------------

var w {EG,P_prime,(PN cross PN)} binary default 0;
var x {EG} binary default 0;

# Maximum time
param max_t integer > 0;
set T := 0 .. max_t;
var c {G,P,PN,T} binary default 0;
var exec_time integer >= 0;

# Records which patterns (instances) are selected, at which time
var s {P_prime,T} binary default 0;

# Records if a node i requires a register at time t
var r {G,T} binary default 0;

# _______________________________________________________________

# ---------------
# Optimization goal
# ---------------

minimize Test:
  exec_time;

# Minimize the number of steps
subject to MinClockCycle {i in G, p in P, k in B[p], t in T}:
  c[i,p,k,t] * (t + L[p]) <= exec_time;

# -------------------
# Instruction selection
# -------------------

# Each node is covered by at most one pattern
subject to NodeCoverage {i in G}:
  sum{p in P} sum{k in B[p]} sum{t in T} c[i,p,k,t] = 1;

# Record which patterns have been selected at time t
subject to Selected {p in P_prime, t in T}:
  sum{i in G} sum{k in B[p]} c[i,p,k,t] = s[p,t] * card{B[p]};

# Unique coverage:
# each pattern node corresponds to a unique DFG node (if p selected)
subject to Unicity {p in P_prime, k in B[p]}:
  sum{i in G} sum{t in T} c[i,p,k,t] = sum{t in T} s[p,t];

# For each selected pattern,
# assure that all pattern edges match DFG edges
subject to EdgeCoverage {p in P_prime}:
sum{(i,j) in EG} sum{(k,l) in EP[p]} w[i,j,p,k,l] = card{EP[p]} * sum{t in T} s[p,t];

# For each pattern edge,
# assure that DFG nodes are matched to pattern nodes
subject to WithinPattern {(i,j) in EG, p in P_prime, (k,l) in EP[p]}:
  2 * w[i,j,p,k,l] <= sum{t in T}(c[i,p,k,t] + c[j,p,l,t]);

# Only one instance of a pattern might be selected at some time t
subject to MaxOneInstance {p in P_prime}:
  sum{t in T} s[p,t] <= 1;

# Operator of DFG and pattern nodes must match
subject to OperatorEqual {i in G, p in P, k in B[p], t in T}:
  c[i,p,k,t] * (OPG[i] - OPP[p,k]) = 0;

# The out-degree of DFG and pattern nodes must match
subject to OutDegree {p in P_prime, (i,j) in EG, (k,l) in EP[p]}:
  w[i,j,p,k,l] * (ODG[i] - ODP[p,k]) = 0;

# Register allocation
# -------------------
# Register pressure
# Set value to register r[i,t] if there is at least one active edge
# at time t
subject to SetReg {t in T, i in G}:
  sum{t in 0..t} sum{(i,j) in EG} sum{p in P} (sum{k in B[p]} c[i,p,k,tt] - sum{l in B[p]} c[j,p,l,tt]) <= r[i,t] * 1000;

# If there are no active edges at time t left, set r[i,t] to zero
subject to ZeroIfNoActiveEdges {t in T, i in G}:
  sum{tt in 0..t} sum{(i,j) in EG} sum{p in P} (sum{k in B[p]} c[i,p,k,tt] - sum{l in B[p]} c[j,p,l,tt]) >= r[i,t];

# Check that the number of registers is not exceeded at any time
subject to RegPressure {t in T}:
  sum{i in G} r[i,t] <= R;
# ----------------------
# Instruction scheduling
# ----------------------

# Precedence constraints for patterns-to (pattern or singleton)
subject to PrecedencePT \{p \in P' \land (i,j) \in E_G, t \in T\}:
\begin{align*}
\sum_{k \in B[p]} c[i,p,k,t] + \\
\sum_{q \in P : q \neq p} \sum_{tt = 0 \ldots t + L[p] - 1 : tt \leq \max_t} \sum_{k \in B[q]} c[j,q,k,tt] \leq 1;
\end{align*}

# Precedence constraints for singleton-to (pattern or singleton)
subject to PrecedenceST \{p \in P'' \land (i,j) \in E_G, t \in T\}:
\begin{align*}
\sum_{k \in B[p]} c[i,p,k,t] + \\
\sum_{q \in P} \sum_{tt = 0 \ldots t + L[p] - 1 : tt \leq \max_t} \sum_{k \in B[q]} c[j,q,k,tt] \leq 1;
\end{align*}

# -------------------
# Resource allocation
# -------------------

# At each scheduling step we should not exceed
# the number of resources
subject to Resources \{t \in T, f \in F\}:
\begin{align*}
& \sum_{p \in P'} \{U[p,f] = 1\} s[p,t] \\
& + \sum_{p \in P''} \{U[p,f] = 1\} \\
& \sum_{i \in G} \sum_{k \in B[p]} c[i,p,k,t] \leq M[f];
\end{align*}

# At each time slot, we should not exceed the issue width w
subject to IssueWidth \{t \in T\}:
\begin{align*}
& \sum_{p \in P'} s[p,t] \\
& + \sum_{p \in P''} \sum_{i \in G} \sum_{k \in B[p]} c[i,p,k,t] \leq W;
\end{align*}

# Check statements
# ----------------

# Each pattern should be associated with some functional unit
check \{p \in P\}:
\begin{align*}
& \sum_{f \in F} U[p,f] > 0;
\end{align*}
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Symbols

$E$, see total energy cost
$E_z$, see accumulated energy
$E_{act}$, see schedule activation / deactivation cost
$E_{bc}$, see schedule base cost
$E_{oh}$, see schedule overhead cost
$Q$, see space profile
$S$, see IR schedule
$T_{max}$, see maximum execution time
$Y$, see instruction selection
$\Diamond$, 29
$\Pi$, see power profile
$\Psi$, see alternatives
$\text{basecost}$, see transformed base cost
$\chi$, see covered nodes
$\ell$, see latency
$\equiv_{\text{dwn}}$, see downwards equivalence
$\equiv_{\text{op}}$, see operator-equivalent
$\equiv_{\text{sym}}$, see node equivalence
$\equiv_{\text{upw}}$, see upwards equivalence
$\eta$, see extended selection node
$\lambda$, see residual latency
$\omega$, see issue width
$\rho$, see reference time
$\tau$, see execution time
$\theta$, see earliest schedule time
$\alpha$, see activity status
$e$, see earliest issue time
$r$, see register allocation
$z$, see zero-indegree set

$I$, see instruction set
$ac$, see activation / deactivation cost
$bcost$, see base cost
$obcost$, see overhead cost

A
accumulated energy, 72, 73
activation cost, 70, 71, 73
active edge, 97, 99
activity status, 71
ADC, see analog-digital converter
alive set, 40, 47, 51, 52, 56, 84
alternatives, 29, 37, 39, 43, 51, 55, 56, 60, 83
analog-digital converter, 1

B
back-end, 11, 12, 16, 22, 23, 91, 107, 124
base cost, 70
basic block, 6, 7, 15, 19, 21, 25, 27, 35, 59–61, 70–72, 74, 76, 79, 80, 82, 86, 91, 92, 94, 95, 100–102, 104, 120, 129, 130, 132, 133, 138
level, 7, 91, 95, 98, 132, 137, 138

C
CFG, see control flow graph
clock gating, 67
clustered VLIW architecture, 11, 12, 14, 18, 19, 26, 35, 36, 47, 50–55, 60, 108, 120, 131, 145, 146
coalescing, see register coalescing code
compaction, 91
generation, 4, 11, 81
generator, 69
comparable prefix schedule exchange condition, 40, 42, 52
compilation process, 3, 5
compiler, 3
intrinsic, 20
known function, 20
compression, 35
control flow graph, 7
convolution, 2
covered nodes, 28, 37, 38, 42, 46, 54, 56, 86
covering, 28
CPSEC, see comparable prefix schedule exchange condition
cycle_matrix, see reservation table

D
DAC, see digital-analog converter
DAG, see directed acyclic graph pattern, 27, 28, 95, 112
deactivation cost, 70, 71
dedicated compiler, 22
register, 19
digital signal processor, 1, 11
digital-analog converter, 1
directed acyclic graph, 6, 25, 71
downwards equivalence, 84
DSP, see digital signal processor, 2

E
earliest

issue time, 30
schedule time, 83
energy
aware code generation, 70
optimal schedule, 74
equivalence relation, 80, 84, 85
equivalent instruction, see instruction equivalence
node, see node equivalence
operator, see operator equivalence
ESnode, see extended selection node
execution time, 29, 38, 47, 68, 71, 104
extended basic block, 25, 60, 71, 102, 120
extended selection node, 45, 53, 55–57, 59, 72–74, 83

F
forest pattern, 27, 28, 95
full coverage, 95, 98

G
graph pattern matching, 27
greedy schedule, 30

H
hardware
description language, 107
heuristic pruning, 59, 62, 74, 104

I
ILP, see integer linear programming
in-order compaction, 31, 32, 36, 47
instruction decoding, 68
equivalence, 83
execution, 68
scheduling, 12, 13, 16, 17, 68–70, 81, 91, 92, 98
selection, 12, 17, 27, 28, 38, 69, 70, 81, 91, 95
set, 27–29, 50
integer linear programming, 19, 91
   code generation, 11, 12, 21, 70, 91
intermediate
   code generation, 3
   representation, 3, 6, 12, 25, 102, 112
IR, see intermediate representation
   fined-grained, 27
   schedule, 27, 38, 45, 54, 73
irregular architecture, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 19, 21, 35, 108, 120, 129, 131, 132, 137, 142, 145, 146
issue time, 83
issue width, 25, 95, 100, 101, 110
   K
   kernel tree, 140
   L
   latency, 27, 72
   lexical analysis, 3
   local code generation, 7
   M
   MAC, see multiply and accumulate
   maximum execution time, 94–100, 102, 104, 106
   measurement, 69
   memory access, 68
   minimum register instruction sequencing, 15
   mirror node, 82, 84
   modular compiler, 22
   MRIS, see minimum register instruction sequencing
   multiply and accumulate, 2, 29, 93
   mutation scheduling, 123
   N
   node
      equivalence, 83
      equivalent, 82
   non-linearizable schedule, 32
   O
   one-to-one mapping, 28, 114, 115, 117, 118, 120
   operator
      equivalence, 83
      equivalent, 83, 84
   optimal
      code, 11
      code generation, 8, 91, 107
      instruction scheduling, 79
   optimization, 3
   order base formulation, 92
   overhead cost, 70
   P
   parsing, 3
   partial
      IR schedule, 27
      symmetric, 79
      symmetry, 79–81
   partitioning, 14
   pattern, 13, 28, 112
      mapping, 115, 116
      matching, 13, 45
   phase
      decoupled code generation, 12, 17, 21
      ordering, 16
      pipeline gating, 68
   power
      aware code generation, 69
      aware scheduling, 77
dissipation, 68
model, 69, 70
optimal code generation, 70
profile, 71–73, 138

R
reference time, 29, 41, 51, 71, 73
register
allocation, 12, 13, 16, 33, 68–70, 91, 97
assignment, 69
class, 14, 47, 50
coalescing, 13, 16
need, 32, 33, 38, 45, 47, 54, 57, 58, 82
regular architecture, 2, 8, 21, 35, 85, 95, 97, 129, 130, 145, 146, 148
relocation, 70
residence, 36, 48, 50, 55, 59, 61
class, 47, 50–52, 55, 56, 58–61, 85, 109–112, 115, 116, 118, 120, 123, 131, 137, 143, 145
residual latency, 42, 43, 51, 52, 59
resource
allocation, 69, 70, 91, 92, 99
usage map, 29, 41
retargetable
code generation, 22, 146
compiler, 6, 15, 19, 22, 23, 91, 107, 125, 127, 132, 135

S
schedule
activation/deactivation cost, 71
base cost, 71
overhead cost, 71
scheduled set, 37–40, 45, 46, 82, 84
selection
DAG, 35, 37, 39, 58, 129, 130
edge, 38
node, 38
tree, 35, 38–40, 140
semantic analysis, 3
simulation, 69
single-issue architecture, 16, 25, 92, 129
singleton, 93
software pipelining, 15, 139, 140
space
constrained time optimization, 15
optimal, 14
schedule, 33
optimization, 14
profile, 36, 47, 51–53, 55–57, 138
special purpose register, 19
spilling, 14–16, 68, 134, 136, 143
strongly linearizable schedule, 30, 32, 46, 47
superoptimization, 33
superscalar processor, 25
switching activity, 68
symbol table, 4
syntactic analysis, 3
syntax tree, 3

T
target schedule, 16, 21, 22, 29–31, 33, 36–47, 51, 52, 54, 55, 57, 71, 72, 76, 129
target-level DAG, 28
three-address code, 28
tightly scheduled, 30
time
based formulation, 92
constrained space optimization, 15
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